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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND THE METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
Intioodu@tiollil 
The purpose of this @hapter is to des@ribe the problem and state 
the purposes of this investigationo The @hapter also includes a des= 
@ription of the s@ope and limitations of the study 9 definitions of 
@ertain terms 9 and a des@ription of the methods of the investigationo 
The Problem 
The problem of this investigation is to determine the strong 
and weak points of selected aspects of the state=wide audio=visual 
program in Oklahomao 
Planned audio=visual activities in Oklahoma began in 19040 
From 1904 to 1945 these activities~ although extremely limited~ were 
carried on by a few individuals from some of the colleges, a few 
county superintendents and local school leaderso However~ avail= 
able records fail to indicate any systematic 9 or organized effort 
toward a state=wide audio=visual program during this period of timeo 
In 19479 . a state=wide audio=visual program was initiated and has 
been in operation s.in~e that timeo It is this latter phase of the 
Oklahoma program with which this investigation dealso 
It is estimated that more than one million dollars was spent 
in Oklahoma for the purchase of audio=visual equipment and material.s 
2 
during the last six years. Also~ a considerable amount of time and 
effort was invested in the promotion and development of state=wide 
audio~visual activities during the same period of time. Consequently 9 
©ertain questions have arisen. How well is the state-wide audio~ 
visual program serving the schools? Are the administrative and 
organizational aspects of the program facilitating the availability 
of materials to the classrooms of the state? Do teacher education 
institutional activHies facilitate the program? Is financial 
subsidy from the state legislature being used to facilitate the 
audio=visual program? Are evaluation and research activities in the 
audio=visual field being carried on among the various administrative 
levels? Does the Oklahoma film distribution system make materials 
more accessible to the classrooms? An examination of some of the 
characteristics of the Oklahoma program should reveal some answers 
to these questionso 
The available literature relating to state=wide audio-visual 
programs was examined for leads and insights in this investigationo 
Most of the studies on this subject are status studieso A few deal 
with program elements for the purpose of determining desirable 
recommendations for initiating a specific state programo As far as 
can be determined 9 no evaluative study of an existing state=wide 
audio=visual program has been madeo 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the investigation is primarily twofold~ (1) to 
develop criteria by which data .relative to the Oklahoma audio=visual 
program can be evaluated 9 and (2) to evaluate selected aspects of the 
Oklahoma program in terms of these criteria. In addition~ the study 
proposes to accomplish the following secondary purposes; (1) serve 
as a guide to those who might wish to evaluate other state-wide audio-
visual programs» (2) suggest recommendations to the Oklahoma Legis-
lature with respect to needed changes in the Oklahoma Code regarding 
the state=wide audio-visual program~ and (3) suggest recommendations 
to Oklahoma school leaders with respect to needed changes in the 
organization and administration of the Oklahoma. audio=visual program~ 
S,cope and Limitati0ns 
This investigation is confined to a study of six major aspects 
of the organization and administration of the Oklahoma audio=visual 
programo Each major aspect includes several elements and activities 
which appear to be characteristic of state=wide audio=visual programso 
For the purposes of this study these are called characteristicso 
The first major aspect is the structural organization, involving 
four administrative levels including the state 9 regional, county JJ and 
local schoolso This aspect includes the following characteristics: 
advisory council, liaison activities 9 cooperation of administrative 
levels 9 consultative services 9 and the involvement of teachers in 
audio=visual activities o 
A. second major aspect deals with the administrative activities 
pertaining to teacher educationo This aspect includes the following 
characteristics: audio=visual course work 9 cooperation in the in-
service training in audio-visual problems 9 and consultative and 
leadership responsibilitieso 
The third major aspect deals with the administrative aspects of 
dissemination of audio=visual informationo This includes the following 
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characteristics: dissemination of audio-visual information to 
school personnel and lay people, the preparation of bulletins, study 
guides, and handbooks 9 assistance and promotional direction of teacher-
student production of learning aids, and the stimulation of a greater 
use of appropriate audio-visual materials. 
A fourth major aspect deals with research and evaluation 
activities. This includes such characteristics as major and minor 
research projects)) and self-evaluation activities. 
The fifth major aspect deals with tax support at the state and 
local administrative levels. It includes the following character-
istics: the relation of state tax support to film library growth, 
subsidization for the initial capital outlay for films 9 matching 
fund support 9 purposes for which financial support should be pro-
wided9 local participation~ and fees for amortization and handling 
costs o 
A sixth major aspect deals with film distribution practiceso 
This includes the following characteristics: centralization of 
distribution 9 decentralization of distributionj location of dis-
tribtuion centers 9 types of materials circulating from regional 
libraries 9 establishment of local school film libraries 9 establish-
ment of county film libraries 9 and kinds of materials for school useo 
This investigation attempts to determine the strengths and weak-
nesses of each of the major aspects ineluding its sub-items or 
oharacteristicso 
The absence of scientifically validated criteria for evaluation 
ef audio-visual programs requires the development of an instrument 
which can be used for such criteria. Although several checks indicated 
'1 unxnowno The:re:f'ore j .i.t has been necessary to support the ~oncl:us:lL1r,ms 
objectively obtained with further evidence from reason and inferen©eo 
This ~onr:1titutes a 1.imi tation of the study and will be treated in 
detai.1 :i.n Chapter III. 
Basic Assumptions 
This: study is undergi.rded by the following assumpti.onsg 
. lo Audio=visual materials such as films~ filmst:ri.psJ lt"e,~ord.i.ngrs: 
a:.r1d at.her audio=,vi sual devices a:re an integral pa.rt; of the: :modern 
day rsmrri 1c:ul Tu".ll" 
2. Effitiien:t, ad:mi.nistration within the framework o.f an ef'fecdt,i we 
orgam.zation is es;s:ential "to t,he utilization of materials in a state--
wide audio-visual programe 
)o The pri.ma::ry function of a. state,-wide aud:lo,~,.v1 .. sual organ1za= 
tion i.s that of leadership and ,::oordination for the purp,('.3:s:e 
the s,tat,e educat"l.on authorities i.s logi.cally and eduvr.iat,:1.,m.a11y 
Methods of' Invest.igati.on and Pro11~:d.llJJr.·es 
'I"l.ro methods, are principally employed in t,hts inve,!9,tlga:tlon9 
appraisal m.e"thod and the quest:tonna.i.re methodo The a.ppr:a;i.s,al met,hordl 
is u.sed in developing criteria and in the evaluation; the qu.est;um= 
naire method 1s used in. obtaining data pertinent 
.interview method is used to a limited extent in developing the ©:l".":iil;e:ria 
and in obta:lning certain data .from the regional :film llbra:1dLes. 
The plan of attack on the problem called for two major stepa8 
(1) the development of criteria to evaluate the Oklahoma audio<=llrisual 
program~ and (2) the collection, analysi~ and evaluation of data on 
the Oklahoma audio-visual program from 1947 to 1953. 
The direct appraisal method, through the uae of a jury of experts, 
seemed to be an appropriate method for developing criteria for the 
evaluative aspects of the study. This involved the selection of a 
jury of highly competent authorities in the audio-visual field 9 a.nd 
the formulation of a list of tentative criteria. Although t he 
awailable literature was utilized to some extent in both the selection 
of the jury and in formulating the tentative criteria9 main reliance 
was on information gained through personal interview. 
The attack on the problem makes it necessary to ascert ai.n the 
prevailing conditions of the audio~visual program in Oklahomao Thiia 
requires data from a large number of sources in widely separated 
geographical locations, some of which are public school administrators, 
records and reports from the State Department of Education9 re~ords 
and reports from the Regional Film Libraries in Oklahoma~ and personal 
interviews. The questionnaire method was selected as an appropriate 
method for t his aspect of the study. 
Definition of Terms 
The term "state-wide audio-visual program" as used in this study 
is intended to mean an organized and systematic plan of making audio= 
visual materials available to the classrooms of the state through 
financial support 9 and leadership efforts at the state 9 counti and 
lo~al levels~ and the active cooperation of state institutions of 
t eacher education. 
The term ''audio-visual materials" as used in this study is 
intended to mean all instructional materials other than printed 
materials and laboratory equipment regularly housed in departments. 
It includes all other devices designed to facilitate instruction~ 
with particular emphasis upon filmso 
The term irselection of materials" is used with two distinctions; 
(1) in ©onnection with practices of selecting or procuring films and 
other materials for placement in the local film library) and (2) the 
practice of selecting materials for specific use in particular class= 
room situations by teacherso 
The term "cooperative film library" is used to mean a number of 
s©hools participating cooperatively by depositing films and/or 
paying a pro ra:ta fee into the library. 
The term 11distribution center"- is used to mean a place from 
which audio=visual materials are circulated for classroom useo 
The term 20 administrative level'' is used to mean anyone of four 
administrative organizations 9 namelyg (1) the state 9 which includes 
the State Department of Education and/or its delegated agenciesJ 
(2) regional 9 which includes the regional film libraries at nine 
designated institutions of higher learning 9 (3) county9 all the 
school systems under the leadership of the county superintendentJ and 
(4) local, all local independent school districtso 
The term "matching funds" or 10matching basis!' is used to mean 
financial support provided by the state legislature on some percentage 
basis contingent upon the local schools participating in the support. 
The term "film'' is used to mean 16mm sound motion picture films. 
i terns included under a m.ajo:r aspel[;lt of a s.tate-wide audio-visual 
C:rmstructiori of Questionnaires 
In order to facilitate the investigation it was necessary to 
construct two kinds of instruments, a questionnaire for obtaining 
judgments from. the jU!"y of' experts, and a questionnaire designed 
to obtai.n infmr:mation of the audio=vismal activities of Oklahoma 
publfo SfQihOolso 
.Qgestirrnirei on ariteir:,_ia. - The c:heck=list type of question-
na.ire was sele1ctt,ed a£ll an appropriate available technique to eolle©t 
the data des:\l.red for deiveloping criteria. The limitations of this 
method of invest,:ll.gatiron were reeognized, but considerations of time 
and economy made the UGJt'.l of other methods impractfoal. In the ©on-
structfon of the1 quest;:JL:.mnaire 9 ©onstant, efforts were made tog 
L Facilitai't,e the task of the respondent by giving 
spe©if'i!:l 1nzt,)'('u©tionsi at the top of the question-
naire :f'o~~o 
2o Redu©® the amount of writing r®quired of the re-
spor.!dent by usb1g simple che@kso In the @ase ©if 
.the in~trumenfr, for obtaining judgments on au:llio-
vislual relhara©terist:ics, five ©a.tegories were 
arrang®d in :Ql©lumns ·to the right of each ehara©ter-
isti© ~ 1r,hus making it easy for the respondent to 
check h,ls judgment, in the appropriate ciolumn. The 
questionna:h·~ for obtaini.ng program data was 
arranged t,o se©ure simple 11yes 11 and 11 non responses o 
Jo Make the edt;atements as clear and spe<clific as 
possiibl€1 o 
4o Keep the questionna.ire as brief as possible without 
saorif'i.i]ing t~omp:rehensi:veness. Great care was used 
to avoid duplication of statements. 
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5o Increase the.reliability of each instrument through 
trial testing on prospective respondents who criticized 
the instrument and suggested revisionso 
60 Refine the instruments through !Clonsultations and 
interviews with members of the investigatorus com= 
mittees and colleagueso 
A more detailed description of the questionnaire is given in 
Chapter III o 
Public s!Clhool guestionnaireo = Gathering data on the Oklahoma 
audio=visual program necessitated the involvement of four distinct 
groupsg (1) the participating public high schools of the state, 
(2) the county film libraries of the state 9 including all schools 
under their jurisdiction; (3) the nine Regional Film Libraries 
located as followsg University of Oklahoma at Norman 9 Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College at Stillwater, Central State 
9 
College at Edmond 9 Northwestern State College at Alva 9 Northeastern 
State College at Tahlequah 9 East Central State College at Ada 9 
Southeastern State College at Durant 9 Southwestern State College 
at Weatherford 9 and Panhandle Agricultural and Mechanical College 
at Goodwelli and (4) the State Department of Educationo 
The group involving s~hools includes only those high schools 
which have participated in state subsidy and/or partfoipated in a 
county cooperative film libraryo The group involving counties 
includes only those counties with a~tive county film libraries with 
" 
more than twelve films 9 during the period 1947=520 The group 
involving the Regional Film Libraries and the State Department or 
Education is defined by law as indicated earlie:ro 
The data pertaining to Regional film Libraries were obtained 
from three sourcesg (1) records in State Film Depository9 (2) annual 
reports of the State Coordin~tor of Audio=Visual Education in the 
State Department or Education frar each of the years 1948=52; and 
(3) personal inten·iewso 
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Although the greater part of the data :needed for this study were 
available in reports from the State Department of Education~ it was 
necessary to visit personally each Regional Film Library and inter-
view various people, in©luding the Audio=Visual Director II to get 
information on the early activities of the libraryo In many cases 
original re@ords were examined in an attempt to get autnenti@ 
informationo 
Representativeness of Responses 
Questionnaires on program characteristics were sent to thirty 
members of the jury of e:xpertso Twenty=nine of the thirty~ or 97 
per cent,,returned the completed questionnaire. 
The representativeness of the responses to the public school 
questionnaire is indicated in Tables 1 and 2o Of the 590 public 
high schools included,3829 or 65 per cent 9 responded, and 56, or 
93 per cent 9 of the counties responded. 
The responses were unusually high among the larger schools. The 
twelve largest schools responded 100 per cent o Ninety-five per cent 
of the schools with 50 to 119 teachers responded, 81 per cent of 
those with 30 to 59 teachers responded 1 79 per cent of those with 15 
to 29 teachers responded~ and 55 per cent of the schools with 1 to 
14 teachers responded. 
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TABLE 1 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS AND COUNTIES IN OKLAHOMA RESPONDING 
TO AUDIO-VISUAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Schools and 
Counties 
Total Schools 
Total Counties 
Number in 
Population* 
590 
60 
Number 
Responses 
382 
56 
Per Cent 
Responding 
65 
93 
*Schools participating in state subsidy and/or participating in 
county cooperative film library during the period 1947=52~ as in= 
dicated in State Matching Fund Reports» State Department of Educa-
tion~ 1947=530 
TABLE 2 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS RESPONDING TO 
AUDIO~VISUAL QUESTIONNAIRE, BY SIZE OF SCHOOL 
Schools by Size Number in Number Per Cent 
(Noo Teachers) Population Responses Responding 
l = 14 356 197 55 
15 = 29 137 101 79 
30 = 59 64 52 81 
60 ~ 119 21 20 95 
120 = 239 8 8 100 
240 = Up 4 4 100 
A further indication of the representativeness of the responses 
is shown in Table 3o As shownp 82 per cent of the total number of 
teachers in the schools were represented in the responses, and 81 
per cent of the total teachers in the counties were represented. 
Table 4 shows the percentage of Oklahoma schools and counties 
responding to different letters regarding the audio-visual question= 
naireo 
TABLE 3 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF TEACHERS IN OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS 
AND COUNTIES RESPONDING TO AUDIO=VISUAL 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Schools and Noo Teachers Noe Teachers Per Cent Teachers 
Counties in Represented in Represented in Population Responses Responses 
Schools* 14!)855 12))205 82 
Counties** 2ll050 l.9654 81 
*Data from Oklahoma Educational Directory 9 State Department o:f 
Education 9 1953=54. 
**Data :from Twenty=fourth Biennial Report of the State Department of 
Education~ 1952. 
TABLE 4 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS AND COUNTIES RESPONDING 
TO DIFFERENT LETTERS REGARDING THE 
AUDIO-VISUAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Number Per Cent 
Schools and in First Second Third Total 
Counties Population Letter Letter Letter Responses 
Schools 590 53 9 2 65 
Counties 60 73 13 7 93 
The data on the Regional Film Libraries and the State Depart-
ment of Education represent 100 per cent response from each of these 
population groups. 
Summary 
This chapter deals with a description of the problem and 
purposes of this investigation, and includes definitions of terms, 
·th\$: S©ope and limits:ti©ns of thei study, a.:ad the methods wed in the 
investigationo 
The problem of this study is to determine the strong and weak 
points of the following aspects of the Oklahoma audio~visual program2 
(1) organization and administration, (2) teacher education; ( 3) dis-
semination of audio=visual information; (4) research and evaluation, 
(5) tax supp©rt, and (6) film distributiono 
The purposes of the imJ?esidga.t.ion are to~ (1) develop criteria 
by i.rhi@h data relative to the Oklahoma audio=visual program could be 
evaluated 9 and (2) evaluate sel~©ted aspects of the Oklahoma program 
in terms of these ©riteriao 
The methods used in the investigation are the appraisal method 
and the questionnaire method. The plan of attack on the problem 
consisted ofg (1) the development of criteria suitable for use in 
ewaluating the Oklahoma audio=visual program, and (2) the collection, 
analysis 9 and evaluation of data on the Oklahoma audio-visual prog!'aJ11o 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
Introdu©tion 
The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature whi©h 
appears pertinent tro the selecrted a:s:peiClts of this investigation. 
The ©hapter also deseribes the audio=visual a©tivities in Oklahoma 
from 1904 to the time of this study. 
The literature on state=wide audio=visual programs is somewhat 
limited. Nevertheless 9 some of the studies that have been made 
©ontain data that are pertinent to this study, 
Related Literature 
In 1947 9 the National Education Association made a su:rvey of 
state p!"(Qlgrams of audio=visual education. 1 In the same yea.I" 9 Robert 
de Kieffer made an investigation of teacher edu©ation in Audio~Visual 
Education2 and in©ltllded a ©hapter on state programso In 1948, the 
Bureau of !udio=Visual Education of the California State Department 
of Education3 made a survey of state departments of education in 
1Audio=Visual Staff and Organization in the~ Department .Q! 
Education 9 Washington: Resear©h Division of the N.EoA•J February, 
~imeographed). 
2 Robert E. de Kief.fer~ The Status £!: Tea.cher~Training in Audio= 
Visual Education ,!n ~ Forty-eight States~ (unpublished Ph.D. dis-
sertation~ S©hool of Education 9 University of Iowa~ 1949). 
'.3Fran©is Wo Noel 9 S·tate ,!:rograms of ~io=Visual Education~ 48th 
Yearbook 9 National Society fo:r the Study of Education, ed. by Nelson B. 
Hen:ry 9 (Chi©ago 9 19499 Part I 9 pp. 162=1?9. 
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ea©h state to get additional information about state audio=visual 
programso In 1951, Taylor4 made a study of state=wide programs in 
the United States to determine oharacteristics for recommendations 
of a state program in Nebraska. Two years later, Parker5 made a 
SUX"Vey of existing state=wide audio=visual programs with particular 
emphasis on teacher education. 
There were two other studies relating to state audio-visual 
programsp one by Caldwe116 in 1949, the other by Oliver7 in 1951. 
Neither of these studied existing state prograrnso Ea©h was an intra= 
state study directed toward the public s©hools. Caldwell studied the 
audio=visual status~ the socio=e~onomic status~ the financial supportj 
and the audio=visual practices in Alabamao Oliver directed his study 
toward the administrative problems as they related to materials and 
equipment in the publi~ schools of Mississippio 
A detailed review of the literature cited above is not given 
here 9 since it is beyond the S©ope of this study and would serve no 
useful pul:'pose. Hiowever P a brief summary of those data whi©h are 
,, 
4 J ames W. Taylor~ A .§1..u_ex £.! State E.,rograms of' Audio~Visua.l 
Edu©ation With hpplicatio~ !2 Nebraska 9 (ui.npublisbed Doctor vs dis~ 
sertation 9 University of Nebraska 9 1951), p. 2o 
5James Eo Parker~ A Survey of Existing ~tate=Wide Audio=Visual 
Education Er.,ograms wj.j;h §perc:ial Referem,e to the Status of Audio-
Vi.sual £.i§~ati©n in ~ ~tate...Supported R~....2 QQ_lleges (A Report, 
North Carolina College 9 Durham 9 North Carolina 9 1953). 
6James F o Caldwell 9 A fl.an f5,:r ~ State Audio-Visual f:r_ogram !!'! 
Alabama (unpublished Pho:Oo diss:ertation 9 Teachers College 9 Columbia 
University 9 1949). 
7Garland Edward Olivero The Administration of Audio-Visual 
Materials and ~guipment in i:µ__isis~ (unpublished PhoDo disser-
tation9 Indiana University 9 195l)o 
pertinent to the various aspects of the problem of this study is 
giveno 
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There are five significant aspe©ts covered in the above mentioned 
literature whi©h have some relationship to this study: (1) rapid 
growth of state~wide audio=visual programs; (2) decentralization of 
administrative and distribution services; (3) pre--service and in-
service tea©her education, (4) re©ognition of the importance of 
audio=visual education among the state education authorities and 
other edu©ational leaders, and (5) tax support in some form at the 
state levele 
Growth of state-wide audio=visual programso ~ The first state 
audio=visual program to be established was in the state of New York 
in 19040 In 1926 Ohio established a state Film Exchange 9 and four= 
teen years later 9 in 1940j two more states 9 Virginia and DelawareJ 
organi~ed audio-visual programso Texas and Montana organized programs 
the following year, followed. by Connecticut in 19420 Since that time, 
ex©ept f<Oilr" the World War II period 9 audio=visual programs have 
developed with somewhat more regularity o During the years 1945=50, 
eighteen state audio=visual programs were organized. By 1950j state 
audio=visual programs existed in more than one=half of the forty= 
eight states o 8 
Administrative and distribution patterns.= It is apparent that 
among the states there is a great lack of uniformity in the admini-
strative and distribution patterns of their state audio-visual pro-
gramso The pattern ranges from extreme centralization to extreme 
decentralization~ with varying degrees in between. In general 9 the 
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organizational and administrative practices fall into four patternsi 
(1) centralized distribution from the state education authority; 
(2) centralized distribution from a state higher education authority; 
(3) decentralized distribution with leadership from the state educa-
tion authority; and (4) decentralized disiribution with no state-
wide leadership. 
The audio-visual programs of Ohio and Arkansas are examples of 
centralized distribution from the state education authority. However, 
Arkansas is cu.rrently experimenting with decentralization to a slight 
degreeo The audio=visual programs of Virginia9 California9 and Okla= 
home are examples of extreme decentralized distribution with leader-
ship at the state lev.el. California and Oklahoma provide audio-visual 
leadership at the state level and depend entirely upon a decentralized 
distribution system. The California audio-visual program differs 
from the Oklahoma program in that it does not use higher education 
institutions in the film distribution system. It depends on local 
and county libraries for distribution. The organization of the audio-
visual program in Virginia is similar to both Oklahoma and California 
with respect to leadership~ but films are distributed at the state 
level as well as from regional~ county,and local school libraries. 
Wisconsin and Indiana are examples of states that have centralized 
distribution of audio=visual materials from state institutions of 
higher education. Alabama and Kansas are examples of states that 
have decentralized distribution of audio=visual materials with no 
state=wide leadership. 
Pre=service .!!!9 in=service teacher education. - The importance 
of teacher education in a state-wide audio=visual program was 
emphasized by Gnaedinger. 
Educational Institutions are important elements in the 
state film programs not only because of their connections 
with teaching and teacher-training, but because they 
represent functioning and functional centers for film 
distribution, field services for promotion and in=service 
instruction, and generally, locations where pre-service 
training of teachers is centered .9 
The status of teacher education with respect to audio-visual 
education was treated by de Kieffer10 in his 1948 study. He found 
that thirty=six of t he fifty=six university extension divisions 
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reporting had separate departments for audio-visual education, five 
of which were organized in 1914. In 1940i, there were twenty=three 
university extension divisions with audio=visual departments. 
Twenty=eight audio=visual depart ments reported that they assisted 
their institutions with the pre~service training of teachers; 
twenty-six furnished all necessary materials and equipment for such 
instruction; twenty~four provided staff members for teaching the 
audio=visual courses. Twent y-=eight per cent of the June, 1947, 
graduates of 126 institutions completed a course in audio-visual 
education. Seventy..aight per cent of the institutions expected 
t heir students to use audio-visual materials in their practice 
teaching. The most frequently mentioned obstacles to conducting 
audio-visual education classes were the lack of building space 
and lack of funds. 
Some pertinent conclusions from this study areg (1) there is a 
need for training classroom teachers in the use of audio=visual 
9william G. Gnaedinger, "The State Film Program," Film and 
Educations, ed. by Godfred M. Elliot, (New Yorki Philosophical 
Library, 1948), p. 497. 
lOde Kieffer, .Q.E• cit . , p. 37, 
materials and equipment; (2) this responsibility rests with the 
teacher-training institution, (3) all agencies engaged in teacher 
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certification9 aupervision 9 and training of teachers must cooperate 
in audio=visual programs; and (4) educational institutions are 
important elements in the state audio=visual programg (a) because of 
their connections with teaching and teacher training; (b) because 
they are functional centers for film distribution, (c) because they 
are fun©tional centers for field services for promotion and in= 
service instruction, a.nd (d) because they are generally located 
where pre-service training of teachers is centered. 
In California the state audio~visual program is largely confined 
to consultant 9 advisory, and promotional functions 9 such as sponsoring 
courses for teachers in the audio-visual field 9 and helping in the 
selection of materials and equipmento 
In Virginia the teacher~training institutions are integrated into 
the state-wide program both for distribution and as centers for pre-
service and in=service trainingo The state office ~oordinates the 
total program in all centers and promotes it on a basis of equal 
opportunities throughout the areao 
ge©ognition ,BI state education authoritieso = The trend towal."d 
re~ognition of leadership responsibilities of State Departments of 
Education in the a.udio=visual field is indicated in de Kieffer1s11 
study. Thirteen of the fo:r·ty=eight state departments of' education 
had special a:udio=visual divisions or sections in 1948~ si:x were 
11ae Kieffer J ~ o ,, p. 19 o 
©ontemplating the organization of such a division, and twenty-nine 
had no such division and were not planning anyo 
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The State Departments of Education in Pennsylvania and Galiforaia 
reported that they required courses in audio-visual education for 
teaching certificates,and eight states were considering such a 
measureo Fifteen State Departments of Education reported that they 
offered in=service teacher=training in audiomvisual education; 
twenty=eight sponsored conferences and institutes on audio=visual 
education, twenty=two published various materials, twenty=one 
assisted school systems in organizing in=service training programs; 
and twenty maintained a school visitation service to assist schools 
with their individual problems. 
Tax suwort ££ audio=visu.al educationo m Various sources of 
funds have been used for the purpose of establishing audio=visual 
services to schools on the state levelo State tax funds have been 
drawn on to furnish support for state programs in several states o 12 
In Qe(fj)rgia 9 Oklahoma and Virginia the sta·te legislative body appro= 
priated a basic sum directly for the purpose of establishing a 
state~wide audio=visual program. The California legislature made 
an appropriation 9 but,as stated earlier 9 in an entirely different 
pattern. Funds were budgeted first at the state level and then 
allocated to the ©ounties. 
Georgia has a system of regional film libraries within its 
system of higher education 9 from which schools get film serviceo 
Neither rental or postage charges are made to schools. The funds 
12Gnaedinger, .QI?•£!!., PPo 497=504. 
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all'."e provided through the state textbook division. Louisiana pro= 
vides similar support for regional film libraries. 
In Nebraska 9 the financial backing for the audio=visual program 
is quite different. A ©ooperative effort toward a state=wide program 
is undertaken there. Funds for the program were supplied initially 
in part by the state and in part by a philanthropic foundation and 
through the cooperation of film produ~ers. 
Schools in Indiana have been served for some time by film servi©e 
from the state university. At present this sour©e of materials is 
being augmented by a fundcroatching plan whereby schools receive state 
aid for purchase of equipment and supplies which will include films 
and projection equipment from local libraries. A similar plan is in 
operation in Wisconsin. 
In Montana and Delaware a school may purchase a film and deposit 
it at the central library. In these states 9 films are free to the 
s©hools that contribute to the ©entral library. In Delaware the 
libral"y also re©eives a small amount of state funds. 
Oklahoma Audio=Visual Activities 
The history of Oklahomans audio=visual program might well be 
divided into three phases~ (1) the preliminary or the pioneering 
' phase from 1904 to 1942, (2) the initiatory phase from 1943 to 1946, 
and (3) the developmental phase from 1947 to 19530 
~!mi~ phase.~ The preliminary or pioneering phase dates 
baok to +904~ when the University of Oklahoma initiated some audio~ 
visual activity. The following quotation from a study made by Grace 
Penney in 1953 indicates the extent of this activity. 
As early as 1904i> 21 lectures were i llustrated with 
lantern slides 1 maps and charts; lthis wa!1/ audio-visual 
education in its infancy. In 1915J) 37 lectures were 
accompani. ed by films; and in the next year J) 1916 9 1 71 per-
sons attended 1,341 such lectures. So outstanding was the 
Division ' s work in this field that James W. Shepherd , in 
charge of visual education in 194) J) was named cha.i.rman of 
the editorial board of Educational Film Magazine. 
By 1923-24, the Audio-Visual Department had ljlOO 
films of 1,110,000 feet of film. In 1927-28, the year 
after the bureau was placed under the Town and Country 
Service Depart ment directed by Ted M. Beaird » 27.l+ 
conununities were served with more than 3))000 reels of 
Ulm and 20 9000 glass slides. Ten years laterj 16mm 
films were booked 2))986 times for 11,944 showings in 
a single year J) with 35mm films 500 times for 928 
showings and Ulm and glass slides 1960 for 3 9920 · 
showings. Thurman J. White)) direct or of visual edu= 
cation i n 1342., reported an aggregate audience of 
1.,8))))000.1 
Some of the people involved in the preliminary phase of the 
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Oklahoma program were3 James W. Shepherdi> T. M. Beaird 9 Lyle Br01,ro 9 
and Boyd Gunning j) o.f t he University of Oklahomai Dr. J. C. Muemau 
and Dr o Haskell Pruittil of Oklahoma Agricult ural and Mechani@al 
College; Oscar Parker of East Central State College . There wer~ 
also a nwnber. of public school people .I) some of whom we~eg Lo B. 
Peak il high school principal ., Sulphur; George Karch i> Bartlesville; 
Roy Dani elsl) Enid; and Ruth Phillips.I) Tulsa. The county superi n= 
tendents i nvolved in this early act ivit y were Lonnie Va.n Deme~i 
Washita Count y; Charl es Latimer.I) Ki.owa Count y, J.C. Fitzgerald 9 
Payne County, and Bo Do Gamble~ Blaine County. 
Progress toward extensive use of audio-visual materials was 
extremely slow during this period., 1904 to 1942. The writer made a 
survey i n 1939 on the problems of administration and sele~tion of 
13Grace Jackson Penney, f! History of The Extension Jlivision 9 f 
t he Universit y of Oklahoma (Extension Division ~ University of Okla·~ 
homa 9 Norman , 1953)~ p. 15. 
audio=visusl aids in Oklahomao14 This study which 'OOed the question= 
naire method to obtain data~ indi©ated the types of proje©tion 
materials and equipment available to schools in Oklahoma at that 
timeo 
Audio=visual materials available for classroom use in Oklahoma 
were extremely limited in 19390 There were only five 16mm sound 
proje©tors 9 an undetermined number of silent proje©torsJ and ninety= 
two standard slide proje©tors in the s©hools of Oklahomao At that 
time there were 759 sound 16:mm films and 1~318 silent 16mm films 
work in visual education. The th:!1'."ee ©alleges offered a total of 
Five ©ounty superintendents reported that they had a©cess to 
rep©rting indi©ated that only eleven tea©hers in their ©own.ties 
were qualified to use visual aidso However, thirty=two @ounty 
superintendent~ reported that ·they thought their programs were good o 
The industrial data presented indi©ated that proje©tion equip-
ment was readily available at moderate ©osts 9 and that film subje@ts 
were mu@h more available than use in Oklahoma would indi@ateo 
Some of the ©on@lusions rea©hed in this study wereg 
L No s©hool sh©1l)J.ld have m1y difficulty in securing any 
type mr equipment wanted o 
L~'Wo Ro Fulton., Problems i:!! !ru!!inistration .Q! Visual A!£! Baaed 
2n Industrial~ (tl1lllpublished Masterns thesisp Oklahoma Agricultural 
and Me©hani©al College~ 1939) 9 p. 62. 
2 o The trend is toward the 16mm movie production for 
instruct i ona l purposes . The vailability of 35mm 
equipment and film subjects is limited as compared 
with the 16mm type • 
3o Miniature pro.iection equipment and materials, both 
movie and still, are better suited to the limited 
budget than the standard type o 
4. The colleges of Oklahoma have not made a concerted 
attempt o train teachers in the use of visual aids. 
5. The general attitude of the county superintendents 
f the s'tate i s that a visual education program is 
good and the i nai catirm is that as soon as certain 
limi tations can be removed a program of expansion 
will be lauin.chedo 
6. The greatest. need i s first , a budget sufficient to 
take care of the ini tia l cost of a department, and 
~econd , teache:rs or directors who are trained in 
t.he admiri.'stration of such a program . 
7 . Money spent fer visual aids , if properly administered J> 
wil be returned to society in terms of increased 
.learning~ On the basis of the findings in this 
study~ at least some phase of pro,iected visual aid 
i s wlthin the possible reach of every school in 
Oklahoma . 
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Initia·~ 1;h~. ~ The i nitiatory phase of the audio~·visual 
program in Oklahoma probably had its beginning with the World War II 
armed services training program when many. of its l eaders observed 
and participated in the defense film training program o However ~ 
t hi s phase actually began t o take form in 1945, with the initiation 
of the Oklaho1ila J~ducation Association Audio-Visual Aids Utilizat ion 
Project~ and with the establishment of several county film libraries 
and tea cher edu~ation institutional libraries. 
The Oklahoma Education Association Project mentioned above, 
probably did more than anything else to arouse teachers and admini~ 
strators to an awareness of the importance of audio-visual materials 
of instructiono The purpose of this project was to assemble a list 
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in instru©tioniu materials that would correlate with the subjects 
being taught in Oklahomao One hundred and twenty teachers from fifty 
©ou.nti~s representing seventy=five s©hools actively participated in 
the proj~©to The teachers represented all grade levels and curriculum 
areas from the primary grade through high schoolo All geographical 
sections of the state were representedo Approximately seven hundred 
films and five hundred filmstrips were listed and classified by the 
teachers in this proje©t. 
The establishment ©fa number of ©ounty film libraries also 
©©nt~ibuted to the initiation of the state='IM'ide audio=visual programo 
The exa©t date on which the first county library was established is 
undetermined be©ause of the ©onfli©ting reports. However 9 it appears 
that the first one 9 Payne County 9 was organized in 1941=42,, and that 
five were in operation before the end of the school year 1945=460 
These were Beckhalll 9 Tulsa 9 Blaine 9 Alfalfa,, and Oklahomao Some of 
these may have had some actiwity prior to that time but whether they 
had acquired enough films t© be ©lassified as film libraries is open 
t© questi©n. All ©f the oJr>iginal ©ou.nty libraries except Tulsa were 
©ooperative to some degree. Tulsa county be©ame a ©ooperative in 
1947=4fL 
The establishment ©f county film libraries was due in large 
part to the leadership of su©h people as Dr. Oliver Hodge and Leslie 
Go Ferguson 9 Tulsa County; J. Co Fitzgeralds faul Vasser!) and Ce©il 
Smith 9 Payne County, Ru.by Fruriss Bonnell and John Holcombp Beckham 
County, Bo Do Gambel,, Al Harris 9 Lo Po K.ratz 9 and Charles Page 9 
Blaine County, Neva Wilson and B., B. Fisher 9 Alfalfa County, and 
a Ml'so Fowlerv George Cox 9 and Go Eo Evans 9 .Oklahoma Cotmtyo 
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Developmental phase. - The developmental phase of audio=visual 
education in Oklahoma began at the conclusion of the Oklahoma Edu~a= 
tion Association Project, when Senator L. E. Wheeler, a former 
teacher and school superintendent from Weatherford , Oklahoma, beeam9 
interested in promoting a bill through the Legislature to provide 
state support of a state-wide audio-visua~ pr.ogtaJn. 
1 • ·~ ", 
At t he request of Senator Wheeler, a committee from the Audio= 
Visual Section of the Oklahoma Education Association drew up a pro= 
posed bill, which he and several other Senators introduced in the 
Forty=seventh Legislature. The bill, lmown as Senate ,:a:U;J.. , . 
No. 1219 was subsequently passed in the spring of 1947. The main 
provisions of the statute are listed in the preface to t he bill& 
An act relating to audio-visual education; providing 
for a program thereof and for its administration; est ab= 
l i shing division of audio-visual education of the St ate 
Department of Education; providing for a state coordinator 
of audi o-visual education and prescribing his powers ? duties 
and functions; providing for a state depository for motion 
picture films, and regional and local film libraries ; making 
an appropriation to carry out provisions of act; and de-
claring an emergency.15 
The significant provisions of the ijtatute in relation to tbi~ 
study are :i (1) a state program of audio-visual education ,mder the 
authority of the State Board of Education under the leadership of the 
State Depart ment of Education; (2) professional leadership at the 
state level; (3) a state depository at the University of Oklah<0ma 9 
and regional film libraries located at each of the eight St~te 
Colleges engaged in teacher education; (4) county and local school 
15state Department of Education, Audio-Visual Handbook (~ 
Edition) 9 (Oklahoma City, 1947), p. 1. 
./ 
film libraries on a matcbing=fund basis, and (5) an appropriation 
of $125 9 000 for initiating the program. 
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Two years later 9 in 1949 9 the Forty=ninth Legislature re-enacted 
the statute with some amendmentso The principle changes include~ 
(1) the addition of one Regional Film Library at Panhandle lgri= 
cultural and Mechanical College, (2) a change in the matching=fund 
formula .for county and local school film libraries; (.3) increased 
the appropriation to $200p000 9 and other minor changeso An appro-
priation of $200 9000 was made again in 1951 with no ©hanges in the 
statute. A copy of the original statute with subsequent amendments 
is included in Appendix Eo 
With the authority of law 9 audio=visual developments in the 
state were acteleratedo By the beginning of the 1947=48 term of 
sli:lhool a full=time Coordinator of Auilio=Visual Education had been 
appointed o Rtues and regulations were drawn 9 with the advice of 
a State Film Advisory Committee 9 and approved by the State Board 
of' Educationo By the time s©hocol opened in September each of the 
Regional Film Lib:rrruries had re~eived» indexed 9 and made available 
for distribution.approximately one hUllldred additional filmso 
State Department of Education reports16 for the years 1947=52 
give some indi~ation of the rapid growth of the audio=visual program 
d'Ult'ing this period of timeo ,.'.Dtl!!l"ing the year 1947=489 24 of the 77 
li'.lounties 9 and 112 of the 690 local schools» made application for 
matching funds to purchase filmso In 1947P there were only six 
16state Department of Education~ Report ,2l Division of Audio= 
Visual Education to State !J.o~£ of Education £E Regional Fil~ 
Librari~ {Oklahoma City9 1947=1953)0 
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~aunty film libraries in the state, in 1948, there were twenty= 
seven; in 1949 9 there were thirty=eighti in 1950~ there were forty= 
eighti and in 1951 9 there were "fifty county film librarieso 
The Regional Film Library inventory in 1947 was 2 9 300 filmso 
In 1948, it was 2,800; in 1949 9 it was 39784; in 1950~ it was 49 845, 
in 1951 9 it was 69 009, and in 1952 9 the inventory had increased to 
69483 filmso 
The inventory of films in county and local school libraries 
shows an even greater rate of developmento In 19489 the inventory 
showed 29 300 films 9 while in 1952 9 it was 109836. The intervening 
years of 1949 9 1950, and 1951 9 show respectively 39100; 4 9450 9 and 
79081 filmso 
The rapid rate of development is further indicated in the rec:ords 
of film use by s©h©ols as reflected in the average booking on each 
film from the regional film libraries. Even though the total number 
of films iw~reasied ~hai.t"ply each year 9 the average booking per film 
was 80080 In 19499 the average film booking was eight and four=tenths$ 
in 19509 it was nine and tlhree=tenths 9 in 1951~ it was nine and five= 
tenthsj and in 1952 9 the average booking was ten and nine=tenthso 
The training ©f teachers in the use of audio~visual materials 
has pleyed a significant role in the development o:f the Oklah©ma 
audio=visual pr©gramo Eleven ©olleges and universities now offer 
one or more course~ in audio=visual eduoationo The number of teachers 
©ompleting audio=11isual ©ourses in pre=servi©e and in=service during 
this five=yea.r peiriod is also indicative of progress in the develop= 
ment of the Oklahoma audio=visual program. During thi~_ period of 
time nea.rly one=half,or 7 9103~ ©f the teachers in Oklahoma completed 
courses in audi©=visual educationo 
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Another indication that the developmental phase of the Oklahoma 
audio=visual program has extended int@ the local s@hools is the 
incrreased moti@n pic:t.'J.'il"e proj e©tor inventory j) as reported in the 
195:3 Am:n1al Audio=Visuial Rep@rt from the State Department of 
Edu©ati©no In 1948j) there were 578 su©h proje©tors listed 9 and 
in 1952 this number had in©reased to 1 9 7690 State funds h~ve never 
b~®n available t© mat©h local funds for pwr©hasing audio=visual 
eqt:dpmento It has been the poli©y of the Legislature and leaders 
in the field for the users to pur©hawe their own equ.ipment and for 
the state to mat@h th~ lo©al f1!.lll!.ds on fifty=fifty basis ©nly to pur= 
©ha(Sl~ films and Va.I"i,©us other types of proje©tion materials o 
SummaEY 
Chapt~r II deals with the history of previous research on 
state=~ide audio=visual program~o In addition 9 the chapter includes 
a brief' desindption @.f' audio=visual activities in Oklahoma £:!!:'om 1904 
to the time of tlhis stu.dyo 
s~veral stat'!ll.S studies dealing with state=wide audio=visual 
programs are available 9 but none of them are evaluative studies. 
The literature 9 however 9 did provide some guidan©e in determining 
the major aspe©ts and characteristics for this investigathmo 
The history of audio=visual activities in Oklahoma falls into 
three phasesg (1) the preliminm"y9 or pioneering phase, (2) the 
initiatory phase, and (3) the developmental phase. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF CRITERIA 
Introdu1CJtio:n 
The purp©se ©f this ©hapter is to des©ribe the pro©ess of 
devel©ping ©riteria fo~ evaluating sele©ted aspe©ts of the Oklahoma 
audio=visual progra.mo In addition it proposes to des©ribe the method 
used to sele©t a jury of expertsJ the ©on~tru©tion of the question= 
naire used in determining the @riteria 9 the method of validating the 
questionnaire 9 and the process of formulating the criteriao 
Sele©tion of the J'IXlcy 
The first major step towm"d the development of ©riteria to 
evaluate the Oklahoma audio=visual program 9 was the selection of a 
No ©laim is made with respe@t to the representativeness of the 
sampling of jtll'ors included in this @tudy as ©ontrasted with the 
total populati.on of audio=wisual specialists in the ©ountry o To 
obtain authoritative judgments it seemed more desirable to use highly 
selected personnel for the jury than to attempt a representative 
I 
samplingo Sin©e most members of the jury would not be familiar with 
details iof the Oklahoma audio=visual program 9 it seemed ne©essa:ry to 
sele©t persons with demonstrated ability to think objectively and to 
give unbiased judgments. The follo\l'ing criteria were set up to 
govern the selection of jurorsg 
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lo Must have indicated. by contributions to literature his 
ability to think objectively; 
2. Must have indicated a thol"ough theoretical knowledge of 
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audio=visual education through broad educational experiences; 
3e Mu.st have indicated a thorough knowledge of the application 
of the principles of organization and administration to an 
audio=visual pl"ogram through pra©tical experiences as an 
.. 
4o Must have ha,d e:xperien©ieis whi©h indicate a knowledge ©f 
©rganizational struttures and administrative practices in 
the several states of the United States. 
In addition t© the above ©riteria 9 certain experiences were con= 
sidered as requisite for juror sele©tion. To fa~ilitate the selection 
of jurorsp weighted values were assigned ea~h ©f the following addi= 
tional items as indi~ated by the number in pal"enthesis following 
ea©h item. 
1. Ea©h juror must have had administratiwe experien©es in the 
audio=wisual field. (1) 
2.. Ea·ijh juror must have had national experien©e in one of two 
a. A position related to the audio=wisual field with 
major responsibilities as p!l!Xt of his professional 
duties, (1) 
b. A position of honor with primary responsibilities 
su~h as president of a national audio=visual 
organization9 or member of the boa.I'd of dil"eotors 
of a national audio=visual organizationo (2) 
;. Ea©h juror must have made an edu©at.ional contribution of one 
.of the following types; (E:xception==jurors qualifying under 
criterion 2a may be exempt from criterion number 3.) 
ao Author or editor of a major audio=visual book; (4) 
bo An audio=visual contribution to a yearbook; ( 5) 
©o Author of a doctoral dissertation in the audio= 
'visual field; (6) 
d. Director of doctoral dissertation studies in the 
field of audio=visua.l education. (7) 
4. Each juro~ must have had additional experiences and ~ontribu= 
tions to make a minimum weighted score of fifteen points. 
The selection of the ju:rry req'U.ll"ed listing names of potential 
members and screening them against the established criteria. The 
original list of potential members was arrived at by extensive 
reading 0f the audio=~isual literature to determine the names of 
contributors to the literature 9 a perusal of catalogs and bulletins 
to determine the names of people prominently connected with audio= 
visual programs 9 and personal interviews with audio=visual leaders 
at national and state ©«:mfere:nceso The greatest assistance came from 
interviews with su©h audio=visual leaders as Edgar Dale of Ohio State 
University 9 J. J. McPherson 9 executive secretary of the Department 
of Audio=Visua.l InstruCJtion of the National Education Associiation 9 
Floyd Bro©ker 9 formerly with the United States Offi©e of Education 9 
Lee Co©hran 9 president of the Department of' Au.dio=Visual In$truction~ 
Robert de Kieffer 9 former president of the Film Council of Americaj 
and Roger Albright 9 Motion Pi@ture Association of Americao 
The original list contained forty=two names of persons who were 
thought to be competent to make the type of judgments necessary in 
this studyo From the list, thirty=four 9 or 81 per cent qualified 
under the criteria des©ribed above. 
It was found that two of the thirty-four were out of the country 
on foreign assignmentso Two disqualified 9 one because of his inactive 
interest in audio=visual activities at this time~ and the other because 
of his aversion to questionnaires" This left a total of thirty people 
who were qualified to serve on the jury. They are listed in 
Appendix Go 
Questionnaire Used in Developing Criteria 
The development of criteria for evaluating the Oklahoma audio: 
visual program :required that j:ury judgments be obtained on program' 
©haracteristics whi@h seemed pertinent to various aspects of the 
Oklahoma program. To do this a questionnaire was developed covering 
such major aspects as organization and administration, teacher 
education» dissemination of information 9 research.and evaluation 9 
tax support 9 and distribution. Each of these aspects had several 
sub=items referred to as ©hara©teristics. 
The questionnaire in its tentative form contained twenty=five 
items derived from several sour©es. These sources included personal 
interviews with such nationally known audio=visual leaders as men-
tioned abover analysis of apparent features 9f the Oklahoma audio= 
visual program 9 and a survey of the literature~ particularly doctoral 
dissertations dealing with state programs. 
Several of the program characteristics listed in the tentative 
list of ciri teria were derived from Taylor n s list of desirable 
chara©teristi©s for the Nebraska Statec:Wide Program as reported by 
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These were not acicepted as, c;:lt"i.teria bei©ause :lt appeared 
that. ·the;r cr.ms'titu'l::,ed op:lnions from several different; groups 9 some 
of whirc:h may haYe had different biases and most of who:m di.d not meet 
the criteria for select:i.on of the ju:r:y .for this st;uccy'. 
In order to obtai.n judgments from members of the, juey J from 
which some kind of a rating value might be deriv-ed .~ a.. scale was 
/ 
devised consisting of f:ive ca:t,egori.es as fol.lows3 
E,ssent:i.al·--important to the highest deg:r·ee 
Desirable.==worthy ~ but not of hi.ghest importance 
· Unl:mportantr~-~neutral ,9 not importan·t 
Questi.ona.ble--not sure 9 so:me doubt about pra.t}tice 
JJ:ndesirable~00~0 b,j ecrtionable' not good 
In o::rder to malce :it pos:si ble to derive a mean scoJC'e of all jUlC"y 
responses on eac:h i.tem :in the questionnaire and tlrus fa.clli.tat,e tbre 
catego:rb;ation of the combined judgments of all members, of' ·the jury, 
ea~h c:ategory was: a:rbi trarily assigned a value as f'ollciwi:~rn 
l;,o 5 to 5. 4,-0·,Ess~mt..tal 
;lo 5 to 40,4,-.,,Des:Lrable 
2o 5 t,co 3o 4.,-=Un:imp1Jlr''tant 
l" 5 to 2o 4~,.=Ques:ti.onable 
o 5 tc l~,,,4."'~'~,nUndesi.:ra..lil.e 
SinC1e these va:.bles: were of no use t,o the jury 9 they were 
lm::luded on the que1srtionnaireo 
The ·ii;,entatJ.ve questionnaLre, was s,uhmJLtt.ed 
The revised querstionnai,re r.ionsist,ed of 'thirty~,.nine i:tems whit:,-ili 
were grouped into six main categorl.es as follows& (1) the organi;{,~,-
tion and administration of a state:""'wi.de aud:lo=v:!,.sual prog:r·am should! 
1wesley Go Meierhf:mry j) ~riC'hllf!g The Cur;r'.;;_~u1u.m ,T:gJ;9J~gh M~\9!! 
;!:i~tu:r~, (University of Nebraska~ Lincoln: 1952)j) pp. 199=<206. 
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include all administrative levels of the state system of education; 
(2) the teacher education institutions of a state should be an inte-
gral part of a state=wide audio=visual program; (3) the dissemination 
of pertinent information and promotional activities are essential in 
a state=wide audio=visual program, (4) research and evaluation should 
be carried on in a state=wide audio=visual program, (5) a state=wide 
audio=visual program should receive tax support at the state and 
local level as do instructional programs~ libraries~ and other vital 
services, and (6) the distribution system in a state=wide audio= 
visual p~ogra.m should facilitate the use of audio=visual materials in 
the classroom by making them more aecessibleo In additionJ there 
were a number of sub=items under each main category~ includi.ng an 
open=end item under each of the six categories 9 to encourage 
respondents to suggest other program characteristicso 
The investigator does not claim all possible audio=visual 
characteristi©s were included, but it is believed the revised che@k 
list includes the significant ones necessary for evaluating the 
Oklahoma audiocvisual programo A copy of the questionnaire is 
included in Appendix Ao 
Questionnaires were sent to each of the thirty members of the 
jury with a letter explaining the pu:rpose 0£ the questionnaire and 
soliciting their cooperation. Twenty=nine of ·the thirty 9 or 97 per 
cent returned the questionnaire" It was hoped that all j'llt"y members 
would respond 9 however 9 after several follow=up letters it seemed 
appa.1rent this was not to be the caseo 
The question ©f reliability of the instrument was again con= 
sidered at this p©int. If the questionnaire was administered again 
would the scores remain the same 9 ex~ept for variations whi©h might 
be the result of chance? Although the questionnaire was carefully 
refined 9 it was thought advisable to test its reliability statisti-
callyo Consideration was given to several methods of testing reli-
ability and the re=test method seemed to be the most suitable for 
this study. This was dcme by selecting at random eight members of 
the j'Wt"y who had returned the original questionnairep and asking 
them to respond a se©ond time to the same questionnaire. The eight 
were sele©ted by taking ea©h fourth person listed. on the originru.. 
Seven of the eight responded to the questionnaire for the 
se©ond timeo The assigned value for each category 9 as mentioned 
earlier 9 was used to derive a rating for each item on the question~ 
na.ireo Instead of using the total scores for ea©h respondent on the 
entire questionnaire 9 it was felt that a more a©curate test of reli= 
ability would be a©hie'lfed by totaling the sicrores of all respondents 
on ea~h item in the questionnaire for each of the two tests 9 and 
computing the correlation of the item scoreso In the item analysisj 
as shown in Table 59 total responses on each item by the seven 
respondents to the first and second tests are recorded and @omparedo 
Variations are noted in numerical differences from the means of 
total responses to all itemso The relationship of the two responses 
was then tested by the use of a product moment ©orrelation, whi~h 
resulted in a ©alculated ©©e.ff'i©.ient of' ICiorrelation ©f' .860 
In testing the reliability of the obtained ~oefficient of 
correlation the following limitations are recognizedg 2 (1) the 
2Henry E. Garrett 9 Statistics in Psy©hology ~ Education~ (New 
York 9 , 1953) 9 po 1980 
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obtained ©oefi.'iHent ©if tionelatio:i.'ll is not a true ©oeiffi«:iien:\~ 
of the populationj but rather a @al@ulated one 9 and (2) the number of 
cases in this study is too small to expe@t a normal distribution. 
The R. Ao Fisher z=fun@tion formula is used in testing the re~ 
liability of the obtained coeffi©ient of correlation. This was 
sele@ted as an appropriate method after reading Garretts dis©ussion 
of the test of reliability of the ©oefficient of ©orrelation9 a part 
of whi©h readss 
A mathemati©ally more defensible method of testing the 
significan©e of an r 9 espe©ial+y when the ©©efficient is high~ 
is to @om,ert r into Ro A. Fisherus z=function and find the SE 
of Zo The function z has two adwantage~ ower r~ (1) its 
sampling distribution is approximately normal and (2) it$\ SE 
depends only upon.,, the size ©f the sample N 9 and is independent 
of the size of roJ 
1 
Using the formula Oz~ with data from Table 5i, the re~ 
liability of the obtained coefficient ©f ©orrelation of 086 is 
indicated as followsg 
l 1 
SE2i g "Y)9=3 = 6 = ol1 
2n g 1. 29 (Tabl~ C in G~rrrstt)4 
095 ©Onfiden~e=interval ~ lo29 ~ ol7 ~ lol2 to l.46 
. . 
Converted back to ~ 0~ the ©cm.fidence=interval ia: 080 to 090 
'Thus 9 the fiduciary probabili'ty is 095 that the true @oefficient 
of ©orrelation lies within the interval of 080 to o90o This mean@ 
that an r between 080 and /90 may be ezj)e©ted in ninety=five tm1:t @f 
every one hundred times the instrument is readministered. Ther~fore, 
it is believed that the instrument is reliable en@ugh to provide a 
basis far evaluating the chara~teri~ti@a of the Oklah@ma audio=visual 
. ., 
:3rtlid .. 9 p. 19!:L 
4Ib,!g. ~ p. 426 o 
Formulating the Criteria 
The mean score and the number of responses made on the first 
test by all members of the jury for each characteristic are shown 
in Tables 6~11. The dispersion of the responses on the scale is 
revealed by the tabulations under the various categories in each 
tableo 
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Organization ~nd administration as~cts. ~ Characteristic Number 1 
deals with the general aspects of the organization and administration 
of a state=wide audio~visual program. As shown in Table 6, the mean 
score of the jury responses on this characteristic is 4.7'9~ giving it 
a rating of essential. An inspection of the data for this item in 
Table 6 shows that the jury responses are clustered in the essential 
category~ thus revealing a high degree of agreement on this character-
istic. 
Characteristi© Number la deals with the organization of f«:llur 
administrative levels ,of a state=W"ide audio=visual program. As shown 
in Table 6J> the mean score of j'l.:II'y resp©nses on this characteristic 
is 4.26J) giving it a rating of desirable. An inspection of the tabu~ 
lated responses for this item reveals some variations in responses 
from the jury. Howeverll the majority of' the responses are con©en~ 
trated in the essential and desirable categoriesll which indicate a 
fairly high degree of agreement on this ©baracteristi©. In as much 
as chara@teristics numbers one and two are so closely related 9 it 
seems advisable to combine them into one criterion. Hence 9 it 
appears that the criterion f'or these characteristics iss 
It is essential that the organization and administration 
of' a state""'W'ide audio=visual. program include all administrative 
levels of the state system of educationJ) and desirable that the 
administrative levels in©lude the ~tate 9 the regionalj the 
county and the lo~al school. 
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TABLE 6 
MEAN SCORE AND TOTAL JURY RESPONSES ON EACH OF THE ORGANIZATION 
AND ADMINISTRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF A STATE-WIDE AUDIO-
VISUAL PROGRAM 
Colu:mna l==Essential., 2~esirable, 3==Unimportant; 4-=Questionable, 
5i==Unde sir able 
'Mean Nao ResnondinQ' 
~·~~~~~=C-h-ar_a=©=t=e_r=i-st-i-©~~~~~~~~---Sc-o=r-e...,_~~......___l.._~2....l.LA,.[.j 
l. The organi~ation and administration 
,of a state=wide a:udio=visual pri0grmri--
~hould in@lude all adminifSJtrative ··· -
levels of the state system i0f 
edu«:::iation • • • . . • • . • • • 
la. The organi~ation should involve four 
administrative levels==state~ 
regional 9 ©ounty~ and lo©al • • • • • 4o36 
lb. The organi~atii0n should pr©Vide for 
an advisory ©ouncil composed of the 
head~ or his representative~ from 
ea©h of four administrative levels~ 
state 9 regional~ county~ and local 
s©hool~ and other appropriate 
training agencies. • . • • • • • . . 4ol0 
le. The organization should provide for 
liaison a©tivities between audio= 
visual agencies and other departments 
in the state educational system. • • 4.58 
ldo The organization should provide for 
consultative help in in=service 
training at all administrative levels 
and particularly in the selection and 
training of audio=visual personnel at 
the local le1l'el. • • . • • • • • • • 4.10 
le o A state=wide audio=visual program 
should be a cooperative endeavor in= 
volving close integration of all 
audio~visual activities of each of 
fo'UI" administrative levels=~state, 
regional~ county~ and local school. • 4o4l 
lf'. A state=wide audio=visual program 
should provide for the involvement of 
classroom teachers in the evaluation 
and selection of materials to be 
placed in film libraries. • • • • • • 4.27 
15 4 
16 8 2 2 
10 16 2 1 
19 9 l 
11 13 1 2 l 
! 
17 10 1 1 
12 15 2 
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Chm"a©teristfo Number lb deals with the provision for an 
advisory council composed of representatives from each of four 
administrative levelso As shown in Table 6» the mean score of jury 
responses on this cha.racteristi© is 4o10~ giving it a rating of 
desirableo Again» the tabulated responses for this item indicate 
some variation of responses from the jtll"yo However~ since a majority 
of the responses are clustered in the desirable and essential cate-
gories 9 it is apparent that there is a fairly high degree of agree-
ment on the obtained rating o "rhus 9 the criterion for this character= 
istic appears to beg 
It is desirable that the organization of a state=wide 
audio=visual program provide for an advisory c©uncil ©omposed 
of the head or his reprasentative 9 from ea©h of four admini-
strative levels==state 9 regional 9 county 9 and local schoolsj 
and other appropriate training agencieso 
Cha!"acteristi© Number 1© deals with the provision for liaison 
a©tivities. As shown in Table 6D the mean score of jury responses 
on thi@ chara©teristic is 4.589 giving it a rating of essentialo 
An inspecti©n ©.f data in Table 6 shows the responses are concentrated 
in the essential ©ategory9 indi©ating a high degree of agreement on 
the obtained rating. Thus 9 the criterion for this ©hara©teristi© 
It is essential that the organization of a state=wide 
audio=visuall. program provide for liaison a©tivities between 
audio=wisual agen©ies and other departments in the state 
education system. 
Chara©teristi© Number ld deals with the provision for consul= 
tative help and in=se:r,rice training in a state=wide audio=visual 
program. As shown in Table 6l) the mean score of jury responses on 
this ~hia:ra©teristi© is 4.10, giving it a rating of desirablee An 
inspection of the tabulated responses reveals some variance in 
responses from the jury on this item. However» since most of the 
responses are clustered in the essential and desirable categories, 
there appears to be a high degree of agreement on the obtained rating. 
Thus 9 the criterion for this characteristic appears to be: 
It is desirable that the organization of a state....wide 
audio-visual program provide for consultative help in in-service 
training at all administrative levels and particularly in the 
selection and training of audio=visual personnel at the local 
levelo 
Characteristic N'll.l!Xllber le deals with the aspects of cooperation 
and integration of audio=visual activities among the administrative 
levels. As shown in Table 6p the mean score of the j'lll"Y responses on 
this characteristic is 4o41» giving it a rating of desirable. By 
inspection it is observed that the jury responses are concentrated 
in the essential and desirable categories» indicating a high degree 
of agreement on the obtained rating. Thus 9 the criterion for this 
characteristic appears to beg 
It is desirable that a state..-.wide audioc1Visual program be 
a cooperative endeavor involving close integration of all 
audio=visual activities of eaiGh of i'oUl" administrative levels-= 
state 9 regional~ county9 and local school. 
Ghara©teristic Number lf deals with the provision for involving 
cla~sroom teachers in the evaluation and sele@tion of materialso 
As shown in Table 69 the mean score of the jury resp~nses on this 
characteristi© is 4.27 9 giving it a rating of desirable. Again 9 the 
responses are clustered in the desirable and essential categories» 
indicating a high d~gree of agreement on the obtained rating. The 
criterion for this characteristic appears to beg 
It is desirable that a state..-.wide audio=visual program pro-
vide for the involvement of classroom teachers in the evaluation 
and selection of materials to be placed in film libraries. 
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Teacher education aspects.= Charaeteristic Number 2 deals with 
the general aspects of teacher education institutions as an integral 
part ©f a state=Wide audio=visual program. As shown in Table 7 ~ the 
mean score of the jury responses on this characteristic is 4053, giving 
it a rating of essential. An examination of the tabulated responses 
on this item reveals that most of the scores are concentrated in the 
essential category9 indicating a high degree of agreement on the 
obtained rating. Thus~ the criterion for this characteristic a.ppem"'s 
to beg 
It is essential that the teacher education institutions of 
a state be an integral part of a state=Wide a.udio=visual program~. 
Characteristic Number 2a involves the provision for audio=visual 
course work in the teacher education curriculum. As shown in Table 7, 
the mean score of the jury responses on this characteristic is 4089, 
giving it a rating of essential. Again 9 the responses are clustered 
in the essential category~ indicating a high degree of agreement on 
the obtained rating. C(msequently9 the criterion for this character~ 
istic appears to beg 
It is essential that all institutions of higher learning 
offering teacher education make the study of audio=visual mater-
ials a part of their curriculum for pre~seMice training. 
Characteristic number 2b deals with the aspects of cooperatl,i:i1ti 
among teacher education instituti©ns and administrative units in~ 
in=servi©e training on audio=visual problems. As shown in Table 7 9 
the mean score of the jury responses on this characteristic is 4047, 
giving it a rating of desirable. The tabulated responses on this 
item are concentrated in the essential and desirable categories~ indi-
eating a high degree of agreement on the obtained rating. Hence~ the 
criterion for this chara~teristic appea.l"s to beg 
It is desirable that teacher education institutions and all 
administrative units, including the state, regional~ county, and 
local school 9 cooperate in a state=wide program of in=aervice 
training in au.dio=visual materialso 
TABLE 7 
MEAN SCORE AND TOTAL JURY RESPONSES ON EACH OF THE TEACHER EDUCATION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A STATE=WIDE AUDIO=VISUAL PROGRAM 
Coltm1118 l==Essential, 2=-=Desirable; 3==Unimportant; 4==Questionable; 
5==Undesirable 
2. The teacher education institutions of 
a state should be an integral part of 
a state-wide audio=visual program. • 4o53 
2ao All institutions of higher learning 
offering teacher education should 
make the study of audio=visual mater= 
ials a part of their curriculum for 
pre-=aervi~e training. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4o89 
2b. Teacher education institutions and 
all administrative units==state» 
regional» cou.nty9 and local school~ 
should cooperate in a state=wide pro-
gram of in-=aervice training in audio-
visual materials. • • • • • • • • • • 4o47 
2©o Teacher education institutions should 
assume some responsibility of pro-
viding consultative and leadership 
personnel for in=:service study of 
audio=visu.al problems • • • • • • • • 4o60 
15 2 1 l 
25 3 
15 12 1 
17 11 
teacher education i~stitutions for priDViding consultative and leader= 
ship personnel for in=service study of audio=visual problemso As 
shown in Table 79 the mean score of the jury resp©nses on this 
characteristic is 4.60 9 giving it a rating of essential. All 
responses on this item are clustered in the essential and desirable 
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categories 9 indicating a high degree of agreement on the obtained 
ratingo Hence 9 the criterion for this characteristic appears to beg 
It is essential that teacher education institutions assume 
some responsibility of providing consultative and leadership 
personnel for in-service study of aurlio=visual problems. 
Dissemination of audio=visual !nformation. = Cha:.ra~teristi© 
Number 3 deals with the general aspects of dissemination of audio= 
visual information and other promotional activities of a state=wide 
audio=visual programo As shown in Table 8 9 the mean score of the 
essential. All responses on this item are con©entrated in the 
essential ©ategor-y9 indicating a high degree of agreement on the 
istic appears to beg 
It is essential that the dissemination of pertinent 
information and promotional activities be provided for in a 
state9Wlide audio=visual program" 
Characteristi© Number 3a involves the provision for the dissemi= 
nation of audio=visual information to s©hool personnel and lay peopleo 
As shown in Table 8p the mean s©ore of the jury responses on this 
indi©ating a high degree of agreement on the obtained rating. It 
It is essential that a state=wide audio=wisual program 
prowide for the dissemination of pertinent information about 
audio=visual materials to s@hool personnel as well as to lay 
pe([';lple. 
Chara©teristi© Number 3b deals with the prepa:iration of bulletins, 
study guides 9 and handbooks as a means of disseminating information 
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on this (l;;haJ:"a©teristic is 4045 9 giving it a rating of desirable. The 
responses on this item are clustered in the desirable and essential 
©ategories~ indi©ating a high degree of agreement on the obtained 
rating. Thus 9 it appears that the ©riterion for this ©hara©teristi© 
It is desirable that the preparation of bulletins 9 study 
guides 9 and handbooks 9 be provided for in an effective state= 
wide audio=wisual programa 
TABLE 8 
MEAN SCORE AND TOTAL JU.RY RESPONSES ON EACH OF TEE DISSEMINATION 
OF INFORMATION CHARACTERISTICS OF A STATE=WIDE .AUDIO=VISUAL 
PROGRAM 
Column* l==Essential~ 2==Desirable, 3==Unimportant; 4==Questionable, 
5==Undesirable 
Mean Noo Resn«:mdimr 
Score.~-tc--1~_2""*=_3..;,,,c,4--i-=5 
3. The dissemination of pertinent in-
formation and promotional activities 
are essential in a state=Wide audio= 
visual programo O O O O O O O O O O O 5o00 
3a. A state='W'ide audio=visual program 
should provide for the dissemination 
of pertinent information about audio= 
visual materials to school personnel 
as well as to lay peopleo O O O O O O 4.58 
3bo Preparation of bulletins 9 study 
guides 9 ha.ndbooksp etco 9 should be 
provided for in an effe©tive state= 
wide audio=visual program a o o o o o 4o45 
3©. A state=wide audio=visual program 
should give assistance and prom©= 
tional dire©tion in tea{Jher= 
production9 and student=production 
of lea:rning aidso O O O O O O O O O O 4.03 
3do The activities of a state=wide audio-
visual program ~hould stimulate a 
greater use of appropriate audio-
visual materialso O O O O O O O O O O 4o77 
19 
11 l 
15 14 
6 18 5 
21 6 
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Characteristi© N,umber 3© involves the teacher-=atudent production 
o.f learning aids in a state=wide audio=visual programo As shown in 
Table 89 the mean score of the jury responses on this characteristic 
is 4o03~ giving it a rating of desirableo While most of the responses 
on this item are clustered in the desirable categoryp there are five 
respons@s in the unimportant category" Nevertheless 9 a fairly high 
degree of agreement on the obtained rating is apparento It appears 
that the criterion for this ©hara©teristi© isg 
It is desirable that a state-wide audio=visual program 
give assistance and promotional dire©tion in teacher=produ©tionJ 
and student=production of learning aidso 
Chara©teristi© Number 3d deals with the stimulation of use of 
audio=visual materials in a 1:!ltate=Wide audio=visual program. As 
shown in Table 8i, the mean S@'©l"e of the jury responses on this 
©hara©teristi© is 4.77 9 giving it a rating of essentialo A great 
majority of the responses on this item are concentrated in the 
essential icategory» inditating a high degree of agreement on the 
obtained rating o It appears ·that the li:lI"i terion for this ichara©ter= 
istic isg 
It is essential that the aictivities of a state=wide 
audio=visual program stimu1ate a greater use of appropriate 
audio=visual materialso 
Resear©h ~ evaluation aspe©tp. = Chara©teristi© Number 4 deals 
with general aspe©ts of' resear«::ih and evaluation in a state=Wide 
audio=visual program. As shown in Table 9 9 the mean s©ore of the 
jury responses on tlhis ©hara©teristic is 4.,62 9 giving H a rating of 
essentialo All jury responses are conli:lentrated in the essential and 
desirable categories 9 thus indicating a high degree of agreement on 
the obtained rating. Thus 9 it appea.rs that the criterion for this 
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©baracteristi© is~ 
It is essential that research and evaluation be carried 
on in a state=wide audio=visual programo 
Characteristic Number 4a deals with the encouragement of major 
and minor resear©h projects in a state=-wide audio-visual program. 
As shown in Table 99 the mean score of the jury responses on this 
characteristic is 4021 9 giving it a rating of desirable. Although 
there seems to be some warianie of responses from the jury on this 
item» most of the responses are in the desirable category~ thus 
indicating a fairly high degree of agreement on the obtained rating. 
It appears that the criterion for this characteristic isg 
It is desirable that major and minor research projects 
be encouraged at all administrative levels 9 in a state-wide 
audio=visual program. 
TABLE 9 
MEAN SCORE AND TOTAL JURY RESPONSES ON EACH OF THE RESEARCH AND 
EVALUATION CHARACTERISTICS OF A STATE=WIDE AUOIO~VISUAL 
PROGRAM 
Columng l==Essential; 2==Desirable, 3==Unimportant; 4==Questionable; 
5==Undesirable 
Mean No. Res )tmdini 
Chara@teristi©s Score 1 2 3 4 5 
4. Resear@h and evaluation should be 
©arried on in a state=wide audio= 
visual program. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.62 13 8 
4a. Major and minor resear@h projects 
should be en©oUI'aged at all adminis-
tratiwe levelso . . 0 . . 0 0 . . . . 4o21 9 18 l l 
4b. A state=wide au.dio=visu.sl program 
should provide for periodic self= 
evaluation activities at each 
administrative level. . 0 . . . . 0 . 4.68 21 6 1 
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Chara©teristi© Number 4b involves the provision for periodic 
self=evaluation of audio=visual activities in a state=wide audio= 
visual program. As shown in Table 9i, the mean score of the j'Ul"y 
responses on this characteristic is 4.689 giving it a rating of 
essential. A great majority of the jury responses~ twenty=0ne out· 
of twenty=eight 9 are in the essential ©ategory~ indicating a high 
degree of agreement on the obtained rating. Hence 9 it appears that 
the criterion for this charatteristi© isg 
It is essential that a state=wide audio=wisual program 
provide for periodi© self=evaluation a©tiwities at ea©h 
administrative levelo 
Tax support aspectso = Chara©teristic Number 5 deals with 
general aspects of tax support at the state and local levels in a 
state=wide audio=visual programo As shown in Table 10, the mean 
it a rating of essentialo Nineteen of twenty=two responses on this 
item are in the essential ©ategory9 indicating a very high degree 
of agreement on the obtained rating. Hence~ it appears that the 
criterion for this ©hara©teristi© isg 
It is essential that a statecVide audio=~isual program 
receive tax support at the state and local levels 9 as do 
instru©tional programs 9 libraries 9 and other vital s©hool 
seniceso 
Chara©teristic Number Sa deals with the importance of state tax 
support in the form of subsidy to rapid growth of film libraries" 
As shown in Table 10, the mean score of the jury responses on thi~ 
chara@teristic is 4o48» giving it a rating of desirable. Although a 
majority of the jury responses are registered in the essential @ate= 
gory~ five responses at>e in the desirable category~ and three 
responses are in the questionable ©ategoryo In spite of this 
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'l'ABLE 10 
MEAN SCORE AND TOTAL JURY RESPONSES ON EACH OF TEE STATE TAX SUPPORT 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A STATE=WIDE AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM 
Columni l==Essential; 2==Desirable; 3~Unimportant; 4=..Questionable, 
5-=Undesirable 
Chal"acteristics 
5o A state-wide audio=visual program 
should receive tax support at the 
state and local levels 9 as do instruc-
tional programs 9 libraries)) and other 
Mean 
Score 
vital school services o o o o o o o • 4o87 
5ao Rapid film library growth on a state-
wide basis depends upon state tax 
support in the form of subsidyo O O O 4o48 
5b. The initial capital outley for films 
on a state-wide basis makes subsidi-
zation almost mandatory- 9 especially 
in the early states of developmentj 
if the program is to have stability 
and permanence. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4o39 
5co Financial support of a state=-Wide 
audio=visual program should be on a 
matching basis such as 50=50 or some 
other percentage division o o •• o • 3o84 
5d. Financial support of a state=Wide 
audio=visual program should be for 
two purposes~ 
(1) The purchase and/or rent of 
audio=visual materials for state 
and regional libraries. • • • • • 4el9 
(2) The purchase and/or rent of 
audio-visual materials for the 
county and local schools. o • • • 4ol7 
5e. Local participation with money~ and 
professional helpv should enhance the 
chance of a state=wide audio=visual 
program surviving and prospering. • • 4.67 
5fo The local school should pay~ through 
rental fees the amortization and 
handling cost» for all films obtained 
from state and regional libraries. 
(If the state is committed to a pro-
gram of free films on the same basis 
as free textbooks 9 this would not 
apply) . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 4o24 
Source g Questionnaire, De©ember ~ 1953. 
Noo Resoondin2 
l 2 ''3 I.,. 5 
19 3 . 
19 5 
19 5 4 
5 14 3 3 
13 9 1 2 1 
12 8 1 2 1 
I I 
20 6 1 
10 10 l 3 1 
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variability of responses wbi©h is probably due to the lack of clarity 
of the statementj) there is sufficient agreement to indicate that the 
characteristic is desirable o Consequently)) it appears that the 
criterion for this characteristic iss 
It is desirable that state ta:x support in the form of 
subsidy be provided if rapid growth of film libraries is 
expected in a state=wide audio=visual. programo 
Characteristic Number 5b deals with the need for subsidization 
for the capital outl!ey' for films in a state=wide audio=visual pro= 
gram. As shown in Table lOJ) the mean score of the ju:cy responses 
on this chara~teristic is 4.39j giwing it a rating of desirableo 
Again9 there is some variance in the responses from the jury on this 
item. Nineteen responses are in the essential category)) five are in 
the desira~le c:iategorys, and f©llll" are in the questionable category. 
The reason for this dispersion of responses is not known. Neverthe~ 
less· 9 the agreement seems sufficiently strong to justify the criterion 
It is desirable that the initial ©apital outlay for 
films on a state=Wide basis be pr!O'Wided through subsidization~ 
especially in the early stages of development. 
Cha?"a©teristic Number 5© deals with matching funds as a. basis 
for financial support of a statedfdde audio=visual program o As shown 
in Table 109 the mean s©ore of the jllll"y responses on this character-
istic is 30849 giwing it a rating of desirableo Again 9 the dispersion 
of responses is noticeableo Five members of the jury rated this item 
as essential~ fourteen rated it as desirable 9 three rated it as 
unimportant)) and three rated it as questionable. Although the mean 
score of 3.84 is not parti~ularly strong9 it appears that the 
criterion is:i 
It is desirable that the financial support of a state= 
wide audio=visual program be on a matching basis such as 
50~50 or some other percentage diwisiono 
Chara~teristi~ Nt1mber 5d deals with the purposes for which 
financial support should be used in a state=wide audio=visual programo 
4s shown in Table 10, the mean score of the jury responses is 4.19 
for item 5c(l)J and 4ol7 for item 5d{2), giving each a rating of 
desirableo The dispersion of the responses among the different cate-
gories is similar for each of these itemso The responses range from 
thirteen in the essential category9 to nine in the desirable category, 
to one in the unimportant category, to two in the questionable cate-
gory~ and to one in the undesirable category. Apparently there were 
differences of opinion on these items among the members of the juryo 
Nevertheless 9 the mean score is relatively high. Consequently, it 
appears that the criterion for these two items in this characteristic 
isg 
It is desirable that the financial support of a state-
wide audio=visual program be used for the purchase and/or 
rent of audio=visual materials for state, regional 9 county, 
and local film librarieso 
Chara@teristi@ Number 5e deals with local participation 9 with 
money and professional helpp in a state=wide audio=visual program. 
As shown in Table 10 9 the mean score of the jury responses on this 
characteristic is 4o67 9 giving it a rating of essentialo There seems 
to be general agreement among the members of the jury on this item, 
as indicated by the tabulated responses 9 since a great majority of 
them fall in the essential category-0 Thus~ it appears that the 
criterion for this characteristic is~ 
It is essential that local participation with money and 
professional help be used to enhan@e the probability of a 
state=wide audio=visual program surviving and prospering. 
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Characteristic Number 5f deals with the payment of fees to 
amortize the cost of films 9 by local schoolso As shown in Table lOj 
the mean score of the jury responses is 4.249 giving it a rating of 
desirable. There seems to be a difference of judgment among the 
members of the j'll!'."y regarding the importance of this item. There are 
ten responses in the essential ©ategoryj ten in the desirable cate-
gory 9 one in the unimportant category 9 three in the questionable cate= 
gory 9 and one in the undesirable categoryo Nevertheless 9 the mean 
score is sufficiently high to rate the characteristic as desirableo 
Thus 9 the criterion for this characteristic appears to bei 
It is desirable that the l(Q)cal S{lbool pay through rental 
fees the amortization and handling cost for all films obtained 
from state and regional librarieso 
Distribution aspects.= Chara©teristic Number 6 deals with 
general aspects of facilitating the a©cessibility of films to the 
classrooms in a state=wide audio=visual program. As shown in Table 11 9 
the mean score of the jury resp(Q)nses on this characteristic is 4.85~ 
giving it a rating of essential. The ju:ry responses are concentrated 
in the essential {lategory 9 with nineteen appearing there 9 and one 
appearing in the questionable category9 thus indicating a high degree 
of agreement on the obtained rating. It appears that the criterion 
for this chara©teristi© isg 
It is essential that the distribution system in a state= 
wide audio=visual program facili'tate the use of' audio=visual 
materials in the ©lassroom by making them more a©cessible. 
Characteristic Number 6a deals with the principle of centralized 
distribution of audio=visual materials in a state=wide program. As 
shown in Table 11» the mean score of the jtll'y responses on this 
characteristic is 2e21 9 giving it a rating of questionable. There 
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TABLE 11 
MEAN SCORE AND TOT.AL JURY RESPONSES ON EACH OF THE FILM DISTRIBUTION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A STATE=WIDE AUDIO=VISUAL PROGRAM 
Columng l==Essential; 2==Desirable, 3==Unimportant, 4==Questionable, 
5==Unde sir able 
Mean · No. Resnondini;i: 
Characteristics Score 1 2 · '3 I.. 5 
60 The distribution system in a state= 
wide audio=visual program should 
facilitate the use of audio~visual 
materials in the classroom by making 
them more accessibleo " " o o o o • o 4.85 
6ao The centralization of distribution 
into one audio=visual ~enter so as to 
provide the greatest flexibility of 
film print use is educationally sound 2o21 
6b. The decentralization of distribution 
centers in a state=wide audio-visual 
program so as to make the materials 
more a~cessible for the classroom 9 is 
educationally sound o o " o •• o o o 4o59 
6c. The location of distribution centers 
in a state=wide audio=visual programj 
should be determined byi 
6e. 
(1) Number of school units to be 
served o o o (i) o o o o o o o o 
(2) Distance these units are from 
center o o o o o () o o o o o o 
(3) Transportation facilities o ••• 
(4) Number of prints and materials 
available at center o o " o " o • 
(5) The responsibility which the 
teacher education institutions or 
other prospective centersj are 
willing to assume in preparing 
teacihers to use audio=visual 
materials at these centers. o o o 
In a state=v1ide audio=visual program 
the state and regional libraries 
should cir~ulate different ty:pes of 
materials such as films~ recordings 9 
exhibits 9 dioramas 9 and any other 
materials whi©b may not be readily 
obtainable at the lo~al level. o o o 
A state=wide audio=visual program 
should provide for the establishment 
of local s~hool audio=visual 
materials libraries when feasible o o 
4 .. 60 
19 1 
1 3 4 8 8 
16 11 
20 6 1 1 
14 8 5, 1 
22 6 
19 4 3 1 
14 
8 16 l 1 1 
14 13 2 
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TABLE 11 (Concluded) 
MEAN SCORE AND TOTAL JURY RESPONSES ON EACH OF THE FILM DISTRIBUTION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A STATE-WIDE AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM 
Mean 
Characteristics Score 
6f. A state=wide audio=visual program 
should provide for the establishment 
of county audio=visual materials 
libraries when feasibleo These may 
be cooperative in nature involving 
only those schools wishing to 
participate • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.04 
6g. The activities of a state-=Wide audio~ 
visual pl"ogram should not be restric-
- ted to the use of motion pictures in 
educationo A full scope of audio= 
visual materials should be utilized 
by schools 9 including radio 9 black-
bo.ard:. bulletin board displays 9 tape 
and other recording devices 9 and 
television. • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4.65 
Source: Questionnaire 9 December 9 1953. 
No. Resoondin z 
1 2'31..5 
10 11 1 4 
24 3 1 1 
were varied opinions on this item as shown by the dispersion of 
tabulated responses in Table 11. Only one member of the jury rated 
this item as essential, three rated it as desirable; four rated it 
as unimportant, eight rated it questionable 9 and eight rated it as 
undesirable. On the basis of the jury responses on this character-
istic the criterion appears to beg 
It is questionable whether or not the centralization of 
distribution into one audio=visu.al center is educationally 
sound. 
Characteristic Number 6b deals with the principle of decentrali= 
zation of distribution centers in a state...wide audio=visual program. 
As shown in Table 11~ the mean score of the jury responses is 4.59, 
giving it a rating of essentialo The total responses of the jury 
are concentrated in the essential and desirable categories 9 indicating 
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a high degree of agreement ©n this item. Hence 9 it appears that the 
criterion for this chara@teristic isg 
It is essential that the distribution centers in a state-
wide audio=visual program be decentralized 9 so as to make the 
materials more accessible for the classroom. 
Chara@teristic Number 6c deals with fa@tors by which the location 
of distribution centers are determined. This ©haracteristic involves 
five factors which were rated as separate items. As shown in Table 11, 
the mean score of ju.ry responses on item 6@{1) is 4060, giving it a 
rating of essential. As indicated by the tabulated responses 9 the 
majority of responses are in the essential ©ategory~ indicating a 
fairly high degree of agreement on the itemo Consequently» it appeax0s 
that the criterion for this item is~ 
It is essential that the lo~ation of distribution centers 
in a state=wide audio=visual program be determined by the 
number of s~hool units to be servedo 
The mean scmne of jury responses on item 6~(2) is 4.25 9 giving 
it a rating of desirablee As indicated by the tabulated responses in 
Table 11 9 fotlll:"teen members of the jury rated it as essential 9 eight 
thought it desirable 9 five thought it as unimportant~ and one rated 
it as questionableo The apparent reason for the divergen~e of 
responses on the item is that the statement is somewhat ambiguouso 
Some of the comments from members of the jU'!:"y indi@ated that the 
statement should have read2 iji'Jlistan©e these units are from the 
center in relation to transportation fa©ilitiesow It is possible 
that the item would have rated higher with this qualificationo 
Nevertheless 9 it appears that the criterion for this item isg 
It is desirable that the lo©ation of distribution centers 
in a statecewide audio=visual program be determined by the 
distance the school units are from the centero 
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The mean score. of jury responses on item 6c (3) is 4 .. 79 9 giving 
it a rating of essentiale As shown in Table 11~ the responses on 
this item are clustered in the essential category9 indicating a high 
degree of agreemento Hencej it appears that the criterion for this 
item isll 
It is essential that the location of distribution centers 
in a state~wide audio=visual program be determined by the 
transportation fa©ilities. 
The mean score of jury responses on item 6c(4) is 4052, giving 
it a rating of essential 9 although there was some divergen~e ©f 
opinions among the m~mbers of the jury on this item, as indicated 
in Table 11. However 9 the heavy ~oncentration of responses is in 
the essential category. The mean score of 4052, indicates a high 
degree of agreement on the item. Thus~ it appears that the criterion 
It is essential that the location of distribution centers 
in a state=Wide audio-visual program be determined by the 
number of prints and materials available at the center. 
The mean score of j'il.lll"y responses on item 6c(5) is 4.28 9 giving 
it a rating of desirable. There was considerable variance in 
responses from the jLtrr;yr on this, item. · As· shown: inc Table: 11/fourteen 
thought it was essential, nine thought it was desirableJ four thought 
it was unimportant~ and one rated it as questionable .. The reason 
for this divergence of responses is not knowno However$ the mean 
score of 4.28 indicates the importance of the itemo Consequently, 
it appears that the criterion for this item is3 
It is desirable that the location of distribution centers 
in a state-wide audio=visual program be determined by the 
responsibility which the teacher education institutions or 
other prospective centers are willing to assume in preparing 
teachers to use audio=visual materials at those centers. 
Characteristic Number 6d deals with kind~ of materials that 
should be included in regional and state libraries. As shown in 
Table 11, the mean score of the jury responses is 4.07 9 giving it a 
rating of desirableo A heavy concentration of responses in the 
desirable category 9 indicates a fairly high degree of agreement on 
this itemo Thus 9 it appears that the criterion for this character-
istic isg 
It is desirable that in a state=wide audio=visual program, 
the state and regional libraries circulate different types of 
materials su©h as f'ilms 9 recordings 9 exhibits 9 dioramas 9 and 
any other materials wbi©h may not be readily obtainable at the 
local level. 
Characteristic Number 6e deals with the provision for establishing 
local school audio=visual materials libraries. As shown in Table 11, 
the mean score of jury responses on,this characteristic is 4.35, 
giving it a rating of desirable. The JU!!:'Y responses are concentrated 
in the essential and desirable categoriess> indicating a high degree 
of agreement on the item. It appears that the criterion for this 
characteristic isg 
It is desirable that a state-=Wide audio=visual program 
provide for the establishment of local school audio-visual 
materials libraries when feasibleo 
Characteristic Number 6f deals with the provision for estab-
lishing county audi«::»=visual materials libraries. As show in 
Table 11 9 the mean s©ore of j'Ul"Y responses on this chara©teristi@ 
is 4.04 1 giving it a rating of desirable. There was some difference 
in value judgment among the members «::»f the jury on this item. Ten 
rated it as essential 9 eleven thought it was desirable~ one thought 
it was unimportant» and i'our rated it as questionable. However 9 the 
mean score of' 4o04 indi@ates the importance of' this item. Conse-
quently» it appears that the @riterion for this characteristic isg 
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It is desirable that a state=wide audio=visual program 
provide for the establishment of county audio~visual materials 
libraries when feasibleo 
Characteristi© Number 6g deals with the scope of audio=visual 
materials that should be used by schoolso As shown in Table 11~ the 
mean score of jury responses on this characteristic is 4065 9 giving 
it a rating of essentialo The heavy concentration of responses in 
the essential category 9 twenty=foU!C' out of twenty=nine 9 indicates a 
high degree of agreement on this item. Consequently9 it appears 
that the criterion for this chara©teristi© isg 
It is essential that the a©tivities of a state=wide audio= 
visual program im:Jlude a full s©ope of audio=visual materials j 
including radio 9 bla©kborurd 9 bulletin board displays 9 tape and 
other recording devices,!) television 9 and all types of pro= 
jected materialso 
Additional~ ©ommentso = As stated before 9 an open=and item 
was in©luded under ea©h main aspe©t to give the members of the jury 
a chan©e to suggest additional ©haracteristi©s. A few suggestions 
were made; however 9 in no case was the same suggestiQn made by more 
than one juror o Some of the suggestiions are~ 
1. Competen©y in the audio=visual field should be a 
requisite for student tea(()hing o 
2. Major tea©her edu©ation institutions should under= 
take produ©tion of audio=visual materials of state interest 9 
and serve as demonstration centers on production and operationo 
Jc Simple methods of a©tion research should be suggested 
for the teacher 9 and periodic evaluation by outside personnel 
should be provided foro 
4o The salary of an audio=wisual director or coordinator 
should be provided on a full or part time basis 9 depending on 
the size of schoolo 
5o Regional libraries should provide materials in high 
demand==state libraries should provide a ©omplete materials 
library on a complementary basis. 
6. The qualifications of state .11 regional 9. and local 
audio-visual directors should be high enough to merit 
certification. 
An examination of the above suggestions reveals that each is 
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related to one or more of the characteristics listed on the question-
naire. It appears that they are simply clarifying statements on 
characteristics already stated and therefore do not constitute 
additional items that should be included. 
Statement of Criteria 
On the basis of responses from the j'fll.'Y of experts to the 
audio=visual characteristics described above,11 it appears that the 
following criteria are reasonably adequate for evaluating the 
Oklahoma state=wide audio=visual program. Since some of the character-
istics listed in the questionnaire were so closely related~ some of 
them were combined in formulating the criteria~ consequently reducing 
the thirty=nine characteristics to thirty~seven criteriao . These are 
listed by major aspects in rank order as determined by the judgments 
of the jury~, 
Organization and administration aspect o - This aspect includes 
1. It is essential that the organization and administration of 
a state=wide audio=visual program include all administrative levels 
of the state system of education)) and desirable that the administra= 
tive levels include the state)) the regional)), the county,11 and the 
local schoolo 
2o It is essential that the organization of a state=wide audio= 
visual program provide for liaison activities between audio-visual 
ag~ncies and other departments in the state education systemo 
3o It is desU'able that the organization of a state-wide audio-
visual program provide for an advisol"Y council composed of the head)) 
or his representative)) from each of foUl" administrative levels== 
state 9 regional)) county~ and local school, and other appropriate 
training agencieso 
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4. It is desirable that the organization of a state=Wide audio~ 
visual program provide for consultative help in» in=service training 
at all administrative levels and particularly in the selection and 
training of audio=visual personnel at the local levelo 
5. It is desirable that a state=wide audio=visual program be a 
cooperative endeavor involving close integration of all audio-visual 
activities of each of four administrative levels-=etate, regional, 
countyj and local schoolo 
6 o It is desirable that a state<=Wide audio-visual program pro= 
vide for the involvement of classroom teachers in the evaluation and 
selection of materials to be placed in film libraries. 
Teacher education aspect.= This aspect includes four character= 
istics as followsg 
7. It is essential that the teacher edu.©iation institutions of 
a state be an integral pal"t of a stata..iwide audio=visual program. 
8. It is essential that all institutions of higher learning 
offering teacher education make the study of audio-visual materials 
a part of their eurri©ulum for pre=service training. 
9. It is essential that teacher education institutions assume 
some responsibility of providing ©onsultative and leadership personnel 
for in=service study of audio=visual problems. 
10. It is desirable that teacher education institutions and ill 
administrative units=-state, regional, county, and local school=-
cooperate in a state=wide program of in=service training in audio-
visual materials. 
Dissemination .2!'. information aspect.= This aspect includes five 
llo It is essential that the dissemination of pertinent informa= 
tion and promotional activities be provided for in a state-wide 
audio=visual program. 
12. It is essential that a state=Wide audio=visu.al program pro= 
vide for the dissemination of pertinent information about audio= 
visual materials to s©hool personnel as well as to the l&zy" people. 
13. It is essential that the activities of a state=wide audio= 
vis~al program stimulate a greater use of appropriate audio=visue.l. 
materials. 
14. It is desirable that a state<=Wide audio=visual program give 
assistance and promotional dire©tion in teacher=production 9 and 
student=proouction of. learning aids. 
15. It is desirable that the preparation of bulletins~ study 
guides, and handbooks 9 be provided for in an effective state=Wide 
audio=visual program. 
Research~ evaluatio~ aspect.= This aspect includes three 
characteristics as followsi 
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l6o It is essential that research and evaluation be carried on 
in a state=Wide audio=visual program. 
17. It is essential that a state=Wide audio=visual program 
provide for periodic selfc=evaluation activities at each administra-
tive levele . 
1,ao It is desirable that major and minor research projects be 
encouraged at all administratiwe levels. 
acteristics as followsg 
19. It is essential that a state=Wide audio=visual program 
receive tax support at the state and local levels 9 as do instructional 
programs 9 libraries 9 and other vital school serviceso 
200 It is essential that local participation with money and pro-
fessional help be used to eriliance the probability of a state""'W'ide 
aud.io=visual. program surviving and prosperinga 
21. It is desirable that the initial capital outley .for films 
on a state=wide basis be provided through subsidization 9 especially 
in the early stages of development. 
22. It is desirable that state tax support in the fiorm of subsidy 
be provided if rapid growth of film libraries is expected in a state= 
wide audio=visual program. 
23. It is desirable that the financial supp©rt of a state=wide 
audio=visue.1 progl"a.m be on a matching basis such as 50=50 or some 
other percentage division. 
24. It is desirable that the financial supp©rt of a state=wide 
audio=visual program be used f!OO:' the purchase and/or rent of audio= 
visual materials fOI" state 9 regiona.1 9 cou.nty9 and local film libraries. 
25.. It is desirable that the local s@h©ol pay through rental 
fees the amortization and handling cost for all films obtained from, 
state and regional librarie~. 
l!!!!! distribution aSp$ct. = This aspe©t includes twelve ©ha.t"-
acteristics as followsg 
/ 
260 It is essential that the distribution system in a state=wide 
audio=visual program fa©ilitate the use of audio=visual materials in 
the ©lassroom by making them more a©©essiblso 
270 It is essential that the distribution ©enters in a state-
wide audio=visual program be de©entralized 9 so as to make the 
materials more a©©essible for the ©lassroomo 
280 It is essential that the lo©ation of distribution centers 
in a state=Wide audio=visual program be determined by the number of 
school units to be served. 
290 It is essential that the location of distribution centers 
in a state=wide audio=visual program be determined by the transp©rta= 
tion fa©ilitieiso 
300 It is essential that the lo©ation of distribution ©enters 
in a state=wide audi©=visual pr©gram be determined by the number of 
prints and materials available at the ©entero 
310 It is essential that the a©tivities of a state=Wide audio= 
visual program in©lude a full S©ope of audio=visual. materials~ 
in©luding radi©~ bla©kboaI"d 9 bulletin board displays 9 tape and other 
re©ording devi©esp telewisi©n 9 and all types ©f proje©ted material.so 
320 It is desirable that the lo©ation of distribution centers in 
a state=Wide audio=visual program be determined by the distan©e the 
school units are from the ©entero 
33. It is desirable that the lo©ation of distribution ©enters in 
a state=Wide audio=visual program be determined by the responsibility 
whi©h the tea©her edu©ation institutions or ©ther prospe©tive ©enters 
are willing to assume in prepa1dng tea©hers to use audio=wisual 
materials at th©se ©enterso 
340 It it:'l desirable that in a state=wide audio=visual program~ 
the state and regiontlU. libraries ©ir©ulate different types of 
materials su©h as films 9 re©ordings 9 exhibits, dioramas~ and any 
other materials whi©h may not be J/."eadily obtainable at the lo©e.1 le~1EJ::L o 
350 It is desd.rable that a state=wide audi©=Visual program pr«J= 
vide .for the establi(Slhment of l©©al s©hool audio=visual materials 
libraries when feasibl~o 
'.36o It is desirable that a state=Wida audio=11'isual program pro= 
vide for the establishment of ©©unty audio=wisual materials libraries 
when feasible o 
370 It is que~tionable whether or not the ©entralization of 
distribution into one audio=~isual ©enter is edu©ationally soundo 
Summary 
Chapter III deals with the development of criteria for'evalu-
ating the various @haracteristi@a of sele©ted aspects of the 
Oklahoma audio=visual programo In addition!) the chapter describes 
the method used in the selection of a jury of experts; explains the 
construct.ion of the questionnaire used in determining the criteria; 
describes the method of testing the reliability of the questionnaire, 
and the pro@ess of formuJ.ating the criteriao 
The development of criteria ~equired the selection of a j:llt'Y 
of expertso This was done as obje@tively as possible by setting up 
rigid criteria for selecting themo Certain characteristics!) which 
seemed fairly canmon to state=wide audio=visual programs were pre-
selected to facilitate the work of the juryo These were then sub-
mitted to the jury for appraisalo The raw scores of the jury 
responses were computed into mean scores 9 whi©h constituted the 
basis for formuJ.ating the criteriao 
CHAPTER IV 
MITHCJ> OF COLLECTING AND EVALUATING THE DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to identify the sources of data 
required for evaluating the selected aspects of the Oklahoma a.udi<O= 
visual program.9 describe the construction of the questionnaire and 
the method of obtaining the qata. The chapter also includes a 
description of the methods used in the evaluationj and the plan of 
presentation of the evaluations. 
Obtaining the Data 
The data required for evaluating the Oklahoma audio-visual 
program were obtained from four principal. sources: (1) the partici~ 
pating public schools of the state; (2) the county film libraries of 
the state., (3) the nine Oklahoma Regional Film Libraries; and {4) the 
Oklahoma State Department of Educationo 
The questionnaire to obtain data about the Regional Film 
Libraries and the State Department of Education was designed to get 
information in the following areas3 (1) quantitative inventory of 
films and equipment; (2) financial support and expendittn"es; 
(3) kinds of materials distributed; (4) extent of distribution 
activities; and (5) pre-service and inaoeervice activities o 
Information regarding the audio-visual program at the state 
level was obtained from records of the State Department of &du.cati«:lln» 
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particularly those reported in the second edition of the Audio-Visual 
Handbook. 1 For the purpose of this study five types of data were 
required: (1) legal authorities 9 (2) organizational and adminis-
trative struc:ture 9 (J) advisory c:ounc:il and liaison ac:tivitiesi 
(4) financial support, and (5) funCitional a©tivities. 
A tentative draft of the questionnai~e to obtain data from the 
lo~al and county s~hools ~©nsisted of thirty questions with a nmnber 
of sub=questions. These we~ ©~nstru~ted by making a careful analysis 
of the program ©hax•atrteristfo, listed in the tentative=©riteria 
questionnaireo Only questions designed to seeure information whi©h 
seemed pertinent i~ the program to be evaluated were listed. The 
tentative draft was ~ubmitted to a number of professional people, 
inciluding school super•intendentsi, audi0=visual spe©ialists, and 
revised to Clonsist or twenty qW:istions with a number of sub= 
questions. A rep~Ddu©tion of the questionnaire is included in 
Appendix C. 
The revised draft was sent to twenty=five of the prospective 
respondents for @riti©ism and suggestionso These in@luded five 
county superinteindents~ five su~rintendents of large s©hool systems, 
five superintendents of medi'OllOO. sized school systems and ten su~rin= 
tendents of small s0h~ol systemso or these twenty=five question= 
naires 9 twnty=fou.r were returneido Only one respondent made a 
suggestion for ©hangeo Ten cemented that the questionnaire was 
1state Department of Education, Audio-Visual Handbook~ (Second 
Edition) j (Oklah()ma Cityg 1950) ~ PPo 5 and 60 
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perfectly iGlear, easy to fill out and required a limited amount of 
time to checko 
All but two of the questions in the final form were primarily 
d~signed to elicit a factual response. Two questions designed to 
obtain judgments about state tax support in Oklahoma were included. 
One dealt with the matching fund provision as it had operated in 
Oklahoma 9 and the other with the financial subsidy provision as it 
had operated. Although the questionnaire was not entirely compre= 
hensive~ it was believed to be sufficiently complete to include the 
necessary data for this study. 
From the records in the State Department of Education, it was 
possible to identify 590 schools and 60 counties which appeared to 
belong in the population for this study. Questionnaires were mailed 
to the audio=visual iGoordinators in Oklahoma City 9 Tulsa$' Ardmore 9 
Enid, and Muskogee, to the superintendents of the other 585 selected 
schools 9 and to the county superintendents of the 60 countieso A 
letter accompanied each questionnaire explaining the purpose of the 
study and soliciting their cooperationo 
As shown in Tables 1 9 29 and 39 mentioned earlier 9 382 or 65 
per cent of the schools and 56 or 93 per cent of the counties 
responded. These responses represent 1 9654 teaiGhers or 81 per cent 
of the 29 050 teaiGhers in the counties 9 and-12 9205 teachers or 82 
per cent of the 14,855 teachers i~ the schools. For the purpose of 
analysis the schools and counties are classified into two types, 
those with film libraries and those without film librarieso The 
Number of teachers represented in each type is as followsg 
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~ of Counti~s Total Teachers 
With Film Libraries 1 9 306 
Without Film Libraries 348 
~ of Schools 
With Film Libraries 
Without Film Libraries 
Also 9 the schools are classified into six categories in terms 
of number of tea@hers in ea@h system as followsg 
l= 14 · 
15~ 29 
30- 59 
60=119 
120=239 
240=Up 
TOTAL 
l= 14 
15= 29 
30= 59 
60=119 
120=239 
240=Up 
TOT.AL 
197 
101 
52 
20 
8 
4 
382 
Total Tea@hers 
19806 
2.\)026 
2.9152 
19667 
1))380 
3l)l74 
12.\)205 
Methoo of Evaluation 
the chara@teristi@s of th~ Oklahoma state=wide audio=visual progrmn. 
questionnaire to obtain data for the @riteria, mentioned earlier, 
whi©h include six major aspects as followsg (1) organization and 
administration of the state=-wide audio=visual programi (2) tea©her 
education; (3) dissemination of information, (4) research and evalu-
ation, ( 5) tax support; and (6) disitributi©no 
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Each aspect, in@luding each sub=item 9 is discussed in a separate 
part of chapter five. The strengths and weaknesses of the data on 
the Oklahoma program which seem pertinent to eac:h aspect are 
analyzed and evaluated in terms of the criteria for each as deter= 
mined by judgments from the jury of experts. 
Evaluative judgments are giwen only in terms of strengths and 
weaknesses. No attempt is made to give the degree of strength or 
weakness. mien an aspe«:it @f the program appears to be strong in 
some respects and weak in others 9 this is called to the attention 
of the reader. 
The evaluative judgments are reached on the basis of one or 
more of the following criteriag (1) evidence that the activities 
of a particular aspect are in conformance with the criterion; 
(2) evidence of a@tivities which are @ompatible with the @riterion, 
and (3) eviden«:ie of continuous effort toward a©hiewing the objective 
of the criterion. 
At the end of each pat"t a profile of the evaluative judgments 
is given9 and the strong and weak aspects are indicated in the 
center of the respective «:iolumnso Those aspects whi©h seem to have 
equally strong and weak points at"e indi«:iated on the line sepat"ating 
,,. 
the two columns. 
Summal!"y 
Chapter IV deals with the somr«:,es of data required for evalu.= 
ating the selected aspe©ts of the Oklahoma audio=visual. pr~grame 
The chapter includes a des©ription of the construction of the 
questionnaire to obtain the data 9 the methods used in obtaining the 
data~ and in addition 9 a description ©f the methods used in the 
evaluationo 
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The sour©es of data required for this investigation include& 
(1) participating publi© schools of the state, (2) county film 
libraries of Oklahioma, C3) Oklah©ma State Departments of Education, 
and (4) nine Oklahoma Regional Film Librarieso 
Evaluative jtildgments are given in terms of strengths a:nd weak= 
nesses without rega.1rd to the degree of strength or weaknesso The 
judgments are rea©hed on the basis of one or more of the following 
criteria~ (1) evidence that the activities of a particular aspa©t 
are in conforman((la with the ©riteri©n~ (2) evidence of activ:ities 
whi©h are ©ompatible with the ©riterionj and (3) eviden©e ©f con= 
tinu©us effort towaI"d a©hieving the obje©tive of the ©riteriono 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF SELECTED ASPECTS 
OF THE OKLAHOMA AtIDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM . 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present an analysis and evalu-
ation of data on the Oklahoma audio-visual programo The chapter is 
divided into six parts each of which deals with a major aspect of 
the Oklahoma program» including its sub=items. The parts are as 
followsg (1) organization and administration; (2) teacher education; 
(:3) dissemination of audio-visual information; (4) research and 
evaluation; (5) state tax support; and (6) film distributiono Eaeb 
of the parts include a statement of the criterion, an analysis of 
the data,, an evaluative statement, and an evaluative profile chart. 
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Part I= Organization~ Administration 
Organization and Administration in General 
Cri te:don 1 o = It is essential. that the organization and adminis-
tration of a state=wide audio-visual program in@lude all administrative 
levels of the state system_ of edu@ation and desirable that the admin-
istrative levels incilude the state 9 the regional 9 the @ounty 9 and the 
lo©alo 
Analysis of £.!1!o = The state aystem of education in Oklahoma is 
©omprised of county s©hools~ lo@al independent s©hools 9 and junior and 
' 
senior @olleges o The admillllistration «:>f the several componen~ par'llai of 
. . . . 
the syst6m. is vested in ©ertain Boards and their delegated authori= 
ties 9 and other ele@ted or appointed authroritieso1 
The publi© S©h~ol system and the State Colleges a.re under the 
authority of the State B«:>ard of ~u@ation with the Superintendent of 
Publi@ Instruction as their ,e:xeoot,iw o±."'fi{!}~:tl"o In general 9 all 
institutions of higher learning operate U1!'1lder the administration of 
a Board of Regents of Higher Edu@ation 9 with ea@h instituti@n opera= 
ting under an institutional bomod with the president of ea©h institu-
tion saning as the prin@ipal administratore County systems 9 
©onsisting of all non=independent s@ho«:>ls within the @ounty 9 are 
operated by boat"ds io.f edu©ation f©r ea@h school distri@t 9 with an 
elected @ounty superintendemt as the a.dministrat!Ol"., Local indepen= 
dent-schools are operated by separate boards of education under the 
administration of an appointed superintendento Thus 9 the adminis~ 
trative levels for the state edu©ation system in Oklahoma consists of 
the state 9 regic:mal ( ©olleges) P ©ounty 9 and lo~al levels o 
!state Department of Edu@ati©n 9 Oklah©ma Educational Dire~tOl'Y~ 
(Bulletin Noo 109<=B 9 .Oklah©Jma Ci'ty 9 1952=5:3L PPo 4=1L 
Films Assigned to 
Regionol Libraries 
STATE FILM DEPOSITORY 
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA 
Each Library Receives $5,000.00 
Motion Picture Films 
Figure 1 
OKLAHOMA AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
1947 LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION-$125,000.00 
Expended within 21/2 Years 
Establishes Division Audio-Visual Education 
STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION 
$40,000.00::::IJ!AfE COOR DI NA TOR AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION 1=$68,000.00 
I I 
Local Film 
Libraries 
$17,000.00 Administration 
of Program 
Not to Exceed '$1,000.00 State 
Funds Matched with local Funds 
COUNTY LIBRARY OR SCHOOL 
DISTRICT LIBRARY 
OKLA. U. N. E. E. C. I CENT. I OKLA. A&M. I S. W. S. E. 
Director of 
Regi<?_n~I Library 
1. Circulate Films 
2. Serves as Advisory Committee 
to State Coordinator 
3. Conducts Audio-Visual Classes 
4. Promotes In-Service Education 
Proqram in Re_g_ion 
County Superintendent 
or 
Superintendent of Schools 
I I 
1. Makes Application for State 
Funds 
2. Appoints Committee to Select 
Films 
3. Enforce Rules and Regulations 
of Film Library 
4. Develops In-Service Education 
Program 
-.;J 
LA) 
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The plan for putting into effect the audio=Yisual provisions of 
the Oklahoma law 9 mentioned in Chapter II 9 with respect to the organi= 
z:atfon and administration of the Oklahoma program is shown in the 
Organization Chart 9 Figure lo As shown here 9 provisions are made 
for the administration of the state 9 regional 9 county 9 and local 
levelso The administration of the Oklahoma audio=visual program is 
vested 9 at the state level 9 in the State Board of Edu<c:ation through 
the State Department of Publit InstrulClti.ono Regional levels are 
provided for through the six state <c:olleges 9 Panhandle Ag:rilClultural 
and Mechanical Gollege 9 Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College 9 
and the University of Oklaho.mao The county and local school district 
levels are shown in their relation to the State Department of EdulClationo 
Further eviden©e of the activation of the audio=visual provisions 
of the law is shown in Table 120 In 19479 there were six regional 
libraries with a total of 29 044 films which were circulated 13 9 506 
timeso In 19489 there were eight libraries with 29800 films and 
22 9 627 bookings., In 1949 9 the number of regional librari.es was 
again increasedi bring::l..ng the total to nine with a film inventory of 
3 9 784 with 32yll6 us:eso In 1953 9 the nmnber of :regional libraries 
still remained at nine but the number of films had increased from 
2 9 0,44 in 1947 to 6 9 9969 wUh a total film use of 71 9 48lo 
In 1947~ there were six ©ounty film libraries in the state 9 as 
shown in Table 13 9 wi.th a total of 294 filmso In 19489 the number 
of county libraries had increased to twelve 9 but the inventory 
decreased to 288 films with 701 useso Reports selClured in the 
process gf ,making th~ _bllvestigatton fo.dfoate that the reason for th~ 
decrease in film inventory is that 9 even though there were twi©e as 
TABLE 12 
NUMBER OF REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES IN OKLAHOMA, INCLUDING 
NUMBER OF FILMSi, AND FILM USES BY YEARS, 1947=5.3 
--=-
Number 
Year Librarie~ Films Film Uses 
1947 6 2i,044 l.3i,506 
1948 8 2,1)800 22))627 
1949 9 3!)784 .32.9116 
1950 9 49845 45p209 
1951 9 69009 57ii296 
1952 9 6l)48.3 71))281 
1953 9 6!)996 7lp481 
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S©w@e:i Data for 194'7 9 obtained by perao:nal interwiew. Balan©e of 
data obtained from Annual Repm-t On Motion PictU!C'e Use 9 
State Department of Educati©no 
TABLE 13 
NUMBER OF COUNTY FILM LIBRARIES IN OKLAHOMA*, INCLUDING 
NUMBER OF FILMS 9 AND FILM USEB:1 1947-53 
Yem" Libraries 
1947 6 
1948 12 
1949 35 
1950 36 
1951 )8 
19.52 44 
1953 50 
Numb~ 
Film~ 
294 
288 
1/771 
2v859 
4,421 
'7»228 
8.9062 
Film Use&S 
Not available 
701 
8.9102 
12»055 
20))493 
25960.3 
38»936 
~Jh:r.i'ee @ounties» Cleweland 9 Pa:wneei and Seqooyah 9 have filmstrips · 
onlyo 
Sour©illl :i Data .i'O!" 194 7 ll obtained by per!:llona.l inteniew o Balan©e of 
data obtained from Annusl. Rep©rt On Motion Pictuwe Use» 
State Depa'it"tment of mdu@ati©no 
many film libraries in 1948~ as in 1947ii most of the lib!"ariea had 
many badly worn silent motion pi©tur.re films which were withdrawn 
when new 16mm sound films were add.ado In 1948» the m:.m1ber of county 
film libraries had in©reased to thirty=:f'ive with l.P7?1 prints 9 a.nd 
in 1953JJ there were a total of fifty libraries with 8j062pl"ints and 
38 9 936 US9&!1 o 
As show in Table 14 9 in 1947 9 there were two local s©h©©l film 
libraries: in O~lahoma with a total ©f ,362 prints 9 while in 19489 
there were eleven film librarie~ with 212 printso Again the pr©bable 
TAB!B 114, 
NUMBER OF LOOAt SCHOOL FILM LIBRARIES IN OKLAHOMA~ 
INCLIDING NUMBER OF FILMS 9 AND FILM TJSES 9 194'7=5.3 
Nmber 
Ie.oor Libra1de~ F:Um§I Film.Use£ll 
1947 2 362 1 9661 
1948 11 212 949 
1949 3:3 1»16:3 7»656 
1950 JS 29010 10»554 
1951 45 2960"7 22v619 
1952 44 '.39294 23v507 
1953 54 49054 91~0;)8 
S©Ui!;"©e g Data f©r 1947 9 ©btained by personal inteniewo Balan©® ©f 
data ©btained fr©m Am!n1Lll.al Rep©rt On Moti©n Pi©ture Use 9 
State Department ©f Edu©ati©n o 
film libraries in©reased to thilrty=tlhlfe~ 9 with 1 9163 printsi and 
7 9i646 'illSleJ@o This nwber ©©nti:rnr!ll.ed t© ri@\l;i until 19539 when it 
l"ea©hed ··$. total of fifty=f©U:il." lro©al film libl"a:ir:"iel!ll with a film 
imr~nto,ry of 49050 print§l9 mid 91.9038 tim~@o 
admini~tratiwe lewel~ ©i' th® state ~ystem of edu.cati©n in Oklahco:ma a.r, 
.i_' 
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program is authorized by state law and is administered by the state 
education authority. There is also strong evidence that each of the 
administrative levels a@cepts the responsibilities of its role in 
carrying on an active programo Thus 9 it appears that this aspe@t 
of the Oklah©ma state=wide audio=visual program is strong. 
Liaison Activities 
Criteri©n ~.=It is essential that the organization of a state= 
wide audio=visual program provide for liaison activities between 
audio=visual agencies and other departments in the state educ~tional 
systieimo 
liaison a©tivities between the va:rious departments of the State 
Department of Education and related agen@ieso Howeverp there are a 
number of instances in which voluntary cooperation has brought about 
c:lose coordination of a©'tiwities between the various educational 
©ertain questions regarding audi©=visual activities in the annual 
appli~ation for a©creditationo This information is made available 
to the state coordinator of audio=visual educationo Similarly9 the 
Division of RUl"al and Elemental"Y Education includes audio=visual 
questions in its a@creditation forms .. 
Alsop there is some @oordination activities with the State 
State Departmemt of Education.. The Planning and Resources Board makes 
available some ©fits films through the State Department of Education 
to the Regional Film Libraries f©r distribution. Bey©nd this there 
is an apparent lack of liais©n a©tiwities between the wa:rious agen= 
TABLE; 15 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING COOPERATION 
WITH COMMUNITY GROUPS IN THE USE OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS, 
BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Per Cent 
Pennit Assist Permit 
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Community Use Community Comm.unity Use 
S@hool Owned Organizations Projection 
S@hools Films in Selection Equipment 
Type 
With Film Library 93 91 85 
Without Film 
Library 59 69 87 
Size (No. Teachers) 
l= 14 56 67 82 
15= 29 66 73 91 
30- 59 69 79 90 
60=119 90 80 95 
120-=2:,9 87 100 87 
240=Up 100 100 100 
TOTAL BY SID 
~3 72 87 
= SoUI"©e g Questi@nnaire 9 Mm."chl> 1954i,. 
As shown in Table 15si there is some indication that local 
schools and counties engage in a practice which may be the result of 
liaison activities. For example 9 6:, per ©ent of the local schools 
make their motion pictUl"e films available for use by community 
groups~ and 87 per cent of them make projection equipment available 
to community groupso 
Data in Table 15 indicate that s©hools with film libraries give 
more cooperation to cannnmity groups than those without film libra.= 
rieso Ninety=three per cent of the schools with film libraries 
permit local communities to use their :f'ilmssi while only 59 per cent 
of th©SS with©ut· film libraries permit SU©h use by comnrunity g!"OUpSo 
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On the other hand 85 per ©ent 0£ the schools with film libraries 
permit community groups to use their proje©tion equipment 9 while 
87 per cent of those without film libraries permit such useo The 
apparent reason why schools without film libraries permit less use 
of films by conmnmity groups is that they do not have a wide selec-
tion of films o H.owever ~ quite a few of them have a small number of 
specialized films but not a sufficient number to be c.ounted as a 
school library. 'The same thing is true of counties without film 
librariei3o Ea©h ©f the io:ic>unties without film libraries have less 
than twelve films. 
A large percentage of the ©ounties make materials available to 
community groups 9 as shown in Table 16. Eighty.,,two per cent of the 
counties furnish films free of ©harge to community groups 9 and 
82 per cent of them furnish proje©tion equipment for community groups. 
TABLE 16 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES REPORTING COOPERATION 
WITH COMMUNITY GROUPS IN THE USE OF ATJDIO=-VISUAL MATERIALS, 
. .. BY TYPE OF COUNTY 
Per Cent 
Permit Ai:!!~ist Permit 
Community Use Crommunity Commum ty Us, 
County Owned Organizations Proje©tion 
S©hools Film&'ll in Sele©tion Equipment 
With Film Libraries 82 89 78 
Without Film 
Librarie&ll 80 100 100 
TOTAL 82 91 82 
Sourceg Questionnaire 9 Mar©h 9 19540 
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Evaluative judgment e = From the evidence cited it appears that 
some of the liaison activities of the Oklahoma program are fairly 
stronge However 9 when one considers the lack of liaison between the 
multitude of educational activities carried on by agricultural 
extension9 vocational education9 and by state agencies such as the 
Fish and Game Department 9 .the Public Health Department» and the 
Me.ntal Hospitals 9 this aspect of the state<=Wide program appears to 
Advisory Council 
Q[iterion jo - It is desirable 'that the organization of a 
state""'Wide audio=visual program provide for an advisory council 
composed 0£ the head or his representative 9 from each of four 
administrative levels==atate 9 regional~ oounty9 and local sohool 9 
and other appropriate training agenoieso 
Analysis .Q.!: ~ o = Al though there is nothing in the law which 
required the State Department of Education to set up an advisory 
council 9 one exists in an unofficial capacity. There seems to be 
very little recorded information concerning this council except 
certain letters issued to members of the council calling periodic 
meetingse However 9 the writer 9 as a member of the council,knows 
that it exists 9 that it meets periodically on call from the state 
coordinator of audio=visual education 9 and that the State Board of 
Education has newer ttll"ned down a recommendation made by the councilo 
The council is composed of the state coordinator of audio=visual 
education as chairman and the audio=visual <eoordinators from each of 
the Regional Film Libra:rieso Although the matter of adding repre-
sentatives from each of the other administrative levels to the 
<eouncil has been considered 9 this has not been doneo 
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Evaluative judgment. = The fact that an advisory council is 
provided,, even though_ on a limited basis in terms of the criterion, 
is commendable. However~ since the membership of the council consists 
only of the state and regional administrative levels, and does not 
include representatives from the county and local levels, this 
aspect of the Oklahoma program seems to be weak in terms of the 
criterion. 
Consultative Help and !µ=Service Training 
Criterion~. - It is desirable that the organization of a 
state=wide audio=visual program provide for consultative help in in= 
service training at all administrative levels and particularly in 
the selection and training of audio=visual personnel at the local 
level. 
Anal:ysis 2f .!iru• = As shwn in Table 17 » local schools utilize 
consultative help to some extent from the State Department of Educa-
tion and the collegeso Fifty per cent of the local schools utilize 
the consultative ser·wfces from the State Department of Education, 
and 49 per cent of them use ©onsultants from the state colleges. 
It seems that schools with film libraries are more inclined to 
seek help from outside sources than those without film libraries. 
Fif~y=nine per cent of the schools with film libraries use State 
Department of Education assistance and 76 per cent of them use con= 
sultants from state colleges. Forty=nine per cent of the schools 
without film libraries use consultative help from the State Depart= 
ment of Education,and only 44 per cent of them utilize such help 
from the colleges. 
It also seems that the smaller the schools in terms of the 
number of teachers~ the less they are inclined to utilize consul.ta-
tive help. Forty=ene per cent of the schools with l to 14 teachers 
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TABLE 17 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING USE OF AtIDIO-
VISU.AL CONSULTANTS!) BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Type 
With Film Libraries 
Without Film Libraries 
Size (No. Tea©hers) 
l= 14 
15= 29 
30- 59 
60=119 
120=23'9 
240=Up 
TOTAL BY SIZE 
Per Cent 
Consultants From 
State Department 
of Education 
59 
49 
41. 
5/?/ 
58 
65 
87 
100 
50 
Source :i Questionnaire 9 Mar©h9 19540 
Using 
Consultants 
From 
College§._ 
76 
44 
39 
49 
67 
75 
87 
100 
49 
utilize ©onsultative help f'r©m the State Department of Education_~d 
only '.39 per ic:ent of this gTOUp use such help from the colleges 9 while 
100 per ic:ent ®f those with 240 ®r m®re tea©hers utilize the services 
from both the State Department of Edutation and the tolleges. The 
progression from the smallest to the largest is ©ontinuous in both 
instanic:es. Fifty=seven per ©ent of the S©hools with 15 to 29 
teachers utilize State Department of Education consultants and 49 
per ©ent use consultants from state tollegeso Fifty=eight per cent 
and 67 per ©ent of the s©hools with 30 to 59 tea©hers utilize ©on= 
sultative services respectively from the State DepaI"tment of Eduic:a-
tion and the state ©ollegeso The perreentages of schools with 60 to 
119 teachers which use consultants a'!t"e 65 per cent from the State 
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Department of Education and 75 per cent from state colleges. Eighty-
seven per cent of the schools with 120 to 239 teachers use the con-
sultants from both the State Department of Education and the colleges. 
As indicated in Table 18, counties also utilize consultative 
help from the State Department of Education and the collegeso 
Eighty=aix per cent of the counties utilize consultants from the 
State Department of Educationj and 70 per cent of them use consultants 
from the colleges. 
TABLE 18 
.PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES REPORTING USE OF AUDIQ=VISUAL 
CONSULTANTS, .BY TYPE 
Counties 
With Film Libraries 
Without Film Libraries 
TOTAL 
~~~~·-Per Cent Using 
Consultants From Consultants 
State Department From 
of Education Colleges 
85 
90 
86 
72 
60 
70 
Evaluative judgment.= There is considerable evidence that all 
administrative levels of the Oklahoma audio=visual program partici-
pate in in=seririce actiwities and that ©onsultative assistance is 
provided and used. As a matter ©f fa©t 9 with 50 per ©ent of the 
public schools and 86 per @ent ~f the ©oimties making use of con= 
sultants~ it appears.that the demand for this type of activity is 
greater than would normally be expected in the early years of a 
programo In view of the evidence 9 this aspe©t of the Oklahoma 
program appears to be strong. 
Cooperation Between Administrative Levels 
Criterion j. = It is desirable that a state=tdde audio-visual 
program be a cooperative endeavor involving close integration of all 
audio=visual activities of each of four administrative levels~ 
state 9 regional, ~ounty 9 and local school. 
Analysis of ~o = That there is some cooperation between the 
various agenicies «:>f the state is indicated in a quotation from the 
second edition of the Audio-Visual Handbook. 
The State Department of Education in cooperation with 
Oklah«:>ma University 9 Oklahoma A & M College~ Panhandle.A & M 
College and the 6 state colleges have coRducted 50 in=service 
training meetings in the past 3 years. Approximately 5~700 
teachers have attended the meietings. The areas of these 
meetings range all the way from a school district to a tri= 
crounty affair.2 . 
Not only did all of the regional administrative levels cooperate 
in this venture, but most of the meetings were county=wide with all 
local schools cooperatingo In many instances schools were dismissed 
for one full day and all teachers were required to attend the clinics. 
A further indication of cooperation is shown in Table 19 which 
lists the conferences 9 workshops~ clinics and film previews held by 
each of the institutions of higher education in Oklahomao During the 
period 1947 through 1952~ these institutions held a total of twenty= 
six conferences~ twenty workshops~ seventy=two clinics 9 and ninety-
one special preview conferences. In all but two cases~ the con-
ferences~ workshops~ and clinics were cooperative affairs in which 
two or more of the consultants came from other state colleges. 
2 State Department of Education9 .QEo £.!!o, Second Edition, (1950)0 
TABLE 19 
NUMBER OF CONFERENCES 9 WORKSHOPS 9 CLINICS.I) AND FILM PREVIEWS, 
ItEPORTED BY OKLAHOMA COLLEGES AND STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
EDUCATION 
Nmber 
Cron.fer- Work ... · Film 
Colleges and· De12artments · ences Sh©J2S Clini@s Previews 
University of Oklah©ma s 1 3 17 
Oklahoma A & M Collage. 5 3 N©ne NioiM:J 
Panhandle A &_M C©llege N«llne l 2 3 
No Wo State C©llege 2 2 2 10 
So Wo State College ~- None 2 2 
Central State College N©ne 5 3 40 
E o Co S~ate. College '.3 N©ne 2 :3 
No. Eo State: °Colleg1B 2 4 1 15 
So E~ State· College ·· · 3 2 1 None 
State Department of Education None None. 55 None 
Tulsa University None 1 None Nii:>M 
Phillips University N©ne 1 None None 
Oklahoma Baptist University l' N©ne 1 l 
Oklahmna City University N©M None None None 
Oklahoma College .fior W©men None None None None 
TOTAL 26 20 72 91 
Siour©e8 Questionnaire .1> Janu.a.ry i, 19540 
Oklahoma Baptist University held one ©onferen©e and one ©lini© in 
whi@h none of the other instituti©na ©f higher education parti@i-
patedi, and Phillips University held one worbihop in whi@h no other 
state institutions parti©ipatedo 
Evaluative ,.iud,@lent o = There i@ Jil©Dm indi©ation that the 
@©operation betwe,en the Val"i©us admi:niatratiwe lewel~ i~ one of the 
Involvement of Tea@hers 
Criterion 2o = It is desirable that a state=wide audio=visual 
priogra.m provide f©l" the inwolwement ©f ©lassroom tea@hers in tha 
ewal.uation and sele©tion of materials t© be pla©ed in film libra:rie~o 
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Ana;J.xsisi of datao = The Oklahoma Education Association Utiliza= 
tion Project~ described in Chapter II~ is a good example of the 
involvement of classroom teachers in the early years of the Oklahoma 
audio=visual programo In this case 120 teachers from seventy=five 
schools in fifty counties particJipated in the selection of projected 
materialso 
As shown in Tables 20 and 21 9 it is apparent that many schools 
and counties inv©lve their teachers in the selection of materialso 
Ninety per cent of the schools involve their teachers in the selec-
tion of films for their librarieso Eighty-=Seven per cent of the 
counties involve teachers in the ~ele©tion of filmso Tea©hers 
select films for the film libraries in 100 per cent of the schools 
with film librarieso Eighty=six per cent of the schools with 1 to 
14 teachers utilize teachers in the selection of filmso This number 
increases progressively as the size of the school increaseso 
TABLE 20 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLA.HOMA SCHOOLS WITH TEACHERS 
PARTICIPATING IN THE SELECTION OF FILMS 9 BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Type 
With Film Lib~aries 
With©ut Film Libraries 
Siirie (Noo Teachers) 
l= 14 
15= 29 
30= 59 
60=119 
120=239 
240=Up 
100 
87 
86 
96 
94 
90 
100 
100 
TABLE 21 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES WITH TEACHERS 
PARTICIPATING IN THE SELECTION OF FILMS.9 BY TYPE 
Counties 
With Film Libraries 
Without Film Libraries 
TOTAL 
Sourceg · Questionnaire 9 March 9 19540 
87 
90 
S7 
The writer interviewed the directors of each of the Regional 
Film Libraries to determine whether their film selection practices 
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include teacberso All directors reported that they include a teacher 
on the preview connni ttee only occasionally o .All of them depend to a 
very great extent on film booldng requests in determining which film 
to select. 
Evaluative judgment. = It is apparent that ccnmties and local 
schools involve teachers in the selection of films to a considerable 
extent 9 and in this respect the Oklahoma project is strongo However 9 
there is very little indication that the Regional Film Libraries make 
much use of teachers in the selection of films for their librarieso 
This seems to be a weakness in the Oklahoma programo 
.A summary of the evaluative judgments on characteristics 
relating to the Organization and Administration Aspect of the Okla-
homa audio=visual program is shown in Figure 2 o 
Figure 2 
EVALUATIVE PROFILE 
OF THE 
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ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS 
Criteria 
1. It is essential that the organization and 
administration of a state<=>Wide audio-visual 
program include all administrative levels 
of the state systems of education and de-
sirable that the administrative levels in-
clude the stat e , the regional, the county, 
and the local school ••••••••••. 
2. It is essential that the organization of a 
state-wide audio~visual progr am provide for 
liaison activities between audio-visual 
agencies and other departments in the educa-
tional system. • • . .•. ••.• 
3. It is desirable that the organization of a 
state"'"'Wide audio-visual program provide for 
an advisory council composed of the head or 
his representative, from each of four adminis-
trative levels--state, regional, county and 
local schools, and other appropriate training 
agencies O O e a Cl O • e • • 0 0 0 0 
4. It is desirable that the organization of a 
state-wide audio-visual program provide for 
consultative help in in- service training at 
all administrative levels and particularly 
in the selection and training of audio-visual 
personnel at the local level ••.••. 
5. It is desirable that a state-wide audio-
visual program be a cooperative endeavor 
i nvolving close integration of all audio-
visual activities of each of four adminis-
trative levels-=state 9 regional, county and 
local school ••••••. • ••.• •• 
6. It is desirable that a state~wide audio-
visual program provide for the involve-
ment of classroom teachers in the evalu-
ation and selection of materials to be 
placed in film libr aries •• .....• 
Evaluation 
Stron Weak 
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Part II - Teacher Education 
Teacher Education in General 
Criterion ?o - It is essential that the teacher education 
institutions of-a state be an integral part of a state-wide audio-
visual programo 
. Analysis pf ~. = The role of teacher education in the Oklahoma 
state=wide audio-visual program is clearly stated in the law author-
izing the program.. referred to earlier~ and is graphically shown in 
the organization chart in Figure 1. Evidence that teacher education 
institutions are actively participating in the state=Wide program 
is shown in Table 19, whi©h reveals the number of conferences~ work= 
shops, and clinics held by the various institutionso 
A further indication of the participation of the teacher educa-
tion institutions in the Oklahoma audio~visual program is shown in 
Table 22j which shows the total film bookings from each Regional 
Film Library in the state for successive years. For example$ in 
1946=47j the total films in all of the regional libraries was lj954j 
with a total booking of 139031~ while in 1952=53, there were 7,000 
films with a total booking of 58,7370 It also seems significant 
that all of the Regional Film Libraries have been active since their 
origino In every case both the inventory of films and the number 
of bookings per year have increased from the date of origin of the 
library until 19530 
The data in Table 23 indicate that the role of teacher education 
is not confined to on=eampus instruction alone, but includes the 
distribution of an increasingly large number of films off-campus. 
In 1946""'4?, films were used on-campus 29 305 times!) while in the 
same year they were used 109 729 times offcoeampus. This number 
TABLE 22 
NUMBER OF FILMS AND NUMBER OF FILM BOOKINGS REPORTED BY OKLAHOMA 
. REGIONAL FILM LIBRARUS FOR YEARS 1946-5.3* 
Years Noo Fil.ms No. Bookings** 
1946-=47 1~954 13i,031 
1947-,48 2i,871 21l)838 
1948-=49 3il17 '.31~490 
1949=50 49598 419271 
1950=51 69019 489921 
1951=52 69281 589472 
1952=53 · 79000 589737 
Sourceg Questionnaire with face to face contact. 
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* For more detailed information see Table ;6 in Appendix F. 
**Records were inadequate to determine the exact number of bookings 
· f'or the year 1946-=47 except at the University of Oklahoma and 
Oklahoma A & M College. Other totals are estimates arrived at 
through personal consultation with current and former staff people 
at each institution. 
gradually increased each year until 1952=53 when there were 18l'596 
uses 11.m=eampus and 40l'1S6 uses off=eampus. In other words~ the on-
campus use increased about nine times during this period of timei, 
while the use off=campus increased only foll!:" times. 
Evaluative judgment.= As shown in the organization chart, 
Figure 1 9 it is evident that the teacher education institutions are 
recognized as an importan~ ~omponent of the state=wide program. Also, 
there is considerable evidence that these institutions distribute 
films to off'=eampus groups 9 that they use films in pre=service 
training 9 and that they participate cooperati~ely in a state=wide in= 
service training program. Thus 9 it appears that they are an integral 
part of the state=wide program. .Accordingly 9 it appears that this 
aspect of the Oklahoma program is strongo 
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TABLE 23 
NUMBER OF FILM BOOKINGS REPORTED FOR ON..CAMPUS AND OFF...CAMPUS USE 
BY OKLAHOMA REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES FOR YEARS 1946=53* 
' ' ' 
Number 
Year on:::c-am;pus B©okings** -·-0-f_f_...C_am_p_us_B_o_o_k_i_n~g-s 
1946-47 
1947=48 
1948=49 
1949=50 
1950=51 
1951=52 
1952.,;5:3 
29305 
,~149 
?9166 
11980? 
1591;8 
169?'37 
189596 
S«Ywce g Questionnaire with fa©e to face ©onta©t o 
10/729 
179089 
24i,334 
299564 
:359167 
:35»:399 
40»186 
* For more detailed information see Table 5? in Appendix Fo 
**Data t.o indicate whether film bookings were for use on=eampu.s or 
.. off=icampus were limited. The data in this table are estimates 
1arrived at through personal ©onsultation with current and former 
.. staff pe©ple in ea©h institution after «:lareful analysis of 
existing recordso 
Audio=Visual Course Work 
Criterion 8. = It is essential that all institutions of higher 
learning offering teaicher edu«:'Jation make the study of audio=visual 
materials a part of their curriculum for pre=sel"'lJ'ice trainingo 
Analysis~~.= An indication that institutions of higher 
learning recognize the importance of making the study of audio=visual 
Table 240 The fourteen inll,Jtitutions of higher education in Oklahoma 
offered a total of twenty=six audio=visual ©ourses during the 1952= 
53 se,asion. Two of them in©luded spe©iru. audio=visual units in other 
«:'Jourses and eleven in©luded non=©redit audio=visual laboratory 
instru©tion for their pre=Sel"'lJ'ice tea«:'Jhers. None of the institutions 
required audio=visual ©©u:rse work for ©ertiffoationl) but five required 
that prospe©tive teachers have had audio=visual laboratory experience 
before receiving a ©ertificate t«:» teach. ill of the ©olleges offered 
TABLE 24 
NUMBER OF AUDIO=VISUAL COURSES AND THE KINDS OF AUDIO-VISUAL 
PRE-SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY OKLAHOMA COLLEGES 
___.Qolle ge s 
University 
of Oklahoma 
Oltlahoma 
A&M 
Panhandle 
A&M 
Northwestern 
State College 
Southwestern 
State College 
Central State 
College 
East Central 
State College 
Northeastern 
State College 
Southeastern 
State College 
Oklahoma College 
for Women 
Oklahoma City 
University 
Oklahoma Baptist 
University 
Phillips 
University 
Tulsa 
University 
TOTAL 
No. A-V A-V Unit Non...Credit 
Courses in Other Laboratory 
Offered Courses Instruction 
4 
4 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
26 
None 
None 
None X 
None :x 
None 
X 
X 
None :x 
None None 
None 
None None 
None 
2 11 
Required for 
Certification 
Audio= A~V 
Visual Laboratory 
Course Experience 
None :x 
None X 
None :x 
None None 
None None 
None None 
None None 
None None 
None None 
None None 
None None 
None None 
None 
None :x 
5 
one or more audio=visual ©ourses during the 1952=53 sessiono Only 
three of the fourteen institutions did not provide non=©redit labora= 
to:ry instru©tion for pre=service teacherso 
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A further indication of the place of audio=visual ©curse work 
in the Oklahoma program is shown in Table 250 Twenty=five per cent 
of the teachers in the schools have had one audio=visual ©ourse 9 
6 per cent have credit in two ©ourses 9 and lo? per cent have completed 
three ©OU!l."S8So There is very little difference in the percentage of 
TABLE 25 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOL TEACHERS REPORTING COMPLETIONS 
OF AUDIO-VISUAL COURSE WORK 9 BY TYPE AND SI'ZE OF SCHOOLS 
=~================::::=;========================== Per Cent-2L.!eacher.§_ Completing 
Type 
With Film Libraries 
Without Film Libraries 
Size (No. Tea©hers) 
l= 14 
15= 29 
30= 59 
60~119 
120=239 
240=Up 
TOTAL BY SIZE 
On@ Two T!lI'ee 
Course Courses Courses 
29 7 2 
22 6 1.6 
26 7 1.7 
22 7 2 
20 5 2 
23 5 1 
25 J 6 
32 9 2 
~ 
25 lo? 
For example 9 26 per ©ent of the tea©hers in the ~©hools with 1 to 
©ourses~ and 1 per cent had three ©ourseso S©hools with 240 or more 
teachers had 32 per ©ent of their tea©hers with one course 9 9 per 
cent with two courses 9 and 2 per cent with three courseso 
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Whether or not schools had a film library seems to have made 
very little difference in the number of teachers having had audio= 
visual course work. In schools with film libraries 29 per ~ent of 
the teachers had taken one ©ourse~ 7 per ©ent had two ©ourses 9 and 
2 per cent had three courses. In schools without film libraries 9 
22 per ~ent of the teachers had one course 9 6 per cent had two 
Evaluative judgment o = Although the pl"oportion of all teachers 
having had audio=visual course work seems small 9 the data cited 
above clearly indicate that institutions of higher edu©ation in 
Oklahoma include audio=visual course work in their pre=service 
(!'Jtl!"riculum o Consequently 9 this aspe©t @f the Oklah@ma program 
appears t6 be strongo 
C@nsultation and Leadership in In=Serwice Study 
Qri teri@n .2 o = It is essential tha:t tea©her education inst i tu-
t ions assume some responsibility of providing consultative and 
leadership personnel for in=service study of audio=visual problemso 
AnaJ,ysi@ of datao = Evidence that the teacher education insti-
tutions of Oklah@ma assume some responsibility of providing consul= 
tative and leadership personnel for in=service audio=visual study is 
shown in Tables 17 and 18 referred to earliero These data show that 
49 per cent of the s©hools used consultants from state ©olleges at 
some time duidng the period 1947=19:53, and that 70 per ©ent of the 
©ounties similarly used su©h personnel d'UI"ing the same periodo 
Evaluative ~o ~ It is apparent that the teacher education 
institutions of Oklahoma furnish audio=visual ©onsultative serviceo 
Eviden©e that they provide ©onsultative services to nearly one=half 
(49 per cent) of the s©hools and to 70 per cent of the counties 
seems unusually strong in view of the many other responsibilities. 
This aspect of the program is clearly strong. 
Cooperation in In=Service Training 
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Criterion 10. = It is desirable that teacher education institu-
tions and all administrative units==State.1> regional 9 county» and 
local school==Cooperate in a state=wide program of in=aervice training 
in audio=visual materials. 
Analysis,££ data.= An indication of the extent of cooperation 
among Oklahoma teacher education institutions in audio=visual in= 
service training is shown in Table 19. The fourteen Oklahoma teacher 
education institutions held twenty=aix conferences.I) twenty workshops 9 
seventy~two clinics.I) and ninety=one film selection previews d'U!t"ing 
the six~year period from 194'7 to 195.3. All but two institutions, 
Oklahoma College for Women and Oklahoma City University 9 conducted 
one or more of each of these kinds of activities during this time. 
It seems significant that in each of the conferen@es 9 clinics 9 
and workshops~ except the ones held at Oklahoma Baptist University 
and Phillips University9 personnel from ©ne or more of the other 
colleges participated in some leadership roleo 
The geographical distribution of the seventy=two clinics is 
graphically shown in Figure ,3. A good many of the ©linics were 
county=wide in scope. Ali of the county clinics were ©onducted by'a 
team of consultants composed of personnel from the State Department 
of'Education9 the University of Oklahoma~ Oklahoma. Agricultural and 
Mechanical College 9 the Audio=Visua.l Director from the Regional Film 
Library of the particular area 9 and the county superintendent or 
local school superintendento 
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Evaluative judgment.= The large number of clinics~ workshops~ 
and conferences held during the six=year period from 1947-1953~ in 
which most colleges cooperated 9 clearly indicate that the colleges 
cooperate in in=Service training and that such cooperation has been 
continuous and in conformity with the criterion. Thus 9 it appears 
that this aspect of the Oklahoma program is strong. 
A summary of the evaluative judgments on characteristics 
relating to the Teacher Education Aspect of the Oklahoma audio=visual 
Figure 4 
EVALUATIVE PROFILE 
OF THE 
TEACHER EDUCATION ASPECTS 
Criteria 
7. It is essential that the teacher education 
institutions of a state be an integral part 
of a state=Wide audio=visual program ••• 
8. It is essential that all institutions of 
higher learning offering teacher education 
make the study of audio=visual materials 
a part of their curri«rnlum for pre-servi©e 
training o o o o o o o o o o o o • o • o o 
9. It is essential that teacher education 
institutions assume some responsibility of 
providing consultative and leadership per-
sonnel for in=aervice study of audio=visual 
problems o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
ID. It is desirable that teacher education 
institutions and all administrative units--
state~ regional~ county~ and local school== 
cooperate in a state=wide program ~fin-
service trainin~ in audio=visual materials •• 
Evaluation 
Strong Weak 
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Part III= Dissemination of Audio-Visual Information 
Dissemination of Information in General 
Criterion llo - It is essential that the dissemination of per-
tinent information and promotional activities be provided for in a 
state=wide audio=visual program. 
Analysjs of datao ~ Several methods are used to disseminate 
information about audio-visual a©tivities pertinent to the Oklahoma 
audio=visual progK"amo 
The first edition of the Oklahoma Audio=Visual Handbook; was 
issued during the s©hool year 1947=48, and distributed among the 
schools of the stateo This booklet provided general information 
about the' state=Wide audio=visual programo In addition to the plan 
of organization for the state=wide audio=visual program 9 it lists 
rules and regulations go~erning the regional film libraries 9 rules 
and regulations governing the mat©hing funds to local schools and 
@ounties 9 utilization information9 film care and maintenance informa= 
tion,and other information whi@h would assist in carrying on a state-
wide program. 
The second edition of the Oklahoma Au.dio=Visual Handbook4 pub~ 
lished in 1950 9 lists information similar to that contained in the 
first editiono In addition it gives a pict©ral and factual re©ord 
of the progress made in the state=wide audio=visual program up to 
. 19500 It also ©ontains a list of films correlated with warious 
subject matter of the Oklahoma @urri@ulum. 
'.3state Depar·tment of Edu(Cationl> .Q.Eo ~it. 
4state Department of Educationj) ,EEo cit o 
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The association of Audio-Visual Coordinators of Oklahoma (AVCO) 
has published a monthly newsletter since 1949~ in which information 
dealing with many aspects of the audio=visual program is includedo 
This is mailed to the audio=visual coordinators in the state and to 
many of the superintendents of schools. 
The Oklahoma Education Association has cooperated from the 
beginning of the Oklahoma state=wide audio=visual programj in dis-
seminating audio=visual information through its journal~ The Oklahoma 
Teacher. The journal carries a feature section in each issue 9 
dealing with audio=visual education. 5 In addition to the feature 
section~ the journal devotes one issue each year to a major emphasis 
on audio=visual educationo This is usually the December issue. 
Evaluative judgment.= It is apparent that there is a systematic 
and continuous effort to disseminate information about the state=wide 
audio=visual program and its a©tivitieso Consequently9 it appears 
that this aspect of the Oklahoma program is strongo 
S©hool Personnel and Lay Pe©ple 
Criterion l2o = It is essential that a state<=Wide audio=visual 
program prlITTYide for the dissemination of pertinent information about 
audio-visual materials to school personnel as well as to the lay 
people. 
Analysis of datao = The dissemination of audio-visual informa-
tion to the teachers within the local school system is done by means 
of newsletter 9 office buJ.letins 9 study guides 9 and handbooks 9 as 
indicated in Table 26. Twenty=one per cent of the schools provide 
audio=visual information to their teachers through newsletters, 
5w o R. Fulton, "What About Films, 11 The Oklahoma Teacher 1 
(1947-1954) 0 
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43 per cent of them do this through office bulletins 9 31 per cent 
through study guides, and 26 per cent through handbookso It seems 
that schools with the largest number of teachers make greater use of 
TABLE 26 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING DISSEMINATION OF 
AUDIO-VISUAL INFORMATION TO TEACHERS, BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Methods of Dissemination 
News- Office Study Hand-
S@hools letter BulJ.etin Guide Books 
Type 
With Film Libraries 33 67 50 43 
Without Film Libraries 20 39 28 24 
Size (Noo Teachers) 
1- 14 17 32 27 20 
l5= 29 23 48 30 35 
30- 59 2.3 58 36 29 
60=119 40 60 40 30 
120=239 37 75 75 37 
240=Up 50 100 100 75 
TOTAL BY SIZE 21 43 31 26 
Scnn"ce 8 Que~tionnaire 9 Mar@h 9 19540 
each of these media than do the smaller schoolso One hundred per 
cent of the schools with 240 or more teachers utilize the office 
bulletin, while only 32 per cent of the schools with l to 14 teachers 
utilize this mediumo The percentage of schools using other types 
of media are ©omparable to those using the office bulletino 
Schools with film libraries make greater use of printed media 
in disseminating information to teaehers than those without film 
librarieso Twenty=three per cent of the schools with film libraries 
use the newsletter while only 20 per cent of the schools without 
film libraries utilize this medium o Sixty=serven per cent of the 
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schools with film libraries utilize the office bulletin, and 39 
per cent of the schools without film libraries use ito Fifty per 
cent of the schools with film libraries utilize study guides and 
only 28 per cent of the s@hools without film libraries utilize this 
mediumo Forty=three per cent of the s@hools with film libraries 
utilize handbooks 9 but only 24 per cent of the schools without film 
libraries use the handbooko 
The methods used by @ounties to disseminate information to 
teachers is shown in Table 270 There seems to be very little dif-
ference between the counties with film libraries and those without 
.TABLE 27 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES REPORTING DISSEMINATION 
OF AtIDIO-VISUAL INFORMATION TO TEACHERS, BY TYPE 
Per Cent of Methods of Dissemination 
News- Office Study Hand-
Counties letter Bulletin Guides books 
With Film Libraries 30 46 13 24 
Without Film Libraries None 50 10 60 
TOTAL 25 46 12 30 
film libraries in the method:si used 9 except in the ©ase of handbookso 
Counties without film libraries use handbooks more than do those with 
film libraries o Twenty=five per rcent of the counties use the new.s= 
letter 9 46 per cent use office bulletins 9 12 per cent use study 
guides 9 and 30 per ©ent employ handbookso 
The use of catalogs listing available audio-visual materialsj 
is general among schools and rcounties with film librarieso The 
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writer personally examined film catalogs of forty of the county film 
libraries 9 and fifty of the local school film libraries. Whether 
these actually reac~ the hands of the teachers and 1~ people is not 
known. 
~alua:tive .J..!!igment o = The data seem to indicate that various 
media for disseminating audio-visual information is used to some 
extent. In view of the importance attached to this characteristic 
by the criterionJ it seems that the percentage of schools and 
counties that utilize these media is extremely sma.11 9 except in the 
case of large:E' schools. 'Therefore 9 it appears that this asperet of 
the program is weak. 
Greater Use of Audio=Visual Materials 
Criterion l3o = It is essential that the a©tivities of a state-
wide audio=visual program stimulate a greater use of appropriate 
audio=visual materialso 
Analysis of datao = Some indication of the extent to which the 
Oklahoma state=wide audio=visual program has stimulated a greater 
use of audio=visual materials is sho'Wlll in Tables 12 9 13,9 and 14. 
The number of films used from Regional Film Libraries increased from 
13 9 506 in 1947 9 to 71 9481 in 19530 Similarly 9 the films used from 
the counties increased from 701 in 19489 to 38~936 in 19530 Also, 
use of films at all of the administrative levels during the period 
1947=5.3. 
A similar trend is indicated in Table 22 9 wh~ch shows the 
number of films and the number of bookings from all Regitmal Film 
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Libraries dUI"ing the period 1947=53. Film bookings increased pro-
gressively from 13 9 031 in 1946=47~ to 58~737 in 1952=53. 
Similarly 9 data in Table 23 show an increased use of films on 
the college campuses. The on=eampus bookings increased nine times 
during the period 1947=539 and the off=campus bookings increased 
about four times during this same period of time. 
~aluativ~ judgment.= On the basis of the above information it 
is apparent that there was an in©rea~e in the use of films du:rring 
the period 1947=539 and that it was probably due in part at least, ·to 
the stimulation from the state=wide audio=visual program. This 
indicates that this aspect of the Oklahoma program is strong. 
Teacher..Student Production 
.Q.riterion Jd. - It is desirable that a state-wide audio=visual 
program give assistance and promotional direction in teacher-
production and student=production of learning aids. 
Analysis ~f £!ta.= Teacher=student production is generally 
defined as the production of handmade slides 9 filmstrips 9 charts 
and graphs j) and study prints. Ewidenrce of teacher=student produ©-
tion in local s©hools and counties is shown in Table 28. Thirty=two 
per !\;lent of the SCJhpols produCJe handmade slides, 16 per cent of them 
produrce filmstrips~ 60 per cent produ©e ©harts and graphs, and 56 
S©hools with film libraries make greater use of the simple 
teaCJher=student produ©ed materials than do the schools without film 
libraries. Si:xty=three per cent of the schools with film libraries 
produce handmade slides 9 17 per cent produce filmstrips, 85 per ©ent 
:make ©harts and graphs 9 and 81 per cent provide study prints. Among 
the s©hools without film libraries 27 per cent produce handmade 
TABLE 28 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING TEACHER-STUDENT 
PRODUCTION OF SIMPLE .INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, BY TYPE AND 
SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
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Per Cent of Kinds of Materials 
Handmade Film= Charts, Study 
Schools .Slides Strips Graphs Prints 
Type 
With Film Libraries 63 17 85 81 
Without Film Libraries 27 16 56 52 
Size (Noo Teachers) 
l= 14 23 17 51 44 
_ 15= 29 29 13 61 57 
30= 59 52 13 73 77 
60-119 55 20 85 80 
;I.20=239 100 None 100 100 
240=Up 100 75 100 100 
TOTAL BY SIZE 32 16 60 56 
slides 9 16 per @ent filmstrips 9 56 per ieent @harts and graphs 9 and 
52 per cent provide study printso 
Date in Table 29 9 indfoa:te that utilization ©f teacher=student 
produie'tion in @ounties is considerably less than in local schools o 
Only 23 per cent of the counties produce handmade slides 9 5 per cent 
produce filmstrips 9 54 per cent make charts and graphs 9 and 46 per 
cent provide study printso It seems significant that ©ounties 
without film libraries have a greater percentage of schools (30 per 
cent) making handmade slides than do those with film libraries. This 
is also true with regard to charts l> graphs i> and study prints o Eighty 
per cent of the counties without film libraries make charts and 
graphs» and 80 per ©ent provide study prints. 
TABLE 29 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES REPORTING TEACHER-STUDENT 
PRODUCTION OF,SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS~ BY TYPE 
Per Cent of Kinds of Materials 
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Handmade Film- Charts, Study 
Counties Slides Strips Graphs Prints 
With Film Libraries 22 6 4S 39 
Without Film tibraries 30 None 80 80 
TOTAL 23 ; 54 46 
-Source g Questionnaire 9 Marroh 9 1954. 
Evaluative judgment • - There is very little available evidence 
to indicate definitely whether or not the Oklahoma state=wide pro-
gram gives assistance and promotional direction in teacher-student · ,, 
production of learning aidso The evidence that schools with film 
. 
libraries have more teacher=student production activity than schools 
without film libraries seems to indicate some influence from the 
state program. On the ©ther hand 9 @ounties with film libraries have 
less teacher=student production than counties without film libraries. 
Consequently 9 it seems impossible to judge this aspect of the Okla-
home program either strong or weaka 
Bulletinsi;, Haniibooksi;, and Study Guides 
~riterion Jja = It is desirable that the preparation of bulle~ 
tinsi;, study guides~ and handbooks 9 be provided for in an effective 
state=wide audio=visual program. 
Analysis .Qi ~o = The extent to which schools and counties 
provide bulletinsi;, study guidesi;, and handbooks 9 for the dissemination 
of audio=visual information is indicated in Tables 26 and 27. 
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Forty=three per @ent of the s@hools provide office bulletins$ 31 
per cent provide study guides 9 and 26 per cent provide handbooks. 
Schools with film libraries provide these media more than do schools 
without film libraries o Sixty=seven per cent of the schools with 
film libraries ·and 39 per cent of the s@hools without film libraries 
prepare office bulletins; 50 per cent of the schools with film 
libraries and 28 per cent of the schools without film libraries. 
prepare study guides. Forty=three per cent of the schools with 
film libraries 9 and 24 per cent of the schools without film libraries 
prepare handbooks. 
On the other hand 9 counties with film libraries use bulletins 9 
study guides 9 and handbooks as information media less than do counties 
without film libraries. Of the counties with film libraries 9 46 per 
cent use office bulletins 9 13 per cent use study guides and 24 per 
1Cent use handbooks. 
Smaller s@hools make less.use of the various printed media tlian 
do the larger sichoolse Only 32 per ©ent @f the s©hools with 1 to 
14 tea©hers use the office bulletin9 27 per ©ent use the study 
gu.ides 9 and 20 per ©ent ~e the handbooko These respective per= 
©entages increase progressively in the larger size schools to 100 
per cent in s©hools with 240 or more teacherso 
Evaluative .,,iudgment o = On the basis of the above data 9 and sin©e 
the criterion rating is desirable instead of essential 9 it appea:ir's 
that this aspe©t of the Oklahoma program is strong. 
A smmna:rey- iof the evaluative judgments on chara©teristics · 
relating to the Dissemination of Audio=Viaual Information Aspe©t of 
the Oklahoma program is shown in Figure 5 o 
Figure 5 
EVALUATIVE PROFILE 
OF THE 
DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION ASPECTS 
Criteria 
11. It is essential that the dissemination of 
pertinent information and promotional 
activities be provided ~or in a state-wide 
audio=visual program ••••••••••• 
12. It is essential that a state~wide audio-
visual program provide for the dissemi-
nation of pertinent information about 
audio=visual materials to school per= 
sonnel as well as to the lay people •• 
13. It is essential that the activities of a 
state-wide audio=visual program stimulate 
a greater use of appropriate audio-visual 
materials o o o o • o o ., o o " o o o o • 
14. It is desirable that a state=wide audio-
visual program give assistance and pro-
motional direction in teacher=production, 
and student-production of learning aids •• 
15. It is desirable that .. the _preparation of 
bulletins 9 study guides and handbooks, 
be provided for in an effective state-
wide audio=visual o ram ••••••• 
0 0 
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Evaluation 
Stron , Weak 
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Part IV - ~esearch and Evaluation 
Research and Evaluation in General 
Criterion l6o = It is essential that research and evaluation 
be carried on i11a state=wide audio=visual programo 
Analysis of~.= The library catalog files at Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College and at the University of 
Oklahoma list a number of studies dealing with various audio-visual 
subjects at the county and local school levelso However$ as far as 
the investigator can determine 9 there has been very little research 
done on the Oklahoma program at the state level o As described 
earlier 9 ·there are only two state=wide audio-visual. studies available, 
the Oklahoma Education Association Utilization Project 9 and the 1939 
study by the writer 9 both of which were made prior to the inception 
of the Oklahoma state=-wide audio=visual programo 
In 1949, a limited audio=visual survey to determine the extent 
of film use in twenty selected Oklahirnna schools was made by the 
State Dep~tment of Educationo The second edition of the Audio= 
Visual Handbook gives a brief account of this study as £ollowsg 
In the fall of 1949 a questionnaire was mailed to 20 
selected Oklahoma S©hools for the purpose of measuring the 
increase in audio=visual equipment and the frequen©y of use 
of various types of projection equipment o The average per 
cents of teachers using the equipment often in the 20,schools 
for the years 1947=48» 48=49~ and 49-50» were 30.5%, 43%, and 
50% respectively' for ea©h of these yearso 
Very few experimental studies have been made in this 
state to measure the effe©tiveness with which audio=visual 
materials have been used. Most of the studies made show 
that there is a positive ©orrelation between the technique 
of use· and frequency of use. Mori learning and less time is 
the result of proper utilization. 
6 State Department of Educationj .Q.Eo £!!., p. 6. 
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Some of the audio=visual activities in Oklahoma during the last 
few years have in effect resulted in evaluation. The kinds of data 
and the manner in whi~h they have been reported in Annual Reports by 
the. State Department of'. Education have contributed to evaluation. A 
perusal of summaries of state audio=eonferences indicate that in 
practically every year sin!CJe 1947 9 discuss~on groups used data from 
the State Department of Education reports as a basis for the dis1CJus-
sion of various audio=visual problems. .Also 9 the State Superin-
r 
tendent of Public Instru©tion of Oklahoma was given time at a general 
session in five of ·the last six annual. Audio~Visual Conferen1CJes at 
the University of Oklahoma to make an appraisal statement of the 
Oklahoma Program • 
.Evaluative lB:dgment o = In view of the short period of time that 
the Oklahoma program has been in operation, the evidence above indi= 
cates a teonformance with the ©riterioni and that such actiwities 
have been· continuouso Thus 9 it appears that this aspe©t of the 
Oklahoma program is strongo 
Self=Ewaluation AICltivities 
Criterion 17 o = It is essential that a state=wide audio=visual 
program provide for periodic self=evaluation activities at eaiCih 
administrative level. 
Analysis~ data. = About one-half of the schools in Oklahoma 
IClarry on self=evaluation activities of some kindo The data in 
Table 30 show that 48 per cent of the schools carry on self=evaluation 
at some time. Forty=nine per cent of these consist of faculty dis-
cussions 9 8 per 1t;;ent of l(';jOmmi ttee study 9 and 38 per cent use the 
annual report as a :self=ewaluation activityo 
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TABLE 30 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING SELF-EVALUATION OF 
AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM,, BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
-- Per Cent Doing 
Self-
Evaluation Methods of Evaluation 
of Committee 
Audio-Visual Faculty Study and Annual 
Schools Program 
-== 
Discussion Report Report 
Type 
With Film Libraries 57 57 18 70 
Without Film Libraries 46 48 7 33 
Size (No. Teachers) 
l= 14 43 40 ; 24 
15= 29 46 52 7 45 
30- 59 58 60 8 56 
60-119 70 75 45 75 
120=2'.39 75 75 None 62 
240=Up 75 75 75 75 
TOTAL BY SIZE 48 49 8 38 
-Source :i Questionnaire,, Mar©h, 1954. 
Schools with film libraries have more interest in self=evaluation 
activities than do schools without film libraries. The percentage of 
schools with film libraries 9 which utilize the various processes of 
self=evaluation,, exceed those without film libraries. Fifty=Seven 
per cent of the schools with film libraries carry on self=evaluation 
while only 46 per cent of the schools without film libraries partici= 
pate in such activities. Fifty-=aeven per cent of the schools with 
film libraries utilize the faculty discussion as a self=evaluation 
activityp and 48 per cent of those without film libraries use this 
plano Eighteen per cent of the schools with film libraries conduct 
committee study» while only 7 per cent of the schools without film 
libraries use this methodo Seventy per cent of the schools with 
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film librt'µ"ies use the annual report as a means of self""'9valuation, 
while only 33 per cent of the schools without film libraries use 
this method. 
The percentage range in self...avaluation activities in terms of 
size of schools is from 43 per cent in the schools with 1 to 14 
teachers t.o 75 per cent in schools with 240 or more teachers. 
Forty=six per cent of the schools with 15 to 29 teachers carry on 
self""'9Yaluation activities. Fifty=eight per cent of the schools 
with 30 to 59 teachers/) ?O per cent of those with 60 to 119 teachers, 
.. 
75 per cent of the schools with 120 ©r more teachers 9 carry on self= 
evaluation activities. The percentage range in the various methods 
used is comparable to the above percentages l) with one exception. 
Forty-five per cent of the schools with 60 to 119 teachers use 
committee study and report as a self=avaluation activity. This is 
unusually high in comparison with 5 per cent 9 7 per cent 9 and 8 
per cent 1 respe©tively, for the different size ©ategorieso 
The extent of self=evalue.tion ©arried on in the counties is 
comparable to that in the schoolso As shown in Table 31 9 46 per 
cent of the counties carry on selfcevaluation activitieso Thirty= 
seven per cent W:le faculty discussion 9 12 per cent use committee 
study9 and 55 per cent use annual reports as a means of self= 
evaluationo Again it is noticeable that the counties with film 
libraries have more self=evaluation a©tivities in each of the 
methods than those without film libraries with one exception. More 
of the <eounties without film libraries carry on self""'9valuation 
through faculty disioussion than do t.hose with film libraries 9 the 
first being 60.per cent and the latter 33 per cent. -
TABLE '.31 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES REPORTING SELF-EVALUATION 
OF AUDIO~VISUAL PROGRAM, BY TYPE OF COUNTIES 
Per Cent Doing 
Self-
Evaluation Methods of Evaluation 
of Committee 
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Audio-Visual Faculty Study and Annual 
Counties P:rg,gram Discussion Report Report 
With Film Libraries 50 '.33 15 56 
Without Film Libraries ;o 60 None 50 
TOTAL 46 37 12 55 
Sourceg Questionnaire)) March~ 19540 
Evaluative Judgpient. = The data indicate that a considerable 
amount of self=evaluation is carried on in Oklahomao It can be 
assumed that the influence of the state~wide effort is extending 
somewhat into schools and countieso However 9 the influence on 
schools and counties with film libraries is not as much as it seems 
. 
- it should be in comparison with schools and counties without film 
libraries. Nevertheless 9 the difference in percentage of self= 
evaluation activities between these two types of schools and 
counties is comparatively small=~ll per cent for schools and 20 per 
cent for counties. Also 9 it seems that an over=all proportion «:1£ 
only 48 per cent for s~hools» whi@h ©arry on self=ewaluation» ii 
small. Therefore» -iGonsidering the expenditure of time and money on 
the state program and the importance atta©hed to selfc=evaluation by 
the criterion» this aspe~t of the state=wide audio=visual program 
appears to be weak. 
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Major and Minor Research 
Criterion 18. - It is desirable that major and Dlinor research 
projects be encouraged at all administrative levels. 
Analysis ,QJ. .9lli· - The amount of audio-visual research in 
Oklahoma at the local level is so small that it is relatively in-
significant. As shown in Table 32 only .13 per cent of the teachers in the 
schools have done a thesis in ,audio-visual , educat:r.on , _ •?5 per , cent ha ire ' 
done a major audio-visual study, 2.1 per cent have w.ritten a seminal" 
paper dealing with an audio-visual topic and only 1.8 per ,cent have 
made any kind of a local study. 
TABLE 32 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHCMA SCHOOL TEACHERS REPORTING COMPLETION OF 
AUDIO-VISUAL RESEARCH, BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOO~ 
Schools 
Type 
With Film Libraries 
Wi thout Film Libraries 
Si ze (No. Teachers) 
1- 14 
15- 29 
30- 59 
60-119 
120- 239 
240-Up 
TOTAL BY SIU 
Source a Questionnaire, March, 1954. 
Per Cent Teachers ComEleting 
Major Seminar Local 
Thesis Study Paper Study 
.2 .4 2.9 2.4 
.OS .13 1.3 1.3 
.11 .11 1.3 .94 
None .04 1.2 2. 3 
.13 .18 .92 ~ss 
.11 None 1.1 1 
None .(17 1. 5 .28 
.31 .72 4.7 3. ? 
.13 .25 2.1 1.8 
The percentage of teachers having done any kind of research 
st udy i s so small that there is relatively little difference between 
schools of varying type and size. It seems that teachers in schools 
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with film libraries have done a little more resear@h than those in 
schools without film libraries. For example 9 .2 per cent of the 
tea~hers in schools with film libraries have ©ompleted a thesis in 
the audio=visu.al field 9 .4 per cent have done a major audio-visual 
study, 2.9 per cent have written a seminar paper on an audio-visual 
topic 9 and 2o4 per cent have participated in a local audio=visual 
study. Schools without film iibraries have only .08 per cent of the 
teachers who have done a thesis in the audio-visual field, .13 per 
cent a major audio=visual 1S1tud:;r, 1.3 per cent a seminar paper in 
audio=visual 9 and 1.3 per cent who have participated in a local 
study. 
The pereentage differential between schools by size, in terms 
of number of teachers, does not seem to be significant in any cate= 
gories other than the schools with 240 or more teacherso· In this 
category .31 per cent of the tea@hers have done a thesis in audio-
visual education9 while the highest percentage for any other size 
category was 013 per cent o The percentage differential between the 
various size categories of schools with teachers having made a major 
study in audio=visu.al education was similar to the above 9 except 
that the percentage of teachers in the larger schools is mu@h 
highero Of the s@hools with 240 or more teachers, .72 per cent of 
the teachers have completed a major study in the audio=visual field~ 
while next highest for any other size category was .18 per cent. 
The percentage differential is not so great in the case of teachers 
having done audio=visual seminar papers and local studies in the 
audio=visual field. 
Data in Table 33~ indicate that more teachers in counties with 
film libraries have completed a thesis in the audio=visu.al field 
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than those in local schools with film librariese Of the teachers in 
schools with film libraries 068 per cent have done an audio-visual 
thesis 9 • .3 per cent have completed a major audio-visual study, 
.. 53 per cent have written a seminar paper in the audio-visual field, 
and 1.2 per cent have participated in a looal audio=visual study. 
TABLE .3'.3 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTY TEACHERS REPORTING COMPLETION 
OF AUJ?IO=VIS UAL RESEARCH, BY TYPE OF COUNTIES 
Per Cent Teachers Completing 
Major Seminar Li0eal 
Counties Thesis Study Paper Study 
With Film Libraries 068 
".3 • 5.3 1.2 
Without Film Libraries None .28 1.1 2 
TOTAL ~54 .3 .66 1.4 
Soµrce g ·Questionnaire~ March 9 1954. 
Evaluative judment. = It seems that more stimulation to do 
research would have occurred than is indicated by the data cited 
above. Also 9 there is very little available evidence to indicate 
that adequate encouragement is being given to do research. Thus 9 'it 
appears that this aspect of the Oklahoma program is weak. 
A summary of the evaluative judgments on characteristics 
relating to the Research and Evaluation Aspect of the Oklahoma audi:o= 
visual. program is shown in Figure 60 
Figure 6 
EVALUATIVE PROFILE 
. OF THE 
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION ASPECTS 
Criteria 
16. It is essential that research and evalu-
ation be carried on in a state=wide 
audio-visual program. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17. It is essential that a state=wide audio-
visual program provide for periodic self= 
evaluation a©tivities at each administra-
tive level o o o o o fl o q o • o o o o 
18. It is desirable that major and minor 
research projects be encouraged at all 
administrative levels ••••••••• 
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Evaluation 
Strone: Weak 
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Part V - State I!! §upport 
State Tax Support in General 
Criterion !,20 = It is essential that a state-wide audio-visual 
program receive tax support at the state and local levels~ as do 
instructional programs.11 libraries 9 and other vital school serviceso 
Analysis of _gilio - There is a considerable amount of data 
indicating that Oklahoma provided tax support at the state level for 
a state-wide audio=visual program 9 during the period 1947-53. 
Table 34 lists data showing the total appropriations for audio-
visual materials at the state level for the years 1947-53? and the 
general purposes for which the money was spent o During this si:x-year 
period $525 9000 was appropriated for the state film programo Of this 
TABLE 34 
AMOUNT OF STATE SUBSIDY APPROPRIATED AND EXPENDED IN OKLAHOMA, 
BY YEARS 1947-53 
Ex12ended for 
Year Appropriated Matrclhing Aclministration Regional Films 
1947=48 $1259000 $46926'.3 $ 8.11305 $39.11529 
1948=-49 219684 8j)695 l '71 
1949-50 2009000 669814 9.11218 219975 
1950=51 68~049 llj)l62 22i,825 
1951=52 2009000 '?69969 119191 lli,839 
1952=53 769656 11/)399 11,,735 
TOTAL $5259000 $35694:35 $59,970 $108.11074 
Sour©e g Twenty=Fourth Biennial Report of the State Department of 
Education of Oklahoma~ 19520 
$356»435 was used to match lo~al and ©ounty funds 9 $59 9970 was 
expended for administration 9 and $1089074 was used for outright 
grants for the purchase of films by the Regional Film Libraries~ 
.. 
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The ~"'iftieth Lagi$lature apparently intended to continue state 
support of the Oklahoma audio-visual program when it appropriated 
$49 9 000 for the Regional Film Libraries 9 for the 1953=55 bieniumo 
However 9 this appropriation was vetoed by the Governor. 
Some indication that local administrative levels provide tax 
support for audio=visual purposes is found in the evidence that the 
local s~hools and ©©Ulilties a©tually participated in the state-wide 
program by receiving matching funds as shown in Table 35. The law 
authorizing the Ok:la:tmma audio=visual program as shown in Appendix E, 
. requires siGhools receiwing srtate matehing funds to match from local 
funds 9 the amount received. In 1947~489 127 schools applied for 
TABLE 35 
NUMBER OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS APPLYING FOR AND PARTICIPATING IN 
MATCHING FUNDS AND PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL AMOUNT OF APPLICATIONS 
MATCHED, 1947~53 
Year 
1947-48 
1948=49 
1949=50 
1950=51 
1951=52 
1952=53 
AVERAGE 
·-··--;.:, 
S©hools 
Applying 
127 
215 
Mn 
66? 
661 
825 
49:3 
Number 
S©hools Receiving :Percentage 
Mat©hing Funds Matched 
126 80 
98 80 
466 48 
647 33 
661 33 
825 26 
470 50 
S©ur©e g Annual Reports of' Audio=Visual Coordinator, State Depart-
ment of Educati©nJ 1947=530 
state matching funds~ and 126 actually participated by receiving 
such fundso In 1952=53 9 825 schools and counties applied for 
mattCJhing funds and 825 pa.rtfoipatedo During the entire six-year 
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period an average of 493 schools applied for state matching funds 
each yearv and an average of 470 of these actually participated each 
year by receiving matching fundso 
Further evidence that lo<Gal tax support is pr®vided is sh(()wn in 
Table 360 It appears that local schools provide more money locally 
from their regulalt" budget than they receive from state sources. In 
1947 9 32 per <Gent of the schools provided money from their local 
budget for audio=visual purposes 9 while only 19 per cent received 
state subsiGy funds to pur©hase audio=visual materialso In 1948 9 
48 per cent of the s1CJhools used funds from their looal budget to pur-
chase audie-visual materials. During the same year only 29 per cent 
of the S!CJhools used state subsidy funds for audio~visual materialso 
In 1950 9 66 per ICJEmt of the s©bol()ls used funds from the regular 
budget for audio-visual materials 9 while 53 per ~ent used state 
subsidy funds for this purposeo In 1952 9 80 per cent of the schools 
used their lo©al funds and 61 per ©ent used state subsidy funds for 
the pur©hase of audio=visual materialso 
Evaluative jydgment. = The data (i;llearl;y indicate that Oklahoma 
provides tax support at both the state and lo@al levels for its audio-
visual program. n is also ewident that the support was ICiontinm:ms 
from 1947 to 19530 ThusJ'J it appear1S that thi.s aspe@t of the Oklahoma 
1o©al Participation 
Qriterion 20. = It is essential that local participation with· 
money and professional help be used to enhan©e the pr©bability of a 
state=wide audio~visual program s"OO!:'Viving and prosperingo 
Analyaj.s t0f data. = The tremendous il'wrease in the number of 
film libraries in Oklahoma from 1947 to 1952 9 as shown in Table 4lj 
TABLE 36 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING USE OF LOOAL BUDGET 
AND STATE SUBSIDY FOR AUDIO-VISUAL PURPOSES, BY SIZE OF 
SCHOOI.S 1 1947=52* 
Schools 
No o Tea@hers ~ 
1-14 
194'7 
1948 
1950 
1952 
15=29 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
30-59 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
60-119 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
1200,239 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
240=Up 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
TOTAL 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
Sour©e:; Questionnaire jJ Mar@h 9 19540 
Per Cent Using 
Local State 
Budget Subsidy 
28 
41 
60 
'17 
31 
46 
65 
80 
52 
65. 
79 
85 
15 
85 
95 
95 
'!/1 
37 
'37 
100 
75 
100 
100 
100 
32 
48 
66 
80 
10 
19 
45 
53 
24 
32 
49 
68 
40 
52 
81 
69 
30 
40 
75 
80 
25 
50 
75 
75 
25 
75 
75 
50 
19 
29 
53 
61 
*FOI" information on other s~urces ~f revenue see Table 58 in 
Appendix Fo 
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and the great increase in the number of films in these libraries 
during the same period of time seem to indili;late that looal particd-
pation with money and profe~sional help enhan©e the probability of a 
state=wide audio=visual program sU!l"Viving and prosperingo As shown 
in Table 36j local participation through the use of lo©al funds 
increased from 32 per cent in 19479 to 80 per cent in 1952" 
As sho"WU i~ Table 39 9 the percentage of schools which used 
local funds to purchase audio=visual materials dmdng the period 
1947=52 increased more among those without film libraries than it 
did among schools with film libraries. For example 9 28 per ©ant of 
the schools without film libraries used local funds in 19479 and 
79 per cent used these funds in 1952. Of the schools with film 
libraries 59 per cent used local funds in 1947~ and 85 per cent used 
such funds in 1952, 
It appea.!"s that small schools use local funds for audio=visual 
purposes equally as mu@h as do large se:ihoolso The proportion of 
schools with 1 to 14 teachers which used local funds ranged from 28 
per cent in 1947~ to 77 per cent in 19520 The differential is 
similar among the @ther different size s©hools except those with 120 
or more teaClhers.. The proportion of schools with 15 to 29 teachers 
whi©h used local funds ranged from 31 per cent in 1947 9 t© 80 per 
cent in 1952, f©r s©hools with 30 to 59 teachers the range was from 
52 per cent in 1947, to 85 per cent in 1952, for s©hools with 60 to 
119 teachers 9 the range is 15 per cent in 1947» to 95 per cent in 
1952; for schools with 120 to 239 tea©hers the range is from 37 per 
cent in 1947j to 100 per cent in 1952, and the range for schools with 
240 or more teachers is from 75 per cent in 1947 9 to 100 per cent in 
19520 
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Evidence that schools contribute professional help in the state-
wide audio=visual program is indicated in Table 37 9 which shows the 
number of audio=visual 1Goordinators in the state and various amounts 
of time allotted to themo Fifty=four per cent of the local schools 
have an audio=visual coordinatoro Only 08 per cent of the scehools 
have a full=time ©oordinator, 17 per cent have a ©oordinator on a 
one=half-time or less basis 9 and 39 per cent have one on an addi-
tional assignment basiso 
TABLE '37 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING SYSTEM-WIDE 
AUDIO-VISUAL COORDINATORS i BY TYPE AND SIZE 
OF SCHOOLS 
--
- Have Time Allotted 
Audio-Visual Full Half Time Addit:fonal 
Scehools Coordinator Time or Leas Assignment 
Type 
With Film Libraries ?O 4 '39 31 
Without Film Libraries 51 None 14 40 
Size (Noo TeaGhers) 
1~ 14 48 None 8 42 
15= 29 ~ None 15 45 
30~ 59 61 None 40 27 
60-119 60 None 45 20 
120=239 100 12 62 37 
240=Up 75 50 25 None 
TOTAL BY SIZE 54 08 17 39 
Schools with film libraries see,m more inclined to appoint au.di©-
visual coordinators than those without film libraries o Seventy per 
cent of the s©ho.ols with film libraries have audiio~visual coordinators, 
while only 51 per cent of the s©hools without film libraries have 
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ooordinatorso Four per cent of the schools with film libraries have 
a full=time coordinator,and 39 per cent have one on a one=half-time 
or less basis~ while none of the schools without film libraries have 
a full=time ©oordinator and only 14 per cent have one on a half=time 
or less basis. Schools with film libraries are less inclined to use 
coordinators on an additional assignment basis. Only 31 per cent of 
them use coordinators on this basis 9 while 40 per cent of the s©hools 
without film libraries use ©oordinators on an additional assignment 
basis. 
The largest amount of time allotted to icoordination is found in 
the larger s©hools 9 while the largest amount of additional assign-
ments is found in the smaller s@hoolso For example 9 62 per cent of 
the schools with 119 to 239 teaebers use a coordinator on a one-
half=time or less basisll and 12 per cent of them employ one on a 
full=time basis. Of these s@hroolsll 37 per cent have audio=visual · · 
©oordinators on an additional assignment basiso Forty=two per cent 
of the schools with 1 to 14 teachers lUlle @oordinators on an addi-
tional assignment basis ll and 8 per cent @f them allow one=half =time 
or less to their ©©ordinatorso 
As indicated in Table 38ll only 2) per @ent of the counties have 
audio=visual coordinat!OO'so Four per ©ent of the counties employ 
coordinators on a full=time basis ll 10 per cent allw one-half =time 
or less for coordinators, and 16 per cent use them on an additional 
assignment basis. 
Evaluative judmnt . - It is apparent from the data that local 
schools and counties of Oklahoma participate in the state=wide 
audio-visual program with money and professional helpo Even though 
TABLE 38 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES REPORTING AUDIO-VISUAL 
COORDINATORS, BY TYPE OF COUNTY 
Have Time .Allotted 
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Audio-Visual Full Half Time Additional 
Counties Coordinator Time or Less Assignment 
With Film Libraries 22 4 4 15 
Without Film Libraries .30 None .30 20 
TOTAL 23 4 10 16 
Sotll"ce i Questionnaire ~ March» 19540 
the percentage of' S(Gbools and ©ounties which have audio=visual 
coordinators seems extremely small 9 in view of the relatively short 
time since the Oklahoma program was initiated~ the evidence of 
progress is ©ommendableo Consequently 9 it appears that this aspe©t 
of the Oklahoma prog:K"am is strcmg o 
Need for Subsidization 
Criterion aJ:o - It is desirable that the initial ©apital outlay 
for films on a state~wide basis be provided through subsidi:zation, 
espe©ially in the early stages of developmento 
Analysis of datao = The rapid growth of film libraries in 
Oklahomal) a.s shown in Table 41 9 was probably due to two faicitors g 
(1) cooperative effort by all administratiwe levels 9 and (2) stimu-
lation fr©m state subsidyo 
As shown in Table 39 9 the percentage of s©hools without film 
libraries which receive state subsidy increased more than those with 
film libraries o Fourteen per li:lent ©f the scho©ls without film 
libraries re©eived state subsidy in 1947 9 and 60 per ©ent of them 
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received state subsidy in 19520 On the other hand 9 31 per cent of 
the schools with film libraries received state subsidy in 1947 9 and 
65 per cent of them received state subsidy in 1952. 
TABLE 39 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING USE OF LOOAL BUDGET 
AND STATE SUBSIDY FOR AUDIO-VISUAL PURPOSES, BY TYPE OF 
SCHOOLB 9 1948=52 
With Film Libraries 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
.Without Film Libraries 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
-=-1:er Cent Using 
Local State 
Budget Subsidy 
59 
70 
81 
85 
28 
45 
63 
79 
31 
59 
70 
65 
14 
24 
56 
60 
The percentage of schools which re©eived state subsidy during 
the periiO:d 1947-=sl91~2 was n())t as great among those with 1 to 14 
state subsidy in 19489 and in©reased ·to 69 per !(;Jent in 19520 'Thirty 
per cent of the sch@@ls with 60 to 119 teachers re©eived state 
subsidy in 1947~ and 80 per ~ent of the s©hools of this size re©eived 
state subsidy in 19520 The range in percentage of s~hools with 120 
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to 239 teachers which received state subsidy was from 25 per cent in 
1947, to 75 per cent in 19520 The percentage of schools with 240 or 
more teachers wbi@h received state subsidy was niot as great as it was 
among schools in the smaller ©ategorieso In 19479 25 per cent of the 
schools of this size received state subsidy 9 while in 19529 only 50 
per cent of them received such fundso 
In 1947 9 20 per cent ~f the counties received state subsidy 9 as 
shown in Table 400 In 19489 this proportion was 41 per cent, in 
19509 it was 61 per cent 9 and in 1952 9 80 per cient of the counties 
received state subsidyo 
TABLE 40 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES REPORTING USE OF LOCAL BUDGET 
AND STATE SUBSIDY FOR AUDIO=VISUAL PURPOSFS, 
BY TYPE OF COUNTIES 9 1947=52 
Counties 
With Film Libraries 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
Without Film Libraries 
1947 
1948 
1950 
1952 
Per Cent Using 
LQ~al State 
Budget Subsidy 
:35 
59 
78 
80 
None 
None 
20 
50 
20 
41 
61 
80 
None 
.30 
50 
90 
Evaluative judgment o = The data ~learly indicate that Oklahoma 
subsidized its film libraries during the first six years of the state-
wide programo Thusi, it appears that this aspe@t of the program is 
strongo 
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Criterion gg. - It is desirable that state tax support in the 
form of subsidy be provided 9 if rapid film library growth on a state-
wide basis is e:xpe@ted. 
Analysis of £.!!ta.~ There is some indication that state tax 
support has contributed to the rapid growth of film libraries in 
Oklahoma. As shown in Table 41 the total number of film libraries 
in the state in©reased from twelve in 1947j to ninety-nine in 19530 
The total number of motion pi@tUI"e films in@luded in these libraries 
increased from 900 in 1947i> to 18,035 in 1953. The influence of 
state tax support is fUI"ther indi@ated by the gradual increase in 
Source:i 
TABLE 41 
TOTAL NUMBER OF FILM LIBRARIES IN OKLAHOMA, INCLIDING 
NUMBER OF FILMS AND FILM USES, 1947-53 
Year LibraJ"ies Films Film Uses 
1947 12 900 15,167 
1948 31 3/):300 24))277 
1949 77 6l)71S 47,864 
1950 S:3 9/714 67))818 
1951, 92 1:3 9037 100))408 .. , 
1952 92, 17jS:39 1209391 
19:53 99 1S9 0'.35i 3l0ll)4S5 
Data f~ 194'1 ll obtained by persional. intl!!lrwiew o. Balan©e 
data @btained fr©m .~ Report on Motion Pict'W"e Use!) 
State Department ©f Edu©ati©n. 
~t 
the number of film libraries and in the number ©f f'ilms d'W!:"ing ea<Clh 
year that state subsidy was pr~ided. In 1948!) there were thirty-
one film libraries in Oklah(tl)mao In 1949!) this number had in<Clrease~ 
to seventy=aeveno In 19:S>Oll there were eighty=three film librariers ~ 
in 1951!) the total was ninety=tw©9 and in 1953!) there were ninety-
nine film libraries in the state. Similarly9 the nwnber of prints 
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in the libraries in@reased progressively. In 19489 the inventory 
of films in Oklah©ma was 39 300 prints 9 in 19499 it was 61718. This 
number in@reased to 99714 prints in 19;0, to 139037 prints in 1951, 
to 179 839 prints in 19529 and rea@hed a total of 189035 prints in 
1953. 
Evaluative judgment.= There appears to be ample evidence that 
the Oklalh©ma audio=visual program is supported by state tax funds, 
and that this support probably has CJontributed to the rapid growth 
of film librarieso Hen@e 9 it appea.1rs that this aspe©t of the 
Oklabma pr@gram is str©nge 
MatiGbing Funds 
Criterion~.= It is desirable that the finan©ial support of 
of state=wide audio=visueJ. program be on a mat©hing basis 9 such as 
50=50 or some other periGentage di.visiono ,. 
Analysis £!: ~. = Theoreti©ally9 the Oklahoma program provides 
for matching funds to counties and local school districts on a fifty-
fifty basise However 9 due to an excessive number of schools applying 
for funds 9 only 80 per cent of the amount applied for was available 
during the 1947=48 s@hool year 9 as Shili>w.n in Table 35e The same 
condition prevailed in the second year of the program 9 1948-490 
During the 1949=50 school year 9 the demand again was so great that 
only 48 per cent of the amount applied for was available f;, and in 
1950=51 9 this percentage was de©reased to 33 per ©ento This per-
centage remained the same for the 1951=52 school year 9 and was even 
smaller in 1952-539 when it drepped to 26 per cente Thus 9 over the 
six=year period 9 the state was able to match an average of approxi= 
mately 50 per cent of its share of the matching funds. This meant 
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that the schools 9 instead of receiwing state funds on a fifty=fifty 
basis 9 actually received only 25 par icent of the amount for whicoh 
they appliede 
As shown in Table 42 9 the school administrators in Oklahoma 
apparently favor the state subsidy principle on a matching basis. 
Eighty per cent of the administrators in schools with film libraries 
feel that the subsidy sbo'Uld be on a matching basis 9 while only 8 
per cent feel that it should be an outright grant. Ninety per cent 
©f the administrators in sohools without film libraries think that 
state subsidy is ne©essary~ and all of these feel that it should be 
on a matching basiso 
TABLE 42 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COTJNTIIiS EXPRESSING A ~ENCE FOR 
AND METHOD OF FINANCIAL SUBSIDY TO PURCHASE AtIDIO=VISUAL 
MATERIALS/i BI TYPE OF COUNTIES 
With Film Libraries 
\ 
Without Film Libraries 
TOTAL 
Subsidy 
Ne©essm 
80 
90 
Per Cent Expressing 
Methoo of Subsidy 
Mat©hing • Outright 
Basis Grant 
so 
90 
82 
g-. 
None 
7 
The value attaiohed to matieihing .funds» as expressed by adminis-
t:n: at ors in local s©hools l) is indiic:ated in Table 4.3. Seventy-=eight 
per cent of all administrators think the principal benefit from 
matching funds is that it en©om"ages the pur©ha.se of audio=visual 
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TABLE 43 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS INDICATING THE VALUE OF 
STATE MATCHING FUNDS, BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOQLS 
Schools 
Type 
With Film Libraries 
Without Film Libraries 
Size (Noo Teachers) 
1 ... 14 
15~ 29 
30- 59 
60=119 
120""'239 
240-Up -
TOTAL BY SIZE 
Per Cent 
Makes Purchase 
of Audio-Visual 
Materials Possible 
74 
'79 
77 
80 
69 
95 
87 
75 
78 
S©ti!l"Ce g Questionnaire D Mar@h~ 19540 
Essential to 
Development of 
Local Program 
52 
45 
48 
40 
44 
55 
50 
100 
materialso Of these D 46 per cent think it is essential to the 
develop~ent of a local program. The opinions on this differ very 
little among school administrators in s©hools with film libraries 
and those without film libraries. Seventy=four per cent of the 
administrators in schools with film libraries feel that the prin-
cipal value of mat1Jhing funds is in the p'lll"©hase of audio=visual 
materialsll while 79 per @ent of the administrators in sch~@ls with-
out :film libraries indicate this as the principal valu.eo Fifty=two 
per cent of the administrators in schools with film libraries think 
that matching funds are essential t~ the development af a lo~al 
program 9 and 45 per cent 'Of th©se in schools without film libraries 
agree. 
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As shown in Table 44 9 85 per cent of the superintendents in 
counties with film libraries feel that the value of matching funds 
is for the purchase of audio=visual materials~ while 100 per cent in 
counties without film libraries think that this is the principal 
valueo Fifty=nine per cent of the administrators in counties with 
film libraries feel that the matching funds are essential to the 
TABLE 44 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES INDICATING THE VA.LUE OF 
STATE MATCHING FUNDS.• BY TYPE 
Counties 
With Film Libraries 
Without Film Librar'ies 
TOTAL 
Per Cent 
Makes Purchase 
of Audio-Visual 
Mater~als Possible 
100 
87 
Essential to 
Development of 
Local Program 
59 
70 
61 
development of a local pr©gram~ and 70 per cent of them in counties 
without film libraries make the srune responseo 
Evaluative judgmegt. = From the data described above 9 together 
with the evidence discussed earlier 9 it i.s evident that state 
financial support :for the Oklahoma pr©gram is provi.ded on a matching 
basis 9 that schools and counties utilize this method of supportp and 
that it is favored by school administrators. Consequently9 it 
appears that this aspect of the Oklahli)llla program is strong. 
1:32 
Purp©se of' Financial Support 
Cr1terion ~o = It is desirable that the financial support of 
a state<=Wide audio=visual program be used for the pu:t•chase and/or 
rent of audio=visual materials for the state.9 regional~ county, and 
local film librarieso 
Analysis of datao ~ An indication that state funds are used for 
the purchase of audio=visual materials by the Regional Film Libraries 
of Oklahoma is shown in Table 34., Dmring the si:x=year period in 
which state money was provided 9 $108 9074 was spent for motion 
picture films by the Regironal Film Librarieso However.9 it should be 
pointed out that under the law none of this money ~ould be spent for 
rental purposes and apparently none was used for this pmrposeo 
The largest amount of money spent in any one year for films by 
Regional Film Libraries was $'.39.1)529 9 during the first year of the 
state progJt"am in 1947=480 In 1949=50, $21~975 was spent 9 and the 
next year $22l)825 was spent o In 1951=52l) $11.1)839 was spent and the 
next yeer the expenditure was $11/735. 
As shown in Tables 45l) 46l) and 47, the data indicate that state 
money is used for the pur@hase ©f audio=visual materials for the 
@ounty and looal s@h©©Jls in Oklah©mao As shown in Table 45 9 14 per 
@ent of the lo@al remho©ls own film libraries. Eighty=f our per cent 
©f the schools with film libraries also have filmstrip libraries and 
58 per cent of these parti@ipate in @ounty @ooperative film libraries. 
Of these.I) 20 per cent parti@ipate by depositing films in the libra-
ries, 43 per @ent by @ontributing money on a pro rata basisl) and 
11 per cent by doing both .. 
The need for finan@ial supp(()I't for rental of audio=visual 
materials is implied by the data in Table 480 These data show that 
70 per @ent of the local schools use films from the University of 
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TABLE 45 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS OWNING FILM AND FILMSTRIP 
LIBRARIES AND/OR PARTICIPATING IN COUNTY COOPERATIVE 
FILM LIBRARIESj BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Per Cent 
Participate 
in County 
Film Filmstrip Cooperative 
Schools Librm Librm Film Library 
No. Teacherss 
1~ 14 1 74 69 
15~ 29 10 93 ;o 
30~ 59 :36 98 52 
60=119 60 90 25 
120=239 87 87 12 
240-Up 100 100 25 
TOTAL 14 84 58 
Sourcei Questionnaire~ March 9 1954. 
TABLE 46 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS OWNING FILM AND FILMSTRIP 
LIBRARIES AND/OR PARTICIPATING IN COUNTY COOPERATIVE FILM 
LIBRARIES 1 BY TYPE OF SCHOOLS 
With Film Libraries 
Without Fil~ Libraries 
Film 
Librm: 
100 
Per Cant 
Filmstrip 
Librm: 
100 
Participate 
in County 
Cooperative 
Film Li~ 
26 
55 
TABLE 47 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS REPORTING THE METHOD OF 
PARTICIPATION IN COUNTY COOPERATIVE FILM LIBRARIE3, 
BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Per Cent 
Contribute 
Deposit Money on 
Films in Pro Rate. 
S©hools Library Basis 
Type 
With Film Libraries 15 17 
Without Film Libraries 21 44 
Size (No. Teachers) 
l= 14 21 52 
15- 29 22 37 
:30- 59 17 :38 
60-ll9 15 10 
120=2:39 12 12 
240=Up 25 25 
TOTAL 20 4:3 
Sour©eg Questionnaire 9 March 9 1954. 
TABLE 48 
1:34 
Doing 
Both 
11 
11 
1:3 
8 
10 
5 
12 
25 
11 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA. SCHOOLS REPORTING FILMS OBTAINED FROM 
SOURCES OTHi'.8. THAN LOCAL AND COUNTY LIBRARIES 9 BY SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
S@hools bI Size {No. Teachers) 
Film S«)ur©es 1=1415=29 30=59 60-119 120=239 240=Up Total 
University of Oklah©Ina 55 80 96 90 87 100 70 
Oklahoma A & M 44. 5:3 ?5 70 75 75 53 
S. w. State College 29 24 19 10 12 50 25 
N. W. State College 16 10 2 5 None None 11 
Central State College 1:3 10 17 :35 37 75 15 
E. C. State College 16 15 19 15 None None 16 
N. E. State College s 10 17 10 None 25 10 
So Eo State College 9 17 23 15 None None 13 
Panhandle A & M 7 5 None 5 None None 5 
Others 47 46 35 40 62 ;o 45 
Sour©es Questionnaire ll Mm.-chj 1954. 
Oklahoma in addition to those fro:m their own lo(l;lal libraries. 
Fifty=three per (l;lent use films from Oklahoma AgriiGultural and 
Me©hani(l;lal Collegej 25 per (l;)Snt from Southwestern State College, 
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11 per (!;lent from Northwestern State Collegej 15 per cent from Central 
State GollegeJ 16 per ©ent from East Central State College 1 10 per 
cent from Northeastern State College 9 13 per cent from South= 
eastern State College~ 5 per cent from Panhandle Agri©ultural and 
Mechani(l;lal CollegeJ and 45 per (!;lent from other sources. Obviously, 
the total of all of these ex(l;leeds 100 per ©ent which indicates 
clearly that schools use films from more than one of the Regional 
Film Libraries. This indicates that mu(l;lh use is made of films other 
than those the lo©al s@hools are able to pur©haseo Sin©e state 
funds are not available for ren·tal pU!"p©ses 9 obviously s\Ghools use 
local funds to pay the rental fees on films from the Regional Film 
Libraries. 
An indication of what school administrators think of state 
subsidy for the pu:r©hase of audio=visual materials is shown in 
Table 49 o Eighty=one per @ent of the administrators in the schools 
feel that subsidy for the pur~haae of audio~visual materials is 
essentie.1 9 60 per cent think :U should be on a matching basis 9 and 
17 per ©ent feel it should be on an outright grant basis. There 
is very little diff'eren@~ in the ©pinions on ·this subje@t between 
administrators in schools with film libraries and those without 
film libraries. Neither is there m.u@h differen@e between the 
opinions of administrators in @ounties with film libraries and 
those without film libraries" 
TABLE 49 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS EXPRESSING A PREFERENCE FOR 
AND METH(D OF FINANCIAL SUBSIDY TO PURCHASE AUDIO-VISUAL 
MATERIALS, BY TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Pe;r..._9ent 
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Method of SubsidI 
----- Schools 
Type 
With Film Lilm~aries 
Without Film Libraries 
Size (Noo Teachers) 
l= 14 
15~ 29 
30= 59 
60-119 
120=239 
240=Up 
TOTAL BY SIZE 
Subsidy Matching Outright 
Necessary _l2asis Grant 
80 74 13 
81 :58 18 
82 59 16 
82 56 22 
?3 54 21 
80 85 None 
100 87 12 
100 75 50 
=--------------~ 
81 60 17 
indicate that financial support is provided for the purchase of 
audio=visual materials at all administrative levels in Oklahoma. 
This is clearly a strength of the Oklahoma program. However 9 it 
appears that st;a:te fund~ {lanxwt be m;ied i'or rental purposes. Since 
there are many schools and counties which do not purchase films 
bei\;)a:use of lim:itted fund~ and other limHations whi«::lh make it im= 
constitutes a weakness in this aspect. of the Oklahoma program. 
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Amortization and Handling Cost 
Crit~ion 2.20 - It is desirable that the local school pay through 
rental fees the amortization and handling cost for all films obtained 
from the state and regional librarieso 
,Analysis ©f datao - Thei available data d!Cl not indicate any pro-
vision in the Oklahoma program for charging rental fees sufficient 
to amortize the cost of filmso Table 50 shows that only 5 per cent 
of the local s~hool film libraries charge an over-due fee and none 
of them ('.;:harge a handling fee 9 or a rental fee to amorti.ze the ©©st 
the ~ounty libraries charge~fees of any kind. 
One hundred p11:,Jr ©ent of the Regfonal Film Libraries charge an !Clver= 
due fee and a handling fee 9 but only 22 per cent charge a rental fee 
to amortize the ~o~t of filmso 
TABLE 50 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLSj COUNTIES, AND REGIONAL FILM 
LIBRARIES, REPORTING THE CHARGE OF FEES AND RENTALS FOR AUDIO-
VISUAL MATERIALS, BY TYPE OF SCHOOLS 
Per Cent Char1,1:ie 
Over=due Handling Renbil to 
Fee Fee Amortiz<e 
5 N©ne Non~ 
County Fi.Im Libra.rie~i Non® Non®J None 
Regional Film Librarie~ 100 100 22 
=====~=-~:;;:.:._,."' ,=-= :~ 
Sollll"~e g Que stionnai.re 9 March j) 19540 
Again refeITing t:o Table 48 whfoh shows the use of films from 
the various Regional Film Libraries 9 one concludes that the local 
s~hools of Oklah~ma use many films without paying the amortization 
cost of themo There is no evidence to indicate that the state is 
committed to a program. of free films on the same basis as free 
textbookso 
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Evaluative judgment.= Apparently schools and counties provide 
local funds for audio=visual purposes and use them 9 together with 
state subsidy funds 9 to establish their own librarieso The fact 
that none of the schools chargesan amortization fee does not seem 
to be a weakness in as mu©h as it seems impractical to charge them-
selves a rental feeo Therefore, it is felt that the criterion does 
not apply to schools and countieso However 9 it seems that the 
percentage of Regional Film Libraries which charge an amortization 
fee is much too small to conform. to the criteriono Hence 9 it 
appears that this aspe©t of the Oklahoma program is weako 
A summary of the evaluative judgments on characteristics 
relating to the State Tax Support Aspect of the Oklahoma audio= 
visual program is shown in Figure 7o 
Figurei 7 
EVALUATIVE PROFILE 
OF THE 
STATE TAX SUPPORT ASPECTS 
19o It is essential that a state=wide audio-
visual program re©eive tax support at the 
state 19lnd lc0i©al levels 9 ~Sl do instru@-
tional programs~ libraries 9 and ot~r 
vital s©hool servi<e;es o Q o o o o o o • o 
20. It is essential that lo©al parti©ipation 
with money and pr,ofessional help be used 
to enhan©e the pr•r»babili ty of a sta te=1.dde; 
audio=visual program surv:iLvi.ng and. 
2L 
prosp~ring o ,., • • "' • • o • • • • o • • ~ • 
It is desirable that the ini ti.al ©apital 
outlay for films on a state=wide basis be 
provided through subsi.dization~ espe©ially 
in the early stages of development .. o • 
22o is desirable that state ta:x support in 
the fo:irm or subsidy be provided, if rapid 
fi.lm library gro'Wth on a state=wide basis 
is expe ~ted o • fJ • o <i} o " • "' o • • 
2Jo It fLs desi.rable that the financial support 
a state=wide audio-visual program be on 
a mat©hing basis: 9 su~h as 50-50 or some 
other percentage division o o o o o o o o o • 
240 It is desirable th:at, the firnemc:ial support of 
a state=wide i:mdfo=visual program be Wlled 
for the pJ.r·~hasc~ ~1nd/or rer:rt of audfo=visual 
matEr1:·ials sf.r,ate 9 regional, ©O'Wlty, and 
lo~al film lib~aries •.•• o o o o , o ••• 
25o It is desirable that the l©©~l school pay 
through ren·tal f'e~s the <1].llnortbatfon and 
handling ccost f'or all f':iLlmi:.11 (Q)bta.ined from 
state and r®g:11.onal libraries: o (If the 
state ls ©<:EJmitted t© 1l plr.'©gram of fr~e 
films on the soon® b~sis as free t~xtbooks 
·=~t=h=iLY,JJU'.l_d.,JY~~Jmllh• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1J9 
~valuation 
Part VI - rY.rn Distribution 
Distribution in General 
Criterion 26. - It is essential that the distribution system 
in a state-=Wide audio=visual program facilitate the use of audio-
visual materials in the classroom by making them more accessible. 
Criterion 27. - It is essential that the distribution centers 
in a state<=Wide"'°audio-visual program be decentralized, to make the 
materials more a©cessible for the classroom. 
Anal:ysis of gata. - Figure 89 showing the location of the 
Regional Film Libraries in Oklahoma9 indicates that the wide geo-
graphical distribution of these libraries is designed to make films 
reasonably ac:icessible to all of' the schools in the state of Oklahoma. 
This map also shows the location of the county and local scihool film 
libraries in the ~tate 9 indicating a balanced geographical distri-
butiono 'l'hus ~ it appears that the geographical distribution of a 
large number of film libraries in Oklahoma is designed to contribute 
to the a©©essibility of films to the public schools of the state. 
An indication that the film distribution system in Oklahoma 
facilitates the use of films in the classrooms is shown by the data 
in Table 23. As discussed earlier 9 these data indicate a tremendous 
growth in the number of films used in the public schools of the state. 
For example 9 dUll"ing the 1946=47 school term 9 the Regional Film 
Libraries distributed 10 9729 films to off=campus groups 9 and in 
1952~539 they distributed 40,186. It seems significant that the 
increase in circulation was rather gradual and uniform for each 
year. This same tenden©y is also show in Table 41 which seems to 
indicate that the number of films used increased in dire~t pro-
portion to the in~rease in the number of films in the libraries. 
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The increased use of films, as shown in Table 41 9 also indicates 
accessibility. The total films used from all Oklahoma libraries in 
1947 was 15~167» while in 1953» it was 201 9455. Also, the informa-
tion in Table 48 indicates the proportion of schools receiving films 
from each of the several Regional Film Libraries. As stated before; 
the total percentage of schools and counties receiving films from 
all libraries is 263 per cent which indicates that local schools and 
counties utilize film resources from more than one of the Regional 
Film Libraries. 
!valuative judgment.~ The data clearly indicate that the dis= 
tribution system of the Oklahoma state=Wide audio=visual program is 
decentralized. There is some indication that film use among the 
schools is facilitated by this arrangement. It also appears that 
films are reasonably accessible to the schools as a result of the 
geographical distribution of the libraries. Thus» it appears that 
this aspect of' the Oklahoma program is strongo 
Number of School Units 
Criterion 28. = It is essential that the location of distribu-
tion centers in"'a state=Wide audio=visual program be determined by 
the number of school units to be se:r"Wed. 
Evalu.atiwe _judgment. = There is no available evidence to indi-
cate that 9 in the location of Regional Film Libraries in Oklahoma 9 
any consideration was given to the number of school UI!its to be 
servedo Neither are there available data to indicate that this 
factor influen©ed the location of county and lo~al s~hool film 
libraries. Consequently 9 it appears that this aspect of the Oklahoma 
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Transportation Facilities 
Criterion ~o = It is essential that the location of .distribu-
tion centers in a state=wide audio=visual program be determined by 
the transportation facilitieso 
Evaluative judgment. - There are no available data that indi-
cate the consideration of transportation facilities as a factor in 
the location of distribution cent~+S• Consequently9 it appears that 
this aspe©t of the Oklahoma program is weako 
Number of Prints 
Criterion .2.Qo - It is essential that the location of distribu-
tion centers in a state=wide audio=visual program be determined by 
the number of prints .and materials available at the centero · 
It is assumed that this criterion refers to Regional Film 
Libraries and not to school and county libraries. 
Ap.alysis £!data.= There is some indication that some of the 
Regional Film Libraries in Oklahoma were originally selected because 
they had some films in @ir@ulation at the time of their selection~' 
As shown in Table 12p six of the eight institutions at whi©h 
libraries were originally lo©ated had 2~044 films in circulationo 
Since four of these were essentially regional State Teachers 
Colleges 9 it seems logi©al to assume that the other two were selec-
ted because they were similat" institutions. 
Ewaluative ju.dgment. = There appears to be no available evidence 
that any of the libraries were sele©ted on the basis of the number of 
prints owned by themo The logical geographical distribution of these 
institutions could possibly have been a factor in their selection~ 
Therefore 9 it seems impossible to judge this aspect of the Oklahoma 
program as either strong or weako 
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Kinds of Materials 
Criterion 2!0 = It is essential that the activities of a state-
wide audio=visual program include a full scope of audio-visual 
materials including radio:, blackboard 9 bulletin board displays 9 tape 
and other recording devices 9 television9 and all types of projected 
materialso 
Analysis of datao = Motion picture films are the most prevalent 
kind of audio=visual materials being distributed t~ the public 
schoolso Data in Table 51 indicate that the Regional Film Libraries 
have a variety of equipment 9 the most of whi~h probably is used in 
pre=service training. During the 1946=47 school terms 9 there were 
thirty=one 16mm sound motion pi©ture projectors in all of the 
Regional. Film Libl"aries. In 1947-48.9 this number in@reased to forty~ 
and in 1952=539 it reached a total of ninety=five. 
TABLE :51 
NUMBER AND KINDS OF AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT IN REGIONAL 
FILM LIBRARIES IN OKLAHOMA, 1946-53* 
Number 
16mm Filmstrip Opaque 3 x 4 Slide Tape 
=Yea:r Pro j E:H~t IOI" Proje~rt©r Projel('Jt©r Projeiotor Re!Cl©rder 
1946=47 31 18 12 19 4 
1947=48 40 21 15 19 10 
1948=49 54 .34 19 26 15 
1949=50 n 42 35 .31 24 
1950=51 86 48 26 42 33 
1951=52 91 51 29 43 33 
1952=5:3 95 58 :33 43 :36 
-
Sl()'W"l('J6 g Qu.e st ionnaire :i Fe bru.ary 1 19 54 
*Four more detailed information9 $Se Table 61 in Appeidix Fo 
The total number of filmstrip projel('Jtor$ in the Regional Film 
Libraries in~reased from eighteen in the 1946=47 Sl('Jbool term.9 to 
fifty=eight in the 1952=53 term. 
The total number of other kinds of equipment such as opaque 
projectors» 3 1/4 x 4 inch slide projectors, and tape recorders, 
increased proportionately during this period of time. 
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Data in Table 52 give some indication of the kinds of materials 
provided in the Regional Film Libraries for use by the on-campus 
departments and off=campus groups. The nine Regional Film Libraries 
circulate films to both off=eampus and onc=oeampus groups. Eight of 
them provide filmstrips, but only four circulate filmstrips to 
groups o:ff the campus. Seven Regional Film Libraries provide 2 x 2 
inch slides and seven provide 3 1/4 x 4 inch slides~ however, the 
most of these are reserved for onc=oeampus groups. Seven of these 
TABLE 52 
NUMBER OF OKLAHOMA REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIF.S OWNING VARIOUS KINDS 
OF AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS 
Kinds of Materials 
Motion Picture_films 
Filmstrips 
2 x 2 Slides 
3 :x 4 Slides 
Tape Re©ordings 
Disc Recordings 
Museum Exhibits 
Models 
Charts 
Maps 
Sour©e g Questionnaire 9 January, 1954. 
No. Libraries 
9 
8 
? 
7 
7 
7 
2 
3 
4 
3 
*For more detailed information see Table 62 in Appendix F. 
libraries provide tape recordings for use to both on-campus and 
off=eampus groups. Seven libraries provide disc recordings, but 
only two make them available to off=eampus groups. Two of the 
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Regional Film Libraries provide museum exhibits but only one dis-
tributes these to offcooeampus groupso Three Regional Film Libraries 
use models in some departments on their own campuses; four use charts 
in their on""<Clampus instruction, and three provide maps for their on-
campus departmentso 
There is some indication from· the data in the 1953 Annual 
Audio-Visual Report from the State Department of Education 9 that 
schools and counties use materials other than motion picture films. 
This report shows that in the 1953=54 school term 9 all Oklahoma 
schools and counties owned 1 9 564 recorders and record players 1 431 
owned opaque projectors 9 2 9486 had radios 9 and 470 had tape recorderso 
A further indication that schools and counties use a variety of 
instructional materials is shown in Table 28, showing the number and 
percentage of schools and counties which use teacher=student produ©-
tion of handmade slides 9 graphs 9 and other materials. 
Evaluative judgmento ~ These data seem to indicate that the 
Oklahoma state911'ide program includes a variety of instru©tiona.1 
materials. Hen©ey it appears that this aspe~t of the program is 
strongo 
Distan©e From Centers 
Criterion 32, - It is desirable that the location of distribu= 
tion centers in'""a state=wide audio=visual program be determined by 
the distance the sthool units a.re from the centerso 
Analys:.!£ of datao ~ There are no available data whi©h indicate 
that consideration was given to the distan©e of schools from the 
distribution centers in lotating the centerso However 9 in most 
instances 9 ©ounty seat towns are focal points for most s©hools with 
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regard to s~hool matterso It is appal"ent that in most instances 
school units are not a great distance from the film distribution 
l(lenters o 
Evaluative judgment. - In view of the apparent lack of considera-
tion of this fal(ltor in locating the distribution centersJ it appears 
that this aspe©t of the Oklahoma program is weak. 
Teacher Education Responsibilities 
Criterion .220 - It is desirable that the location of distribu~ 
tion centers in a state=wide audio=visual program be determined by 
the responsibilities whi@h the teacher education institutions or ·· 
other prospe©tive centers 9 are willing to assume in preparing 
teachers to use audio=visual materials at those centers. 
jnalysis of ~o = The responsibilities that teacher education 
institutions ass'Wlle in preparing teachers to use audio=visual 
materials is revealed in Table 24c These data indicate that the 
institutions of higher learning offering the most pre=servil(le 
opportunfties are those at whii:Jh Regional Film Libraries are estab-
lishedo All of the fourteen four=year institutions of higher educa-
tion in Oklahoma offer one or more courses in audio=visual educationo 
Only one of the institutions other than those with film libraries 
offer more than one ~ourseo All of the teacher education institu-
tions at whi©h Regional Film Libraries are located offer two or more 
audio=visual courseso Likewise 9 ea©h of these institutions provide 
non=©redit audio=visual laboratory instru©tion for pre-sel"11'i©e 
teacherso 
A further indication that the institutions at which Regional 
Film Libraries are lo~ated assume responsibility in pre=service 
training is indicated in Table 530 In the s©hool year 1946-47, the 
Regional Film Libraries expended $5 9490 for audio=visual materialso 
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TABLE 53 
AMOUNT OF EXPENDITURES REPORTED FOR AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS BY 
OKLAHOMA REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES 9 1947-53* 
Yea:r.r 
.lmi0unt 
1946~47 $ 5l)490 
1947=48 1311950 
1948-49 20l)818 
1949=50 25)1178 
1950=51 24)1045 
1951=52 47,865 
1952=5) '.39,198 
Source i Questionnaire, February)) 1954~ for years 1946-490 Data 
for 1950 through 1953 were taken from Annual Reports of 
State Department of Edu©ation. 
*For more detailed information1 see fable 59 in Appendix Fo 
$20,818 for audio=visual materials. The amount spent for audio= 
visual materials at the Regional Film Libraries ©ontinued to increase 
Data in Table 54 indicate that the Regional Film Libraries pr©-
wide audio=visual equipment f'c»r ©lassroom and laboratory ineitruction 
to pre=Se!"'Wice teacherso In the 1946=47 school year, the nine 
Regi«::mal Film Libraries spent $3))890 for equipmento In 1949~50, 
the total amount spent for this puwpose was $11 9716 9 and in 1952=53, 
it reached a total of $1S 9285o 
Evaluative ju.dgmento - The data ©learly indicate that the 
institutions at which the Regional Film Libraries are located, 
provide. audio.;:,,visu.al training opportunities for teachers o It appears 
that this aspect of the Okl.ah«.m!a program is strong. 
~ 
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TABLE 54 
AMOUNT OF EXPENDITURES REPORTED FOR AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT BY 
OKLAHOMA REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES 9 1946-53* 
Year Amount 
1946=4'7 $ 3,890 
194'7~48 5,910 
1948=49 9»630 
1949=50 11,716 
1950=51 16,710 
1951-52 10,501 
1952=5:3 189285 
~~ 
S«Jur~e g Questionnaire» February 9 1954 9 for years 1946-493 Data for 
1950 tm"ough 1953 were taken from Annual Reports of State 
Department of Edu©ationo 
*For more detailed information 1 see Table 60 in Appendix Fo 
Variety of Materials 
Qriterion ~o = It is desirable that in a state-wide audio-
visual program 9 the state and regional libraries ~irculate different 
types of materials su©h as films 9 recordings 9 exhibits 9 dioramas, 
and any other materials whi©h may not be readily obtainable at the 
lo©al leweL 
Analysis of datao = There are very little available data that 
indi©ate the extent to whi©h a variety of audio=visual materials are 
used in the lo©al s©hools of the statec However 9 the data that are 
available indica~~e that s©hools use some materials other than motign 
pi©tUl"e fil:mso 
As sho\Jl'n in Table 51 9 many different kinds of audio=visual. 
equipment are used on the ©ampuses where Regional Film Libraries are 
lo©ated o It is apparent that pre=servi!:le tea!:lhers have an opportunity 
to see and use a variety of audio=visual equipmento 
The data in Table 52 indi©ate that a wide variety of materials 
irn~luding films 9 filmstrips 9 slidesw tape re©ordings 9 disc recordings, 
museum exhibits 9 models 9 charts and maps are used on the campuses 
and in some instances 1 off the campuses of the Regional Film 
Libraries. All of these libraries circulate films to off-campus 
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groups. Only three of the Regional Film Libraries circulate film-
strips 9 two circulate slides 9 three tape recordings 9 and two disc 
recordings. One Regional Film Library circulates exhibit materials, 
and none of them circulate maps 9 charts and dioramas. 
Evaluative judgment. - It is apparent that the Oklahoma program 
provides for the distribution of filmso Other kinds of materials 
are circulated from some of the distribution centers, however 9 the 
number of centers doing this seem rather small. Nevertheless» due 
to the nature of the materials other than films» the newness of the 
program, and the possible lack of awareness on the part of the 
teachers of the potentialities of other kinds of materials 9 it 
appears that this aspect of the Oklahoma program is strong. 
Local School Materials Libraries 
Criterion 22· = It is desirable that a state=wide audio=visual 
program provide for the establishment of l©cal school audio=visual 
materials libraries when feasibleo 
ABalysis of datao = As stated' beforev the state law establishing 
the Oklahoma audio=visual program provides for the establishment of 
local school film libraries. Figure 9 shows the location and geo-
graphical distribution ~f the local school film libraries in the 
stateo 
The information in Table 45 shows that 14 per cent of the public 
schools in the state have film libraries and 84 per cent have film-
strip librarieso It also shows that 58 per cent of all schools 
participate in county cooperative film librarieso 
1~ 
Eighty=two per cent of the schools with film libraries also 
have filmstrip librarieso Only 26 per cent of the schools with film 
libraries participate in a county cooperative film library 9 while 
55 per cent of the schools without film libraries participate in a 
county cooperative film libraryo 
It seems that more of the larger schools own film libraries than 
do the smaller schoolso One hundred per cent of the schools with 
240 or more teachers have film librarieso Eighty~even per cent of 
those with 120 to 239 teachers have film libraries 9 60 per cent of 
those with 60 to 119 teachers have film librariesp and 36 per cent 
of those with 30 to 59 teachers own film librarieso The percentage 
then drops to 10 per cent for those with 15 to 29 teachers 9 and only 
1 per cent for those with 1 to 14 teachers. 
This percentage differential is not so large with respect to 
filmstrip librarieso All of the larger schools with 240 or more 
teachers have filmstrip libraries. Eighty=seven per cent of the 
schools with 120 to 239 teachers own both filmstrip and film libra-
ries. The percentage of smaller s©hools with filmstrip libraries is 
somewhat higher than for the larger s©hoolso Ninety per cent of the 
schools with 60 to 119 tea©hers have filmstrip libraries~ 9S per cent 
of the schools with 30 to 59 teachers~ 93 per cent of the schools 
with 15 to 29 tea©hers~ and 74 per @ant of the schools with l to 
14 teachers have filmstrip librarieso 
It is also noteworthy that the smaller the schools the greater 
the per©entage that participate in the county film librarieso 
Sixty=nine per cent of the schools with l to 14 teachers participate 
in county cooperative libraries. Fifty per cent of the schools with 
15 to 29 tea©hers participate in county libraries» and 52 per cent 
of the schools with 30 to 59 teachers participate. The percentage 
of parti©ipation in ©ounty libraries drops to 25 per cent for 
schools with 60 to 119 teachers~ is the same for schools with 240 
or more teachersi and is only 12 per cent for schools with 120 to 
239 teaillihers o 
Evaluative j].dgment o - The evidence is fairly clear that the 
Oklahoma audio=visual program provides for the establishment of 
local school film libraries and that several such libraries are in 
operati©no Consequently~ it appears that this aspe1Gt of the Okla-
home program is strong o 
County Cooperative Film Libraries 
Qriterion .J2. - It is desirable that a state-wide audio-visual 
program provide for the establishment of county audio-visual .materials 
libraries when feasibleo 
Agalysis .Q!'. ~.=.As stated befrore~ the original state authori-
zation for an audio=visual program in Oklahoma provides for county 
film libraries as well as for regional and local school film libra-
ries. Figure 9 shows the general location and geographical distribu-
tion of the ©oUlllty film libraries in Oklahoma in 19520 
Data in Table 55 show that 82 per cent of the ©ounties have film 
libraries 9 ?5 per @ent of them have filmstrip libraries 9 and 79 per 
©ent of them are cooperative film librarieso Of the ©ounties with 
©ounties without film libraries parti©ipate on a ©ooperative basis 
with filmstripso 
Eighty per ©ent of the @ounties with film libraries also have 
filmstrip libraries~ while 50 per @ent of the ©ounties without film 
TABLE 55 
PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA COUNTIES OWNING FILM AND FILMSTRIP 
LIBRARIES AND/OR PARTICIPATING IN COOPERATIVE FILM LIBRARIES, 
·BY TYPE OF COUNTIES 
Per Cent 
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Participate 
Counties 
With Film Libraries 
Without Film Libraries 
Film 
Librgry 
100 
Filmstrip 
Library 
80 
50 
75 
in County 
Cooperative 
Film Library 
87 
40 
79 
librat"ies own filmstrip libraries~ and 40 per cent of these are 
©ooperative ©©unty filmstrip libraries. 
Evaluative judgmen!• = The establishment of county film libraries 
in Oklahoma is authori~ed by law 9 and the evidence clearly indicates 
that su©h libraries have been established. Hen@e 9 it appears that 
Centralized Distribution 
Criterion llo = It i~ questionable whether or not the centrali= 
zation of distribution intQ one audio=visual ©enter is educationally 
soundo 
!!aluatiwe judgment o = There b: no eviden©e to indi©ate that the 
distribution system Qf the Oklahoma program is ©entralized. On the 
contrB.l"y9 the evid~nce is ©lear that the Oklahoma program is 
decentrally designedo Therefore 9 it appears that this @riterion 
does not apply 9 sin@e it is WQJt an aspe@t of the Oklahoma program& 
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A summary of the evaluative judgments on characteristics relating 
to the Film Distribution Aspect of the Oklahoma audio-visual program 
is shown in Figure 9. 
Figure 9 
EVALUATIVE PROFILE 
OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION ASPECTS 
Criteria 
26. It is essential that the distribution system 
in a statec=Wide audio-visual program facili-
tate the use of audio-visual materials in the 
classroom by making them more accessible ••• 
27. It is essential that the distribution centers 
in a state=wide audio-visual program b.e de-
centralized» so as to make the ..• .a:terfais more 
accessible £or the classr~ ••••••••• 
28. It is essential that tne location of distri-
bution centers in a state-wide audio-visual 
program be determined by the number of school 
units to be served •••••••••••••• 
29 •. It is essential that the location of distri-
bution centers in a state=Wide audio-visual 
program be determined by the transportation 
fa~ilitieso O O O o O e O @ O ~ O O ~ o O O O 
jO. It is essential that the location of distri-
bution centers in a state=wide audio-visual 
program be determined by the number of prints 
and materials available at the center • ~ 
3lo It is essential that the activities 0£ a 
state=Wide audio-visual program include a 
full scope of audio-visual materials 9 in-
cluding radioi> blackboard 9 bulletin board 
displays 9 tape and other :irecording devices 1 
television9 and all types of projected 
materials o o o o o o • 9 o o • o • o o o Q o o 
320 It is desirable that the location of distri-
bution centers in a state=wide audio-visual 
program be determined by the distance the 
school units are from the center •• o •••• 
Evaluation. 
Stron I Weak 
Figure 9 (Continued) 
330 It is desirable that the location of distri-
bution rc:enters in a state =Wide au.dio=visual 
program be determined by the responsibility 
which the teacher edu@ation institutions or 
other prospe~tive centers are willing to 
assume in preparing tearc:hers to use audio-
visual materials at those @enters • o o •• o 
34. It is desirable that in a state=wide audio-
visual program 9 the state and regional 
libraries ~irrc:ulate different types of 
materials su@h as films 9 re@ordingsj 
exlhibitsj) diorama:s 9 and my o·ther materials 
whi@h may not be readily obtainable at the 
lo©al lewel O O Gl O O O o O O o O O O O 4) 0 • 
35. It is desirable that a state-wide audio-
visual program provide for the establishment 
of lo@al s©hool audio=visual materials 
libraries when feasible • o o o o o • o o • o 
360 It is desirable that a state=wide audio-
visual program provide for the establishment 
of rcounty audiodwisual materials libraries 
when feasible o o o • o o o o o o o o o o • o 
370 It is questionable whether or not the cen-
trali~ation of distribution into one audio-
visual center is educationallv soundo o ••• 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
I:ntroou©tion 
The aim of' this @haptell."' isi to re=state the pUE>p@~e and :rewiew 
the methods of the inswestigati©n; t© ~uiDimarize the pif~@~ss used in 
deweloping the ©l"itel"ia t© ewal"lllate the Oklah©ma audi©=Wisual pl_"Qgr'am; 
t© summs.1"ize the ©on@lusi©ns ©if the ~t'Udy, and to make ll."e©ommendations 
for further stud.yo 
Problem and Plll"p©S9 of the Study 
The pr©blem ©f this investigation \Was t© deitermine the str{:ing and 
weak pt0ints ©f the toll©wing aspe@t~ ©f' the Oklahoma audio=wisua.l 
pr©giram: (1) organi~ation and admini~t:.rationi (2) tea@h.er edu©ation, 
(3) dissemination of audio=wisual ir.d'ormation; (4) resear©h and ewalu= 
ation., (5} tax supporti and (6) film dist:1dbuti©no 
The pU!I"poseai of the investigati@:n wei:t'~ g (1) deweLop iG:riteria 
by wbi@h data l°elative tio the Okla.h@ma audio=wisual pl"ogram ©an be 
ewaluated 9 and (2) evaluate selrei©ted aspeCJts rt:»f the Oklahoma µrogram 
in terms of th~se ©l°iteriao 
Th~ pl°esent investigati©n pr@p©a®d to make a ©iontributiein toward 
the need t©rg (1) ©l°ite~ia t© serve ~s a gtldde to oth~rs wh© might 
wish to evaluate oth~r state=wide audio~wisual pr©grams, (2) re©om= 
mendations to the Oklahoma. legislatUE'e with ~ega.rd t© needed @hanges 
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in the Oklah©ma Code with ref'eren©e to the audio=visual progrSJD; and 
(3) re©ommendation!Sl to Oklah©ma s@ho©l leaders in regard.to needed 
" ©hanges in th~ ©rgani~ation and administration of the Oklahoma audio~ 
visual program o 
Meth©d of Investigati@n 
The methods ~ed in this investigation wew the questi©nnaire 
.. ,' . . __ ; 
method1> the apprais& method!! and the inteniew m~thodQ althtmgh the 
latter method 'W-S~ u.~ed ©nly in a limited way o 
The plan ©i' dta@k on threi pl"©b~m @cmsisted ©fi (1) the dewelop= 
ment o:f' ©:riteI"ia sm.tabl~ for t11s® in ewalu.ating the Oklah©ma. audio~ 
WiSUal p:i!:'©gi!,"alll9 atJ.d (2) the ©©ll@©ti©n!J an.aly~iSD aJlQ eval.uati©:O ©f 
these studies ©@ntributed t© the sele©tion of the awdi©=visual 
e:xperien@ed Oklah@ma edu©ators rewealed that the histo:ry @f audio= 
visual a@tiwiti®s in Oklah©ma @@uld be ©lassified into three phases: 
(1) preliminary or pi@neiering phase; (2) initiatoryphasej mid 
(3) developmental phase o The prelimin~ phase began in 1904 aind 
extended to ab©ut 19420 The initiatory pha@e extended f:i!.°oni ab©u:t. 
1943 to 19460 The developmental. ph~s~ ©©Ve:i!.°ed the.p®ri©d fr©m 1947 
to the time of this ~tudy o It w~s thi&ll latter phase with whi@h this 
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Development of Criteria 
The development of ©riteria required the selection of a jury of 
expertso In order to make the sele©tion of members of the jury as 
objective as possible 9 rigid criteria were formulated for this 
purpose o Before a person {(;Jould qualify to se:rve on the jury~ he must 
haveg (1) indicated by ©ontributions to literature 9 his ability to 
think obje©tively, (2) indicated a thorough theoretical knowledge of 
audio=visual education through broad educational experiences; 
(3) indicated a thorough knowledge of the application of the prin-
ciples of organization and administration to an audio=visual program, 
through practical experien©e as an administrator; and (4) had experi-
ences which indicate a knowledge of organizational structures and 
administratiwe practi©es in the several states of the United Stateso 
To facilitate the sele©tion of individual members of the jury, values 
were assigned to a vat"iety of experiences which prospective members 
might have had in conformity with the ©riteriao The total points 
required to qualify as a member of the jury were designed to require 
that ea©h member have had eJ;perien©es broad enough to fulfill the 
requirements of all ©riteriao 
. When these ©riteria were applied to a list of names of forty-
two people thought to be eligible to serve on the juryJ thirty~four, 
or 81 per cent met the requirements of the criteria and were thought 
to be qualified to make the type of judgments necessary for this 
studyo Of this number 9 four disqualified themselvesj leaving a 
total of thirty qualified jucy members. 
Certain ©haracteristics whi©h seemed fairly common to state-
wide audio=visual programs were pre=sele~ted to fa©ilitate the work 
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?f the jury. These were then submitted to the jury for appraisal. 
The jury responses were then computeq into mean scores which- con-
stituted the basis on which the criteria were formulated. Figure 10 
shows the location on the scale of the mean scores of all jury 
responses, indicating the category under which each score fell. 
The re-test method was used to check the reliability of the 
instrument for obtaining reactions of the jury to the audio-visual 
characteristics. Eight members of the jury to which questionnaires 
were originally sent were selected at random and asked to respond to 
the same questionnaire a second time. Seven of these responded a 
second time. The total scores for each item derived from responses 
made by members of the re-test group on each of the tests were then 
correlated~ giving a correlation coefficient of .86. This correla-
tion coefficient was tested by the a; A. Fisher z-function formula, 
which indicated that the true correlation coefficient might be 
expected to occttl" in a confidence-interval of .80 to .90, in 95 
out of every 100 times the instrument was re-administered. 
Method of Evaluation 
Data on the various aspe©ts of the Oklah~ma audio=visual program 
were obtained from four prinieipal sourieieH3& (1) participating public 
schools of the state, (2) ©ounty film libraries; (3) Oklahoma 
Regional Film Libraries; and (4) Oklahoma State Department of Edu-
cationo The data obtained were collated under items corresponding 
to audio=visual characteristi©s which seemed pertinent to each of 
the six major aspects under investigation. 
The evaluation of the various aspects of the Oklahoma audio-
visual program was accomplished by an analysis of the data on each 
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Figure 10 
MEAN SCORES OF THE JURY OF EXPERTS ON PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
OKLAHOMA AUDIO-VISUAL PROGRAM 
~ 
Item numbers ©orrespond to program characteristics listed in 
original questionnaire. 
Item Mean Scores 
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aape@t and its su~=itams 9 in relation t© the criterion determined by 
judgments of a j'Wt'7 ©f e:xpertso 
The evaluatiwe joogme~:ts we.re given in terms rof strengths and 
weaknesses nth©U't :wega.rd ·to the degree of' strength W" weakneSSe 
The judgments were rea«:ihed on the basis of @ne oo.- more of the 
foll~ing @:it"iteriag (1) eswide:a@ie tbat th43 actiwities of. a par~.i,cular 
aspe@t,. ©®lnformed with the @riterion, (2) e't'iden@e of aretivities 
whi@h wre ©@mpatible with the @ritex-ionj and t3) ewidence @f ©~;.;, 
tinuous eff\OJrt t©Wad· a@hiei'fing>the ©bje«'ltiwe of the @riteriion~ . 
. ·. . 
Chapt~l" V @©ntains data ©l!ll the Oklah@ma audico~iaual. Frogram · 
whi@h 'IA!'el'S gathered .by qu.estionna:i:we from the publi© S©how.s 9 
@ount:ies 9 Regional Film Li'loot"airies 9 .and the State Department @:f EaJ-
@ati©n9 and ~ analyais @f the data in relation ~© @M"tai:n @riteriao 
A summary of the finding~ deriwed f!oom this f©llows. 
Criterion!•= All administrative levels 9 in@luding state, 
:regiona.1 9 @ounty9 and. lo@al s@h©ols 9 ©f thE!! state system ©f edu@a-
_tion in Oklahma ait"e in@lu.id.ed. in its, state=wide audio=wisual progl"am~ 
and each of the 9.dmini@tratiwe levels a@@epts the responsibilities 
Criterion~.= Sane liais@n a@tiwities are pr~vided betw~n 
audio=visual agen@ies and @ther departments i~ the. edw,_ation ~s~em 
. . ': ,. . . . ·· ... ~· 
by thf/1 Oklah«>ma audio=visual programo H«.YWwer 9 it appears, that 
•O there are no liaison. a©tiwities bstwen the state audio='!TiSual pr;'©.,;, 
gram and several state educational e,gen@ies nit>t 'Walder the adminis= 
tration of the State Department of E.du@ation. 
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Criterion J. - The Oklahoma audio=visual program provides for an 
advisory councilo However 9 the council does not have representation 
from all administrative levels of the state education systemo 
Criterion~.= All administrative levels of the Oklahoma audio-
visual program participate in, and provide consultative personnel 
for 9 in=service training activities. 
Criterion 2• ~ All administrative levels cooperate in carrying 
on audio=visual a©tiwities in the Oklahoma audio~visual. program. 
Criterion 2· - Local schools of the Oklahoma audio-visual pro-
gram involve classroom tea@hers in the evaluation and selection of 
films for placement in local film librarieso However 9 the Regional 
Film Libraries make only limited use of classroom teachers in the 
evaluation and selection of films for placement in their librarieso 
Criterion 2• = Teacher education institutions play an important 
role in the Oklahoma audio=visual program9 partii:rularly in the dis-
tribution of films and in pre=serwi@e training of teachers. 
Criterion§. - All tea@ber edu@ation institutions of Okla.hl()Illa 
offer audio=visual co'Uit"se work for the pr"e=serwi©e training of 
teachers., 
Criterion 2o = Teacher education instituti~ns of Oklahoma pro-
vide consultative services to lo@al s@hools and counties for in= 
service training activities. 
Criterion !Q. = Teacher education institutions and all other 
administrative levels of the Okla.bro.a audio=visual program cooperate 
in a state=1iride in=service training program on audio""Visual problems. 
Criterion!!•= The dissemination of audio~visual information 
and promotional activities in Oklahoma is systematic and continuous 
at the state levelo 
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Criterion l2o = The dissemination of pertinent audio=visual 
information to local school personnel and lay people is done in the 
Oklahoma audio=visual programo 
Criterion ]10 = There has been an increased use of films in 
Oklahoma since the beginning of the state=wide audio=visual program. 
Criterion ~o = The amount of assistance and promotional direc-
tion given to teacher=student produ©tion of learning aids in the 
Oklahoma audio=visual program appears to be limitedo 
Criterion Jjo ~ All administrative levels of the Oklahoma audio= 
visual program prepare bulletins~ study guides 9 and handbooks for 
use in the audio=visual programo 
Criterion 160 ~ In gensrali resear©h and evaluation of activities 
of the Oklahoma audio=visual program al"e carried ono 
Criterion l7o = Self~valuation of audio=visual activities is 
©arried on by all administrative levels of the Oklahoma audio=visual 
programo 
Criterion l8o - The en©ou;["agement of major and minor research 
projects at all administrative levels of the Oklahoma audio=visual 
program is limitedo 
Criterion J,.2. - State tax support is provided for audio=visual 
materials at the state and local administrative levels in Oklahomao 
Criterion 200 = Local s©hools and ©aunties parti©ipate in the 
Oklahoma audio=visual program by providing money from local budgets 
and professional personnelo 
Criterion 2lo = State tax support in the form of subsidy for 
the initial capital outlay of films is provided in the Oklahoma 
audio=visual programo 
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Criteri~n 3ao = There has been a rapid growth of film libraries 
in Oklahoma since the beginning of the state=wide audio-visual 
programo 
Criterion ~o - Financial support on a matching basis is pro~ 
vided in the Oklahoma audio=visu.al program f'or the purchase of audio-
visual materialso 
Criteri©n ~o - There is a lack of financial support for the 
rental of audio=visual materials in the Oklah©ma audio=visual pro-
g:ramo 
Crit~rion ~o = The Oklah©ma audio=visual pr©gram makes no pro-
vision for chalr'ging fees sufficient to amorti~e the cost of films 
furnished by the Regional Film Lfbrarieso 
Criterion 260 - The distribution system of the Oklahoma audio-
visual pr©gram is designed to make audio=visual materials more 
a@cessible to the classro©ms of the state and to facilitate their 
useo 
Criterion 270 - Films appear to be more a@cessible to the 
©lassrooms of Oklahoma through a decentralized distribution systemo 
Qriteri©n 280 = The number of school units to be served was not 
a factor in determining the location of distribution centers in the 
Oklahoma audio=visual programo 
Criterion ~o = No consideration was given to transportation 
facilities as a factor in determining the location of distribution 
centers in the Oklahoma audio=visual programo 
Criterion ~Qo = By implication 9 consideration was given to the 
number of film prints available at a center as a factor in deter-
mining the location of distribution centers in the Oklahoma 
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audio=visu.al programo However~ there are no available data to indi-
cate that this was actually used as a factor in the location of the 
centers. 
Criterion 21:o - A variety of audio=visual materials are pro-
vided in the Oklahoma audio-visual program. 
Criterion ~o = No consideration was given to the distance 
school units were from the distribution centers as a factor in 
determining the location of such centers in the Oklahoma audio-
visual programo 
Criterion .2,20 - The teacher education institutions of Oklahoma 
assume the responsibility of pl"eparing teachers in the use of audio= 
visual materialso 
Criterion ~o - The Regional Film Libraries of Oklahoma provide 
a variety of audio=visual materials for use in classrooms on their 
campuseso 
Criterion .l2o =Local school audio=visual materials libraries 
are operating as a part of the Oklahoma audio=visual program. 
Criterion ~o = County audio=visual materials libraries are 
operating as a part of the Oklah@ma audio=visua.l programo 
C@n©omitant Findings 
Although not du>e©tly related to the purposes of this study, · 
several additional findings are of interesto The technique «!)f this 
study may be useful to social s~ientists who wish to obtain similar 
data. 
lo Schools with film libraries give more <Gooperation in audio-
visual matters to community groups than do those without film 
librarieso 
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2. Schools with film libraries a:re more inrolined to seek con-
sultative help from outside sources than do those without film 
libraries. 
3. The smaller the s©hools in terms of the number of teachers, 
the less they are in@lined to utilize consultative help. 
4. About one=half of the srohools and more than three-fourths 
of the roounties used consultative services during the period 1947-52. 
;. There is very little differen@e in the number of teachers 
having had audio=visual ©out'se work among schools with film libra-
ries and those without film libraries. 
6. Film use on the roiollege campuses increased about nine times 
during the period 1947=539 and in©reased about four times in off-
campus use during this period. 
7. Schools with film libI'aries make greater use of printed 
media in disseminating audio=visual information to teachers than do 
those .without film librsrieso 
8. Loci al schools make greater use of teacher-student produ@tion 
of audio-visual materials than do @ounties .. 
9. Counties without film libraries have a greater percentage 
of schools making handmade slides than do those with film libraries. 
The same thing is true with I'egard to @harts~ gx-aphs, and study 
prints. 
10. S©hools with the largest number @f tea@hers make greater 
use of newsletters~ office bulletins~ study guides, and handbooks 
for the dissemination of audio=visual information than do the smaller 
schools. 
lie Counties without film libraries use handbooks more than do 
those with film libraries. 
12. There is a general use of catalogs listing available audio-
visual materials among schools and counties with film libraries. 
1}. Counties with film libraries use bulletins, study guides, 
and handbooks as information media less than do counties without 
film libraries. 
14. Smaller schools make less use of the various printed media 
for disseminating audio-visual information than do the larger 
schools. 
15. Larger schools have a greater percentage of teachers who 
have done a major study in the audio-visual field than do the 
smaller schools. 
16. More teachers in counties with film libraries have com-
pleted a thesis in the audio-visual field than have teachers in 
local schools with film libraries. 
17. Counties with film libraries have more self-evaluation 
activities in each of the various methods of self-evaluation than 
do those without film libraries. 
18. More of the larger schools take advantage of state subsidy 
than do the smaller schools. 
19. Local school and county administrators favor state subs i dy 
on a ma~ching basis. 
Conclusions 
On the basis of the evaluation of data obtained in this study 
relative to Oklahoma audio-visual activities, together with the criter .:a 
developed through a jury of experts, the following is a sunnna.ry of t he 
conclusions revealed in Chapter v. 
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1. Through the use of a nation-wide jury of experts the criteria 
developed for use in this study are reason~bly adequate for evalu-
ating the Oklahoma audio-visual programJ) and could be useful as a 
guide in evaluating other state--wide audio~visual programs. 
2o Within the limitations of·this study, the conclusions 
revealed in Chapter V constitute the strong and weak points of the 
Oklahoma audio-visua;L programo Of the thirty-seven audio-visual 
characteristics evaluatedj twenty-three are strongJ) nine are weak, 
four are neither weak nor strong 9 and one does not apply o The sub-
sidiary conclusions regarding the six major aspects of this study 
a. Of the six characteristics pertaining to the organization 
and administration aspect of the Oklahoma audio-visual 
program$ three are strong 9 one is weak~ and two are neither 
weak nor strongo The characteristics relating to Criterion 
1, 4i and 5 are strong 9 the one relating to Criterion 2 is 
weak9 and those relating to Criterion 3 and 6 are neither 
weak nor strong. 
b. All of the characteristics pertaining to the teacher edu-
cation aspect of the Oklahoma audio-visual program are 
strong. The characteristics relate to Criterion 7, 8, 9, 
and 10. 
Co Of the five ©haracteristics pertaining to the dissemination 
of audio=visual information aspect of the Oklahoma audio-
visual program9 three are strong9 one is weak 9 and one is 
neither str©ng nor weako The ©haracteristics relating to 
Criterion 11 9 lJ, and 15 are strong, the one relating to 
Criterion 12 is weak, and the one relating to Criterion 14 
is neither strong nor weako 
d. Of the three characteristics pertaining to the research and 
evaluation aspect of the Oklahoma audio-visual program 9 one 
is strong and two are weak. The icharaieteristic relating to 
Criterion 16 is strong and th©se relating to Criterion 17 
and 18 are weak. 
e .. Of the seven cbaracteristi~s pertaining to the state tax 
S!Upport aspect of the Oklahoma audio-visual program, five 
are strong and two are weako The characteristics relating 
to Criterion 19 9 20, 21, 22~ and 23 8.l"e strong and those 
relating to Criterion 24 and 25 are weako 
---- ···_ .. :.,,~: .. -. ··."~.:_-. 
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:f e Of the eleven characrteristics pertaining to the film distri-
buti©in aspect of the OklahlOllla audio-visual program, seven 
are strong 9 three are weak 9 one is neither weak nor strong, 
and one does not · apply o The characteristics relating to 
Criterion 26 9 27 9 31 9 33 9 .34 9 35,ll and 36 are strong; those 
relating to Criterion 28, 29, and 32 are weak; the one 
relating to Criterion 30 is neither weak nor strong and the 
one relating to Criterion 37 does not apply. 
3. The clOl'Tection of the deficiencies in the weak aspects of 
the Oklahoma audio=visu.al program would greatly facilitate the 
administrative effectiveness of the program. 
Re@ommendations 
On the basi~ of this study 9 the following re@ommendationsa.re 
believed to be defensibleo 
1 o That the Legislature or some other appropriate authority 
provide for the utilization of the State Film Depository and Regional 
Film Libraries for the produ@tion and distribution of films for all 
state agen©ies engaged in educational endeavorso Examples of siome 
of these agen@ies Q"E'll8 Agriculture Extension 9 Voieiational Education, 
State Health Department» State Planning and Resources Department, 
State Game and Fish Department, and Mental Hospitals. 
2o That the State Department of Education and the Regional Film 
Libraries 9 in @ooperation with @ounties and local schools 9 study the 
problem of the kinds of information about audio~visual materials that 
are needed by tea@hers and lay people for more effective use of 
materials 9 and give assistance in the dissemination of such informa-
tion. 
3o That local schools and counties provide for adequate 
coordination of audio=visual activities within their schools by 
appointing qualified coordinators on a pa.rt=of=teaching-load basiso 
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Js .. , That local sichools and counties provide for periodi© self-
evaluation of their audio-visual activities on a definitely planned 
basiso 
5. That instructors of audio=visual courses encourage teachers 
and administrators to do researich in the audio-visual field, and that 
school administrators encourage teachers to do local internal studies 
on problems relating to the audio-visual fieldo 
6 o That state appropriations for audio=visual pU?"poses permit 
the use of suth funds for film rentals. 
7o That the Legislature or some other appropriate authority 
require that all distribution centers 9 other than local schools and 
counties 9 tharge fees sufficient to amortize the original cost of 
films in addition to the handling CQStSo 
80 That membership on the presently constituted Film Advisory 
Council be extended to include at least one representative from ea@h 
of ,he following:i the State School Administrators Association~ the 
State County Superintendents Association, the State Secondary 
Principals. Association 9 and the State Elementary Principals Associ-
ation a 
Recommendations f Ol" Further Study·· 
lo The instrmnent used to determine the @riteria for this 
study may not be pre@ise enough to distinguish minute differences in 
@haracteristics of an audio=visual program 9 even though it is be-
lieved to be adequate for this study. It is believed that further 
study might develop a more refined and precise instrument whi@h 
would be generally usefule A study of this possibility might show, 
for example 9 that several audio=visual chara@teristics are reommon 
to all state=Wide audio=visual programs 9 and that others could be 
grouped in terms of specified situations. 
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2a This study indicates that tax support in the form of subsidy 
is necessary during the early stages of a state=wide audio-visual 
program. A more intensive investigation of this asp~~t might 
determine the length of time for which state subsidy should be pro-
vided or that it should be established on a permanent basis. 
3o One of the findings from data in Chapter V is that audio= 
visual ©ourses are offered by all teacher education institutions for 
pre=serwi©e tea@hers. A further study of.this phase might 9 for 
example 9 reveal the kinds o.f edu©ational experiences required to 
develop adequate audio=visual co~peten@ies for pre=servioe teachers 
not provided in @urrent orf,rings. 
4. As indicated i:n Chapter l~ the scope of this study does not 
inelude miy aspects of effe~tive use of audio=visual materialso The 
analysis of data on many of the audio=visu.al eharaeiteristics reveals 
that organization and administrative provisions are available to make 
effe©tive utilization of audio=visual materials possiblea From ob-
servations made during the investigati(!)n it seems that a thorough 
study of the pr«:»blem of effe©tive utilizati©n of audi<Ol=visual 
materials is most urgently needed. 
5. As shown by the data in Chapter V, a large number of county 
film libraries have been established in Oklahomaa In relation to the 
organizational aspe@t this appears strong. It does not necessarily 
follow 9 however~ that these are strong components of the Oklahoma 
program. From obserwations made during the course of this investi-
gation9 it appears that a .further study of this aspect might reveal 
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that ic;ounty film libraries 9 as they are presently stru©tured j at'e 
actually a weak link in the program a A thorough study might reveal 
that a combination co:f ©©unties on a ©o©perative basis would be more 
desirable because of size and finanl(;Jial limitations, or it might 
determine a more suitable administrative arrangemento 
6 o Some other areas in whi1&:Jh further ~tudy is re©ownended a.?'6 z 
(1) the size of film libraries in terms ©Jf :film titles and number of · 
prints in relation. to the number of cilassroom units to be saned; 
{2) the feasibility of' Regional Film Librari.es distributing materials 
other than films 9 su©h as ©harts 9 model:&, exhibits 0 dioramas~ and 
. . 
This study attempwd:t© determine the strong a:g.d weak points of 
the Oklah©ma ati.dio=visual programo 
Through the usie ir:»f the questi(Q)nnai1"e 9 appraisal 9 and interview 
method~ of i:nv6stigati©:in 9 ©l1."iteria "lr,l'el"e deswelo;ped, data ware ©olle©~ 
ted 9 and ewaluati©lns were made o:f thirty=iseven ©hara©teri$ti©s of 
'<I' 
thirty=sewen ©hara©terbrti©~ ewaluated 9 twenty=threei ·we~ strong, 
applyo 
It is con©luded .from the ~tudy that 9 through the u@~ of a nation= 
wide jury ©f e;x,perts 9 it is possible t©J devel©p reasonably adequat~ 
criteria for the eval:uation of the Okl!M@ma a:udio=vieual progl1."am; 
that su©h criteria might _be useful as a guide in evaluating other 
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state=wide audio=visual programs; and that the l(')Orre©tion of defi-
l('Jiencies in the weak aspe©ts of the Oklahoma program would facilitate 
the administrative effel('Jtiveness of the program o 
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The statements below are possible characteristics of selected aspects 
of the organization and administration of a state-wide audio-visual programo 
Your estimate of each chara~teristic, with respect to its importance to 
a state-wide audio=visual program9 should be in terms of its application to a 
general or theoretical situation without regard to exceptional conditionso · 
Directionsi Please check (x) your estimate of importance of each item 
in the appropri.ate ieiolumn at the right. The key to the 
degree of importance is as followsg 
1. Essential==Important to the highest degree. 
2. Desirable==Worthy9 but not of highest importance. 
3. Unimportant==Neutralj not importanto 
4. Questionable==Not sure 9 some doubt about practice. 
5. Undesirable==0bjectionable 9 not good. 
lo The organization and administration of a state-
wide audio=visual program should include all 
administrative levels of the state system of 
educationo O O O O O O O O O O O 0: 0 0 0 G 0 
a. The organization should involve four admin= 
istrative levels==state 9 regional, county 9 
and localo O O O O O O O O O Q • o O e 
b. The organization should provide for an 
advisory council composed of the head 9 or 
his representative~ from each of four 
administrative levels==state, regional 9 
county 9 and lo©al school 9 and other appro= 
priate training agencies •• o o o o o ••• 
Co The organization should provide for liaison 
activities between audio=visual agencies and 
other departments in the state educational 
sys t emo O O O O O O O O O O O O tl O • 11D O O 
do The organization should provide for consult-
ative help in in=service training at all 
administrative levels and particularly in 
the selection and training of audio-visual 
personnel at the local level. o ••• o • 
Q 0 
0 0 
1 2. 3 4· 5 
-
-
! 
i 
; 
l 
APPENDIX A= CONTINUED 
eo A state-wide audio=visual program should be a 
cooperative endeavor involving close integra= 
tion of all audi~=visual activities of each 
of four administrative levels--state 9 regional 9 
countyj and local schoolo O O O O O O O O O o 0 
fo A state-wide audio=visual program should pro-
vide for the involvement of classroom teachers 
in the evaluation and selection of materials to 
be placed in film librarieso o ••••• o • o o 
go Others 
2e The teacher education institutions of a state should 
be an integral part of a state=wide audio=visual 
programo O O O O O O O O O o O O o O O O O O O o O 0 
ao All institutions of higher learning offering 
teacher education should make the study of 
audio=visual materials a part of their 
curriculum pre=•service training o o o o • o • • o 
b. Teacher education institutions and all adminis= 
trative units==state 9 regional 9 county 9 and 
local school==should cooperate in a state-wide 
program of in=service training in audio-visual 
materialso O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O o 
c. Teacher education institutions should assume 
some responsibility of providing consultative 
and leadership personnel for in=service study 
of audio=visual problem.so o •• o ••• o • o • 
d. Others 
3e The dissemination of pertinent information and pro= 
motional activities are essential in a state=wide 
audio=visual programo o o o o • o • o • o o o • o • 
ao A state=wide audi.o-visual program should pro= 
vide for the dissemination of pertinent in= 
formation about audio=visual materials to 
school personnel as well as to the lay people •• 
bo Preparation of bulletins 9 study guides 9 hand= 
books 9 etGe 9 should be provided for in an effec= 
tive state=wide audio=visual program •• o o • o 
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APPENDIX A= CONTINUED 
Co A state=wide audio-visual program should give 
assistance and promotional direction in 
teacher-production9 and student=production 
of learning aidso O O O O O Q O O Q O O O O G 0 
The activities of a state=wide audio=visual 
program should stimulate a greater use of 
appropriate audio=visual materials ••••• • 0 
e o Others ~-=~----=,~----~~----
4o Research and evaluation should be carried on in a 
state=wide audio=visual program ••••••••• o • 
ao Major and minor research projects should be en= 
couraged a't all administrative levels. • • • •• 
bo A state=wide audio=visual program should pro-
vide for periodic self=evaluation activities 
at each administrative level ••••••••• o 
Co Others ~~---,~~-----------
5. A state=wide audio=visual program should relf;leive 
tax support at the state and local levels 9 as do 
instructional programs 9 libraries 9 and other vital 
school serviceso O O O O O O O O O O O O O O o O O 0 
ao Rapid film library growth on a state=wide basis 
depends upon state tax support in the form of 
subsidy o o o o o o o o o o a a o o o o o o a o a 
b. The initial capital outlay for films on a state= 
wide. basis makes subsidization almost mandatory, 
especially in the early stages of development 9 
if the program is to have stability and perma-
nence •••• o •• o • 0000000000000 
Co Financial support of a state=wide audio=visual 
program should be on a matching basis such as 
50=50 or some other percentage divisiono •••• 
do Financial support of a state=wide audio=visual 
program should be for two purposesg 
( l) The purchase and/ or rent of audio=vis.ual 
materials for state and regional libraries. 
(2) The purchase and/or rent of audio=visual 
materials for the county and local schools. 
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APPENDIX A= CONTINUED 
eo Local participation with money, and professional 
help 9 should enhance the chance of a state=wide 
audio=visual program surviving and prosperingo • 
f. The local s©hool should pay~ through rental fees 
the amortization and handling cost~ for all films 
obtained from state and regional librarieso (If 
the state is committed to a program of free films 
on the same basis as free textbooksj this would 
not apply.) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 
g. Others 
60 The distribution system in a state=wide audio=visual 
program should facilitate the use of audio=visual 
materials in the classroom by making them more 
accessible. oooooi.,o~oo•oooQo•ooo 
a. 
c. 
The centralization of distribution into one audio-
visual center so as to provide the greatest flex-
ibility of film print use is educationally sound. 
The decentralization of distribution centers in 
a state=wide audio=visual program so as to make 
the materials 100re accessible for the classrooms, 
is educationally sou.ndo O O O O • 0 o O O O • o 
The location of distribution centers 
wide audio~,visual program 9 should be 
in a state-
determined 
by~ (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Number of school units to be served. 
The di.stance these uni ts are from the 
center. o o o o o (I o o o o o o o o I';) 
Q • 
0 Q 
Transportation facilities. o • o ••• o 
Number of prints and materials available 
at riJent,er. {l "' o q o (I o o o o o o a o o 
(5) The responsibility which the teacher edu-
cation institutions or other prospective 
centers~ are willing to assume in pre= 
paring teachers to use audio=visual 
materials at these centers •••• , ••• 
d. In a state=wide audio-visual program~ the state 
and regional libraries should circulate di.fferent 
types of materials such as films~ recordings 9 
exhibits 9 dioramas 9 and any other materials which 
may not be readily obtainable at the local level. 
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APPENDIX A= CONTINUED 
eo A state=wide aud.io=visual program should 
provide for the establishment of local 
school audio=visual materials libraries 
when feasibleo O O O O O O O O O O O O 0 0 9 0 0 
fo A state=wide audio=visual program should 
provide for the establishment of county 
audio=visual materials libraries when 
feasible. These may be cooperative in 
nature involving only those schools wishing 
to participatee O O O O o o O O O O O O O 0 
The activities of a state=wide audio=visual 
program should not be restricted to the use 
of motion pictures in education. A full 
scope of audic=visual materials should be 
utilized by schools~ including radio~ black= 
board~ bulletin board displays~ tape and 
other recording devices 9 and television. 0 0 
1 
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Name of person making appraisal ~,=~~"=~-==~-~==-=~ 
Would you like to receive a copy of the summary of reactions to this 
questionnaire? Yes No 
Dr. James 
San Jose State College 
San Jose 14 9 California 
Dea:r 
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APPENDIX B 
December 17 9 1953 
An evaluative study of the audio=visual program in Oklahoma is 
being made. Such a study will require the development of certain 
criteria. 
Be©ause of your education background and experience~ you have been 
sele©ted to serve as a member of a jury to judge the importance of 
selected program ~haracteristi~s. 
Certain characteristfos have been identified for your reactions~ 
thus holding to a mini.mum the time required of you. The questionnaire 
can be completed in less than twenty minutes. In order to further 
tonserve time the questionnaire is enclosed,, 
Your careful consideration of each item and your estimate of 
importance will make a valuable contribution to the study. 
Your cooperation will certainly be appreciated. 
WRF/mgr 
Yours truly 9 
W.R. Fulton 9 Director 
Educational Materials 
Services Department 
APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
ON 
AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION 
March 9 1954 
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The information requested in this questionnaire is ess~ntial to an evaluative 
study that is being made of Oklahoma 0s Audio-Visual Program. 
What is the status of audio=visual education in your school with respect to 
film library 9 audio=visual staff 9 in=service training 9 audio~visual revenue 
sourcesl> and other audio=visual activities? That is what we would like for 
you to tell us in this questionnaireo 
It is easy. In most instances you merely place an 11x 11 on the line to the 
right of the question which more nearly represents the practice in your school. 
Please complete as soon as possible and return to W.R. Fulton 9 University 
of Oklahoma 9 Norman 9 Oklahoma. 
Example& Does your school have a book library? ••••••• 
If yes 9 how many book does it contain? __2.QQ___ 
Yes 
X 
-------------cz::ic.=--..::gi.:s:,~~~'lli::lr=Jt.:Dc=:)r=c=.,i=,c:z.:ic::;:it::1Q:Jr=:ii.=ic:z:i,c=::,,=i::,=t.i;:,~c=c:u:::1coc:sa.,c=~aaCDcaac.c=iamc::cimu--C1111-c.. l~----i:::at-
l. Does your school have a 16mm film library? •••••• • • If yes 9 how many films does it contain? __ _ 
2. Does your school have a filmstrip library? •••••• • • 
If yes 9 how many filmstrips does it contain? ----
3. Does your school participate in a county cooperative 
film library? o • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
If yes~ do you participate byg 
a. Depositing films in the county library? ••••• 
b. Contributing money to the library on some 
pro rata basis? ••••••••••••••••• 
c. Doing both of above practices? ••••••••• 
4. Does your school permit community organizations to use: 
a. School owned films? • • • • • • • • • • ••••• 
b. School owned projection equipment.? • • • • • • • 
If yes~ do you require them to use approved~ 
(1) Teaehers to operate the projection 
equipment? • • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • 
(2) Students to operate the projection 
equipment? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Does your school assist program chairmen of community 
organizations in selecting films for their use? ••• 0 • 
6. Do your teachers participate in the selection of films. 
and filmstrips that are placed in the film library? ••• 
If no 9 who makes the selection?_. _________ _ 
---
-
--
-
-
No 
1--~---c.= 
7. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
APPENDIX C = CONTINUED 
Does your school have an audio-visual coordinator? (One 
person with the responsibility of coordinating all audio-
visual activities of the school systemo) • • • •• 
If yes~ how much time is alloted for this assignment? 
a. Full time? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
b. Half time? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
c. Less than half time? o ••••• o •••••• 
0 0 
d. An additional assignment? ••••••••••••• 
Does your school have an audio=visual coordinator in each 
building? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O G O O O O O O O O O O Q O Go O O 0 
If yesp how nru.ch time is allotted for this assignment? 
a. Full time? • • • • • • • • • • • • . • 0 
b. Half time? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Co Less than half time? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 o 
d. An additional assignment? • • • • • • • • • 
Has an audio=visual consultant from the State Department of 
Public Instruction given assistance to your school during 
the last five years? • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••• 
Has an audio-visual consultant from one of the colleges or 
universities given assistance to your school during the 
last five years?. • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••• 
Does your school attempt to evaluate its audio=visual 
program periodically? • • • • • •••••• 
If yes 9 what types of items are considered in the 
evaluations? 
0 e O 0 
a. Faculty dis~ussion or equipment inventory'r •• o • 
bo Faculty discussion of materials inventory? •• o • 
c. Faculty discussion of utilization practices? o •• 
d. Committee study and reports to faculty? •••••• 
e. Audio=visual ~oordinators 0 annual reports? •••• 
f. Finances for audio=visual materials? • o •• o •• 
g. Others~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-m~~~~~ 
Do you think the state should provide financial subsidy for 
the purchase of audio=visual materials? o o •••• o o • o 
If yes 9 should the funds be alloted? 
a. On a mat~hing basis? •••••••• 
b. On an outright grant basis? o •••••• 
In your opinion what is the principal value of matching 
funds for the purchase of audio=visual materials as has 
been done prior to this year? 
o 0 
a. Encourages schools to purchase materials that they 
otherwise would not purchaseo ••••••••••• 
b. Is essential to the development of a local school 
audio=visual program. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 
Co Others?~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~ 
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APPENDIX C = CONTINUED 
Does your school issue audio=visual information to 
teachers throughg 
ao Newsletter o o • o • o 9 o o o o o O 0 
184 
Yes No 
bo Office Bulletin o a o o o o a o o o o o o o o o o o 
c. Study Guides a o o o • 
do Handbooks o a a o o 0 o o a a o o " e 
ea Others~~~~~~~· 
Do your teachers produce simple instructional materials? 
a. Handmade slides o o o o a • o o o o 
b o Filmstrips o o • o 
Co Charts and graphs 
d. Mounted pictures o o o o o 
e. Models o o 
fo Puppets • o o o •. 
go Others ----~--------~· 
-
o O 0 
-· 
What audio=visual in=service activities have your teachers participated 
in during the last five yearsg (Check items in appropriate columns below.) 
Less·than One More than 'Part of regular 
_Q!llL@L, day one daz in=service :12lan 
Exampleg National Conference X 
= = = = ~ = = = = = = 
-
= = -
-
= = = = = ce, 
a. State conferences 
b. County conferences 0 
-
Co Regional conferences 
d. State workshops 0 0 0 0 
-
e. Local workshops 0 0 0 0 
---fo Local group study 0 0 0 
-
17. How many teachers in your school have had course work for credit in audio= 
visual edul(.",ation? (Pla©e the number to the right of appropriate item.) 
18. 
a. One course o o o o o o 0 0 0 0--~ 
b. Two courses: • o o o •• 0 0 0 
c. Three courses or more 0 0 0 
How many of your s~hool personnel have engaged in audio=visual research? 
(Place number on line to right of items applying to your school personnel.) 
a. Thesis or dissertation •• o o o o 
b. Major study ••• o o o o o • 0 0 
c. Seminar paper • o • o • • • o o o • o ___ _ 
d. Survey to study local problems 0 0 
e. Other 
From what source libraries does your school obtain films other than those 
owned locally? (Check 11 x11 on the lines to the right of the sources 
applying to your schoolo) 
a. University of Oklahoma o o o~ fo East Central State Collegeo ____ 
b. Oklahoma A & M College o • ·~- g. Northeastern State College.~ 
c. Southwestern State College ·~- h. Southeastern State College.~ 
do Northwestern State College • __ L Panhandle A & M College •• _ 
e. Central State College ·~ j. Others~~~~--~--~~~~ 
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20. What were the revenue sources for the purchase or audio-visual equipment 
and materials for your school for each of the years indicated below? 
(Check 11x" in the columns to the right of items applying to your school. 
If revenue was from more than one source in any year, check each source. 
Also check each year that it applied.) 
Revenue Source 1222 l22Q 124§ lli2 
a. Regular budget from tax funds 0 0 
b. Activity fund. 0 0 . 0 0 
-
Co Fees from students 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
d. Gifts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . 0 
e. Special projects 
(Carnival, etc.) • . 0 0 0 0 0 
r. State matching funds 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Name of person reporting~~~~~----~--~~-~~~·~~~----~~----~-
School 
Mr. Claude ----
Muskogee Public Schools 
Muskogee 9 Oklahoma 
Dear---· 
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APPENDIX D 
February 249 1954 
You are aware of the outstanding Audio=Visual Program in Oklahoma--
one that has received national attentiono It has been the cooperative 
contributions of school people like you that have made possible such a 
programo 
After six years of operation it seems important that an evaluative 
study of the prog~am be undertakeno How successful has the program 
been? Should the state :further subsidize the program? What changes 9 
if any 9 should be made in the program? 
The answers to these and other questions require certain informa= 
tion that only you can give. 
Therefore 9 will you please fill out the enclosed questionnaire and 
return it immediatelyo Your responses will make a distinct contribution 
to the studyo It will not be complete without themo 
Your prompt attention to this will be greatly appreciated. 
WRF/mgr 
Sincerely yours 9 
Wo R. Fulton 9 Director 
Educational Materials 
Services Department 
APPENDIX E 
SENATE BILL NOo 121 
AN ACT RELATING TO AUDIO=VISUAL EDUCATION; 
PROVIDING FOR A PROGRAM THEREOF AND FOR ITS 
ADMINISTRATION; ESTABLISHING DIVISION OF 
AUDIO=VISUA.L EDUCATION OF THE STATE DEPART= 
MENT OF EDUCATION; PROVIDING FOR A STATE 
COORDINATOR OF AUDIO=VISUAL EDUCATION AND 
PRESCRIBING HIS POWERS 9 DUTIES AND FUNCTIONS, 
PROVIDING FOR A STATE DEPOSITORY FOR MOTION 
PICTURE FILMS)) AND REGIONAL AND LOCAL FILM 
LIBRARIES, MAKING AN APPROPRIATION TO CARRY 
OUT PROVISIONS OF ACT~ AND DECLARING AN 
EMERGENCYo 
BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMAg 
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BY: WHEELER 
SECTION lo The State Board of Education shall formulate a program 
of Audio=Visual Education for the public schools of the State. Such 
program shall be administered by a State Coordinator of Audio=Visual 
Education 9 hereinafter referred to as the State Coordinator 9 who shall 
be head of a division of the State Department of Public Instruction to 
be known as the Division of Audio=Visual Education 9 which is hereby es-
tablishedo The State Coordinat@r shall be appointed by the State Super= 
intendant of Public Instruction and approved by the State Board of 
Education 9 and shall serve during the pleasure of the State Superinten= 
dent of Public Instruction and the State Board of Education; and his 
duties and compensation shall be fixed by the State Board or Education 
upon recommendation of the State Superintendento 
SECTION 2o The State Coordinator shall select or cause to be 
selected motion picture films appropriate to the curriculum or the public 
schools of Oklahoma 9 and shall establish and maintain a State depository 
at the University of Oklahoma where all such films shall be kept for 
assignment to regional libraries. Certain special films may be desig= 
:nated by the State Coordinator to be circulated from the State Depository 
to various schools. 
SECTION 3. The State Coordinator shall establish and maintain 
regional film libraries in cooperation with Oklahoma A. and M. College at 
Stillwater 9 Central State College at Edmond9 East Central State College at 
Ada 9 Southwestern Institute of Technology at Weatherford1 Southeastern 
State College at Durant 9 Northwestern State College at Alva 9 and North= 
eastern State College at Tahlequah. It shall be the responsibility of 
such regional libraries to receive 9 maintain, keep a record of 9 and 
circulate all films received from the State Depository and to return such 
films to the State Depository when there is no longer a need therefor in 
any of the schools served by the regional library or when directed to do 
so by the State Coordinator; to furnish films to County Superintendents 
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of Public Instruction and governing boards of school districts upon 
written requests thereforeo 
SECTION 4o Any county or school district may establish and maintain 
a local film library and shall have authority to expend local funds for 
such purposeo Provided 9 such local funds may be equally matched by funds 
appropriated to carry out the provisions of this Act in an amount not to 
exceed One Thousand ($1~000000) Dollars to any one county or school dis= 
tricto 
SECTION 5o There is hereby appropriated out of any monies in the 
Emergency Appropriation Fund in the State Treasury 9 not otherwise appro= 
priated 9 the sum of One Hundred Twenty-five Thousand ($125 9 000000) Dollars 
for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Acto Said appro= 
priation shall be non=fiscal and may be contracted and expended at any 
time within two and one=half' (2 1/2) years after the passage of this Acto 
SECTION 6. The State Board of Education shall 9 upon recommendation 
of the State Coordinator 9 adopt and enforce such rules and regulations as 
may be necessary to make this Act effe©tive and to carry out its provisionso 
SECTION 7o It being immediately necessary for the preservation of 
the public pea©e~ health and safety 9 an emergency is hereby declared to 
exist~ by reason where©f this Act shall take effect and be in full force 
from and after its passage and approvalo 
----
Regional 
Libraries 
Tilt:& 56 
NUMBER 01 J'ILMS AND NUMBER 01 J'ILM BOOKINGS REPORTED ·:BY 
OKLAHOMA REGIONAL JILM LI:BRARIES FOR YEARS, 
1947-1953 
J_J!Q_t._ LBk:gs.•J No 
University of 
29,00012,511 I 26,364 Oklahoma 1,199 9,121 1,395 14,287 1,830 20,320 2,132 24,883 2,492 25,000 2,398 
Oklahoma A & M 
College 355 1,525 505 2,226 619 3,852 850 5,000 1,402 ll,636 1,366 10,928 1,5'.!-l 112,020 
Panhandle A & M 
College 
- - - - - -
48 54 103 169 126 417 143 206 
Northwestern 
State College 45 15 106 .SJO 159 456 207 307 211 .500 JJO 1,900 364 1,800 
Southwestern 
State College 15 635 175 775 180 873 280 2,000 383 2,000 444 2,400 539 3,.500 
Central State 
College 
- -
115 225 121 996 181 1,137 231 1,477 274 2,418 407 J,114 
East Central 
State College 170 925 250 1,625 263 1,848 311 2,982 483 2,514 540 4,945 629 I 3, 735 
Mortheastern 
State College 50 250 150 970 155 975 200 2,100 260 2,625 340 2,464 360 I 2,200 Southeastern 
State College _6_o_ __ _5_0Q 175 1.200 350 2,170 389 2,808 _ 4_54 3,000 463 4,000 soo 5.798 
TOTAL l 
Source: ~estionnaire with face to face contact. 
*Records vere inadequate to determine the exact number of bookings except of the University 
of Oklahoma and Oklahoma Agriculture and Mechanical College. Other totals are estimates 
arrived at through personal consultation with current and former staff people at each 
institution. 
I-' 
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\0 
Regional 
_...l!_i brari~ 
University of 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma A & M 
College 
Panhandle A & M 
College 
Northwestern 
State College 
Southwestern 
State College 
Central State 
College 
Ea.et Central 
State College 
Northeastern 
State Colle,e 
Southeastern 
State College 
TOTAL 
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NUMBER or FILM BOOKINGS REPORTED FOR ON-CAMl'USlAND Ol!T-C.AMPUS 
USE BY OKLAHOMA REGIONAL :1ILM LIBRARIES 
1947-1953 
Number Film Bookings 
- 2-:S.J. __ _ 
I Off 
1,0001 8,124 I 2,400 112,28713,280I17,05015,790119,09317,382117,61818,660 116,09918,057118,943 
1251 800 I 1,000 I 1,22611,400 2,452 1,600 3,400 2,327 9,309 2,185 8,743 2,404 9,616 
50 
llO 
2.50 
150 
20 
25 
525 
675 
100 
480 
JOO 
125 
200 
649 
400 
2301 200 
650 150 
25 500 
976 926 
570 400 
256 
42 
166 
12 
141 
72 
410 
97 
64o 
187 
285 
2)0 
543 
130 
947 
76 
599 
7231 500 I 1,5001 750 I 1,75011,000 I 1,99811,282 I 2,32s 
4961 674 563 I 610 8671 833 I 1,585 I 1,494 I 1,620 
92211,311 I 1,61111,116 I 1,39811,538 I 2,00911,742 I 1,946 • 
57511,374 72611,569 I 1,05611,416 I 1,048 56a I 1,632 
75 I 1.1251 310 I 1,8601 350 I 2,4581 902 I 2.4261 633 L-3~1441 2.172 I 3,426 
2,305110,729 l 5.149 I 17.08917,166 I 24,334L11,807l29,564ll5,1381'35.l67ll6,737l35,399b._6_.59Q. I 40,13S 
Source: Questionnaire with face to face contact. 
•Data to'indicate whether film bookings were for use on-campus or off-campus were limited. 
data in this Table are estimates arrived at through personal consultation with current and 
former staff people in each institution af'tor careful analysis of exiating records. 
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TABLE 58 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF OKLAHOMA SCHOOLS AND COUNTIES 
REPORTING SOURCES OF REVF.NUE FOR AUDIO-VISUAL PURPOSES, BY 
TYPE AND SIZE OF SCHOOLS AND COUNTIES, 1954 
Schools and Number Regular State Fees & Activity Special 
Counties by Respond- Year Bud et Subside Rental Fund Pro1ect 
Tvre and Size im, Yes 'I, Yes i !as % Yes % Yes <l 
Counties: 1947 16 35 9 20 - - 2 4 1 2 
With Film Lib 1948 27 59 19 41 - - 4 9 4 9 
Library 46 1950 36 78 28 61 - - 3 6 3 6 
1952 37 80 37 80 - - 4 9 4 9 
Without Film 1947 
- - - - -
- - - - -
Library 10 1948 
- -
3 30 - - 3 30 - -
1950 2 20 5 50 - - 3 30 - -
1952 5 50 9 90 
- -
4 L.O l 10 
1947 16 35 9 20 
- -
2 4 1 2 
1948 27 48 22 39 - - 7 12 4 9 TOTAL 56 1950 38 68 33 59 - - 6 11 3 6 19'i2 L.2 7'i L.6 82 
- -
8 1 I . . 'i 9 
Schools: 1947 32 59 17 31 4 7 9 17 5 9 
With Film 1948 38 70 32 59 5 9 12 22 7 p 
Library 54 1950 44 81 38 70 6 11 10 19 7 13 
1952 46 85 35 65 7 13 12 22 7 13 
Without Film 1947 91 28 46 14 1 .3 32 9 11 3 
Library 1948 147 45 79 24 5 2 27 8 17 5 
328 1950 208 63 182 56 13 4 60 18 22 7 
19'i2 262 79 198 60 l'3 L. 81 2'i 29 9 
Schools: 1947 56 28 19 10 
- -
11 6 5 2 (No. Te:.chers) 197 1948 80 41 37 19 2 1 19 10 10 5 
1-14 1950 119 60 88 45 2 1 25 13 11 6 
1952 152 77 104 53 2 1 44 22 15 8 
1947 31 31 24 24 1 1 14 14 5 5 
15-29 101 1948 47 46 32 32 2 2 17 17 5 5 
1950 66 65 50 49 2 2 21 21 7 7 
1952 81 80 69 68 1 1 24 24 10 10 
1947 27 52 21 40 1 2 8 15 1 2 
30-59 52 1948 34 65 27 52 1 2 8 15 2 4 
1950 41 79 42 81 3 6 13 25 1 2 
1952 44 85 36 69 6 12 14 27 2 4 
1947 3 15 6 30 2 10 6 30 2 10 
60-119 20 1948 17 85 8 40 3 15 8 40 3 15 
1950 19 95 15 75 7 35 8 40 6 30 
1952 19 95 16 80 6 30 9 45 6 30 
1947 3 37 2 25 
- -
1 12 3 37 
120-239 8 1948 3 37 4 50 - - 1 12 3 37 
1950 3 3J 6 75 l l? l 12 3 37 
1952 8 100 6 75 2 25 
- -
3 37 
1947 3 75 1 25 l 25 1 25 
- -240-Up 4 1948 4 100 3 75 2 50 3 75 1 25 
1950 4 100 3 75 4 100 2 50 l 25 
19'i2 L. 100 2 'iO 1 7'i 2 'iO 
- -
1947 123 32 73 19 5 1.3 41 11 16 4 
TOTAL 382 1948 185 . 48 111 29 10 3 39 10 24 7 
1950 252 66 204 53 19 5 70 18 29 8 
1952 108 80 211 61 20 5 9'3 21,. % 9 
Source : Questionnai re, March 1954 
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Gifts 
Yes 'I, 
- -1 2 
- -1 2 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
1 2 
2 1 
1 2 
3 6 
4 7 
6 11 
7 13 
6 .2 
4 1 
8 2 
11 '3 
3 2 
1 .5 
2 1 
6 3 
2 2 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
1 2 
1 2 
3 6 
3 6 
1 5 
1 5 
3 15 
4 20 
1 12 
1 12 
l 12 
1 12 
1 25 
2 50 
2 50 
2 50 
9 2 
8 2 
14 4 
18 'i 
Regional 
Libraries 
University of 
Oklahoma 
Oklahoma A & M 
College 
Panhandle A & M 
College .. · 
Northwestern Stat6 
College 
Southwestern State 
College 
Central State 
College 
East Central State 
College 
Northeastern State 
College 
Southeastern State 
College 
TOTAL 
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TABLE 59 
AMOUNT OF EXPENDITURES REPORTED FOR AUDIO=VISUAL MATERIALS 
IN OKLAHOMA REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES 9 1946=195.3 
Expenditures 
1946=47 1947=48 1948=49 1949=50 195Qc.51 
~ 
$ 49000 $ 12i,OOO $ 159700 $ 18.9600 $ 109 700 
600 450 600 750 9!)500 
= = 2.1'368 2.9628 110 
40 50 50 50 400 
100 500 500 l.9000 .300 
= 50 200 1.30 1,,100 
150 400 600 450 l.9550 
100 100 100 150 125 
500 400 700 ls,420 260 
$ 5.1'490 $ l.3.1'950 $ 20l!818 $ 25s,178 $ 249045 
1951=52 
$ 18i,.300 
12i,500 
lg600 
l.9965 
29535 
29565 
.39125 
l.9900 
3p375 
$ 47,,865 
Sourceg Qu.estionriaire!, February 9 19549 for years 1946 through 1949. Data for 1950 
1952=5.3 
$ 12.1' 74.3 
14.9600 
l.9250 
880 
29550 
29300 
2p700 
775 
19400 
$ 399198 
through 1953 were taken from Annual Reports to State Department of Educationo 
1-B 
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TABLE 60 
AMOUNT Of EXPENDITURES REPORTED FOR AUDIO=VISUAL EQUIPMENT 
IN OKLAHOMA REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES 9 1946=1953 
~· 
Regional Exoendi tures 
Libraries 1946=4-7 194-7=48 1948=49 1949=50 1950=51 
~-===-=-===-=-, 
University of 
-Oklahom $ 19000 $ 29000 $ 59700 $ 59650 $ 79000 
Oklahoma. A & M 
College_ 2$140_ l.9330 630 2.9.300 39250 
Panhandle A & M 
_College_ ' 80 198 ls,200 = = 
Northwestern State 
College 100 150 375 278 l.9250 
Southwestern State 
College = 800 600 l.9000 2,,JOO 
Central State 
eo11e·ei 
- g, = 500 500 625 600 
East Central State .· ;"d.:. 
College -- 300 850 19000 240 600 
Northeastern State 
College 100 200 200 300 450 
Southeastern State 
College 250 = 625 1,125 60 
1951=52 
$ 29500 
49300 
37 
540 
lsilOO 
525 
575 
264 
760 
TOTAL $ .3,890 $ 5s,910 $ 9.\)630 $ 11,-716 $ 169710 $10,501 
-~ 
1952~53 
$ 71805 
49750 
.30 
250 
950 
900 
300 
2,600 
700 
$ 189285 
Sourc.ei Questionnarie., Februar-ysi 1954 for years 1946 ti.rough 1949. Data for 1950 through 
1953 were taken from Annual Reports to State ;;Department of Education. 
1-1 
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TABLE 61 
NUMBER AND KINDS OF AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT IN OKLAHOMA REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES 
1947-1953 
Column: A~l6mm Projectors; B~Filmstrip Projectors; C--Opaque Projectors; D--3i x 4 Slide Projectors; 
E--Tape Recorders 
Regional 19L 6-1 7 1Qi7-L8 19l B-L.9 lQ. :g_r,o 195)-'l 19'1-'2 
Libraries A B C D E A B C D E A B C D E A B C D E A B C D E A B C D 
University of 
E A 
Oklahoma 15 4 l 10 - il.9 5 2 10 1 22 10 5 15 2 t31 12 24 20 6 36 14 9 21 15 36 14 10 21 15 37 
Oklahoma A & M 
College 4 2 1 1 
-
8 3 1 l 2 9 4 1 1 2 13 6 1 1 4 18 7 3 3 4 21 10 3 3 4 22 
Panhandle A & M 
College 1 
-
1: 1 
-
1 1 1 1 
-
1 1 1 l 
-
1 1 l 1 
- 3 2 1 1 - 3 2 1 1 - 3 
Northwestern State 
College 2 1 1 1 
-
2 1 1 
-
1 2 1 1 - 2 2 1 1 - 3 3 1 l 2 3 3 1 1 1 3 3 
Southwestern State 
College 2 2 1 1 
- 3 2 1 l - 4 2 1 l - 6 3 1 l - 8 3 4 4 - 8 3 4 4 - 8 
Central State 
College 2 3 . 2 - 3 4 1 2 - 4 5 1 2 l 6 4 2 1 l 6 5 3 3 l 6 4 3 3 1 6 , 
East Central State 
College 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 '8 7 4 3 5 6 4 2 4 6 8 7 3 5 6 8 7 3 5 6 9 
Northeastern State 
College l 1 - - 1 l 2 2 1 1 1 3 2 2 l 3 8 2 2 2 3 6 3 3 2 3 8 3 3 2 4 
Southeastern State 
1 1 College 2 1 2 2 1 1 l 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 
TOTAL 11 18 12 19 4 ~o 21 11.r; 19 10 C,l, 11.. 19 26 15 71 I,? 1r; 11 21, 86 48 16 I,? 111 91 51 29 /,1 11 195 
Source: Annual Reports State Department of Education and personal interview 
1Q1;2_q 
B C D E 
16 tl.2 17 17 
lt3 3 5 4 
2 l 1 1 
1 1 1 3 
4 5 4 
-
4 2 3 1 
8 3 5 6 
8 3 4 2 
2 3 1 2 
C,8 1-.-. ,I,'< 16 
I-' 
'£. 
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TABLE 62 
KINDS OF AUDIO=VISUAL MATERIALS IN OKLAHOMA REGIONAL FILM LIBRARIES 
1954 
Reg:Lon:al Fil1IF· ·Slide!'.§· Tape Dis© Museum 
"Lib:rarie~ Films . ~trips 2 X 2 
.. 
J 1/4 X 4 Recording~ Exhibit!:l Recordings Models Chart~ Maps 
University of 
Oklahoma. X* X X X* X* X* X* X X 
Oklahoma A & M 
College X* X* X* X* X* X* 
Panhandle A & M 
· College X* X = = = X 
·Northwestern 
StatE:ll College X* X* X X X X X X X X 
Southwestern 
State College X* = X X = X 
Central State 
College X* X* X X X 
East Central 
_ State College X* X X X X X = = X X 
Northeastern 
· State College X* X* X X X* X = X X X 
So'IJ,theastern 
State College X* X = = x-
''" 
TOTAL 9 8 7 7 7 7 2 3 4 3 
Sources Que s'!,io~2;1ire with face to fact contact. 
*Items circulated to off=~ampus groups~ f-1 
'° Vl 
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Jury of :gxperts to Develop Criteria 
Dro James Wo Brow 
San Jose State College 
San Jose 49 California 
Mr. Paul Reed 
Direl!:ltor of Visual Education 
Rochester Public Schools 
Rochester, New York 
Dr. Edgar Dale 
Ohio State University 
Columbus lOj Ohio 
Mr. Ellsworth Dent 
Coronet Films 
65 East South Water Street 
Chicago 1 9 Illinois 
Dr. Robert de Kieffer 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman 9 Oklahoma 
Mr. Irvin C. Boerlin 9 Director 
Audio-Visual Education Dept. 
Pennsylvania State College 
State College 9 Pennsylvania 
Dr. James Kinder 
San Diego State College 
San Diego 159 California 
Mr. Francis Noel 9 Director 
Audio~Visual Education 
State Department of Education 
Sacramento, California 
Mro Godfrey Elliot 
Assnt. to the.President 
Young American Films 
18 East 41st Street 
New York 17 9 New York 
Mro William Gnaedinger 
Washington State College 
Pullman,Washington 
Mr. Stanley McIntosh 
Motion Picture Assoc. of Amer. 
1600 Eye Street 9 N. W. 
Washington 6, D. C. 
Mr. Glen Burch, Director 
Film Discussion Project 
The Fund for Adult Education 
914 East Green Street 
Pasa~ena 1 9 Calif or~a 
Mr. Roger Albright 
Motion Picture Assoc. of Amer. 
1600 Eye Street 9 N. W. 
Washington 6~ D. C. 
Mr. Ford Lemler 9 Director 
Visual Instruction 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor 9 Michigan 
Mr. L. C. Larson 
Director of A=V Department 
Indiana University 
Bloomington9 Indiana 
Dr. Kenneth Norberg 
Sacramento State College 
Sacramento 9 California 
Mr. Lee Cochran 
State University of Iowa 
Iowa City 9 Iowa 
Dr. Charles Schuller~ Director 
Audio-Visual Education Dept. 
Michigan State College 
East Lansing 9 Miiehigan 
Dr. Paul Witt 
Teachers College 
Columbia University 
New York 9 New York 
Mro Arthur Stenius 
Wayne University 
Detroit 9 Michigan 
Dr. John S. Carroll 
Texas Tech 
Lubbock 9 Texas 
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Dr o W, Co Meierhenry 
College of Education 
University of Nebraska 
Lincoln 9 Nebraska 
Dro J. Jo McPherson 
Exe©utive Secretary, NEA 
Department of A-V Instruction 
1201 Sixteenth Street 9 No Wo 
Washington 69 Do Ca 
Margaret Diwida 9 Supervisor 
.Audio=Visual Aids Se©tion 
Los Angeles Board of Education 
1205 West Pico Blvda 
Los Angeles 159 California 
Mro Do R. Williams 9 Vice~Presa 
En~yclopaedia Britannica 
Films 9 Inioa 
1150 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 
Mro Ao W .. Vander Meer 
Pennsylvania State College 
State College, Pennsylvania 
Dr .. Walter Wittich, Director 
Audio~Visual Education 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison9 Wisconsin 
Dr.. Thurman White 
Extension Division 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman 9 Oklahoma 
Dr .. James Finn 
University of Southern Calif a 
Los Angeles 7j California 
Miss Elizabeth Golterman9 Dira 
Audio=Visual Instruction 
St .. Louis Public Schools 
St. Louisll Missouri 
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